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Market
Overview

The global recovery seems to be losing pace
from US to China and there could be varied
reasons for each country. For China, the
economy is still under transformation and they
are focused on going green now.

H

owever, since recovery
has been strong there has
been resurgence in global
demand and unable
to cope with burgeoning demand
and low production, commodity
prices from coal, gas to metals and
chemicals, all have gone higher.
Besides, the supply chain issues and
congestion at ports ensured that
the freight costs scale new highs.
Since, India is a net importer in
most commodities, the effect was
telltale on the gross margins of the
corporate sector and it was just a

matter of time, until the low-priced
inventory runs out and the effect of
the same was reflected in Q2FY22.
While consumer facing companies
were bound to be affected (and were
hence muted vs market) what’s
surprising has been that companies
in chemical, power and metal space
also suffered due to abnormal rise
in carbon/energy prices. A Mint
analysis of 176 companies (excluding
oil and gas, banks, financial services
and insurance companies) shows
that net profit adjusted for one-time
items increased 6.68% from the
1
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preceding three months against
2.54% in the June quarter. Net sales
of these companies grew 9% in the
fiscal second quarter from a decline
of 2% in the preceding three months.
Due to the fear of aggravation in
nascent recovery in demand, most
consumer companies undertook
inadequate price hikes and waited
for this exorbitant phase to pass
through. While there are sectors
like auto where there was demand
however due to low production (on
account of semi-conductor shortage),
the companies were unable to take
November 2021

Emerging central
banks particularly
in Latin America
countries like Brazil
and Mexico, have
already increased
interest rates.
Slowdown in
China and Chinese
government
grappling with
Evergrande Group’s
debt crisis might
create opportunities
as well as challenges
for some.
advantage of the festive season.
However, the sector had also to
battle out rise in metal prices and in
order to protect margins, companies
from all sectors would now have
to resort to hike prices even more.
How much of an impact these
price hikes would have an impact
on the future corporate earnings,
only time will tell. As for demand
is concerned, urban is in much
better shape than rural. This has
impacted FMCG companies the most
as Nielsen data highlighted rural
sales for FMCG firms rose 2.5% in
August to September from a year ago
compared to growth of 12.5% growth
in January-July.
Although, the RBI lowered inflation
projections for FY22, some of it’s
MPC members were apprehensive
of the supply chain bottlenecks and
lower investments over the years
which have resulted in this present
supply shortage. Even RBI in some
of its recent publications like ‘state
of the economy’ opined inflationary
pressures to sustain until 2022.
Thus, inflation is hardly transitory,
a rhetoric by global central banks
is confusing and questions are now
raised everywhere. For instance, for
US, gas prices have spiked, 10-year
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treasury yields jumped and the
economy created less than 200,000
jobs in September. US central bank
believes that the inflation, currently
running above 5% would continue
to remain elevated in short run and
eventually fall back to target level of
2%. However, the US central bank
have highlighted all future demand
drivers of inflation while the present
one which is created by supply chain
crisis is believed to be transitory.
The real question lies whether it is
transitory since never before 2020,
the world experienced a major
portion of the world economy to
shut down and then restart again.
A note by Oaktree capital is of the
view that ‘No one knows how long it
will take for jammed supply chains
to become unstuck and the labor
force to be reconstituted. And the
U.S. has never increased its money
supply by roughly 30% in less than
two years. Caution is warranted
when using historical data to predict
the long-term implications of such
unprecedented actions’ The analysis
also said that the US economy
would grow above long-term 2%
average through 2022, however the
same would fall short of optimistic
expectations of equity investors.
Apart from the same, high global
inflation remains a concern and
even Bank of England has hinted
at tightening monetary policy.
Emerging central banks particularly
in Latin America countries like Brazil
and Mexico, have already increased
interest rates. Slowdown in China
and Chinese government grappling
with Evergrande Group’s debt crisis
might create opportunities as well as
challenges for some. Global experts
including Mr. Verma, one of the RBI’s
MPC members have highlighted
two prominent risks in the recently
released MPC minutes: First, the
ongoing transition to green energy
worldwide poses a significant risk
of creating a series of energy price
shocks similar to that in the 1970s
and second, recent concern is about
the tail risk to global growth posed
by emerging financial sector fragility
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in China. “Both of these risks — one
to inflation and the other to growth
— are well beyond the control of the
MPC, but they warrant a heightened
degree of flexibility and agility”, he
added.
A recent article published in
Financial Times by Mr. Ruchir
Sharma, Morgan Stanley Investment
Management’s chief global strategist
highlights that the pandemic led
stimulus by some of the emerging
countries has actually backfired. Mr.
Sharma further stated that while
many emerging nations followed US
and other large developed nations,
heavy spenders have hardly benefited
and clocked median recovery of
12% of GDP in second quarter
against 19% in the light spenders.
He highlighted heavy spenders like
Hungary, Brazil and Philippines
who spent at least 16% of GDP on
stimulus (Govt. spending + central
bank asset purchases) could only
clock recovery rate of close to the
emerging market average of about
16% of GDP. While in reality growth
recovery was a function of how strict

Although, the RBI
lowered inflation
projections for
FY22, some of it’s
MPC members
were apprehensive
of the supply chain
bottlenecks and
lower investments
which have
resulted in supply
shortage. Even
RBI in some of its
recent publications
like ‘state of the
economy’ opined
inflationary
pressures to sustain
until 2022.

So far, India have
been in good books
of rating agencies
due to strong
recovery in demand
after scaling up
its vaccination
programme and
as restrictions are
easing, there has
been swift recovery
now in services
sector which has
been reflected
by improvement
in purchasing
manager indices.
the lockdown was and how extensive
the vaccination programme was.
Incidentally, vaccination coverage
picked up late, particularly for Brazil
while for Philippines total vaccination
coverage is still 25% of population.
Heavy spending according to Mr.
Sharma in these developing countries
distorts economic growth since
they lack financial resources and
the institutional credibility to ramp
up spending. The result being high
inflation and interest rates, currency
depreciation and deficits running
large for these economies.
So far, India have been in good books
of rating agencies due to strong
recovery in demand after scaling
up its vaccination programme and
as restrictions are easing, there has
been swift recovery now in services
sector which has been reflected by
improvement in purchasing manager
indices. The improvement in mobility
continues with improvement in

GST and e-way bills. However, the
indicators for September haven’t
fared well as indicated by the latest
monthly macro tracker by Mint.
According to the tracker, 10 of the
16 indicators have fared worse than
their five-year average trend led
by deterioration in consumption
indicators. So essentially, it is all
about inflation dynamics which will
drive future expectations. Equity
markets are somehow coming
to terms that RBI will eventually
squeeze excess liquidity as the
apex bank gave a clear signal of
durable liquidity normalisation at
last meeting, by ending (instead
of tapering) its QE programme
(G-SAP) and announcing higher
quantum and signaling longer tenor
Variable Reverse Repo Rate (VRRR)
auctions albeit the RBI maintained
accommodative stance and status
quo on policy rates. Given the spike
in food prices, it would be reflected
in the coming months and more so
when the lower base effect wears out
for retail inflation. The RBI recently
said that it will conduct seven-day
and 28-day variable rate reverse repo
(VRRR) auctions worth Rs 1.5 trillion
and Rs 50,000 cr, respectively, on
2 November. Eventually, RBI will
also move to ‘neutral’ stance from
‘accommodative’. The deployment
of longer-term operations of 28 days
will be the first since RBI governor
Shaktikanta Das flagged the move in
the 8th October policy. This marks
that the RBI is getting uncomfortable
with excess liquidity in the system
and before taking the eventual hike
in the reverse repo rate. Pressure
on corporate profitability together
with inflationary scenario is a
recipe which the equity markets
dislikes. Needless, to say foreign
brokerages are apprehensive of
the high valuations of the Indian
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markets. Most have highlighted
Indian equity market outperformance
vis-à-vis emerging markets and
hence valuation premium which
are at record levels of 90% versus
the MSCI Emerging Market Index
compared to 10-year average of
43%. Besides, of late retail investors
have played its part in dominating
the market movement which has
gone against it. Besides, low real
yield and overvalued currency make
India vulnerable to US tapering in
times of lower corporate earnings,
higher inflationary scenario. Clearly
foreign investors are nervous about
the domestic equity markets in the
short term and the same is reflected
in their activity. However, most agree
with regards to the opportunities
the country and the markets bring in
terms of long term. The monthly BofA
survey released recently also showed
least bullishness among global fund
managers since October last year. It
said fund managers are underweight
on emerging markets and want to
cut exposure in the next 12 months as
China fears weighed on sentiment.

Most have
highlighted Indian
equity market
outperformance
vis-à-vis emerging
markets and hence
valuation premium
which are at record
levels of 90%
versus the MSCI
Emerging Market
Index compared to
10-year average of
43%.
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I

fundamentally believe
the Indian economy is
still to hit its inflexion
point of decades of
double-digit growth.
Therefore, I now think I
may have understated
my 2050 GDP projection
of $28 trillion….GAUTAM
ADANI, CHAIRMAN,
ADANI GROUP

I

t won’t be an easy
task (at Air India). Only
advantage is they are
paying the price which
they think they can manage. This process has
also saved huge amount
of taxpayers money….
TUHIN KANTA PANDEY,
SECRETARY, DIPAM

A

policy that has
an international
carbon price
floor adjusted to country
circumstances, green
investment and research
subsidy. and compensatory transfers to households can help advance
the energy transition
in an equitable way…
GITA GOPINATH, CHIEF
ECONOMIST, IMF

G

P

E

W

iven the high
potential of the
Indian economy,
what we see in terms
of high stock prices
may well be a rational
response by equity
investors…ARVIND
PANAGARIYA FORMER
VICE-CHAIRMAN, NITI
AAYOG

ven as domestic
macroeconomic
configurations are
improving, the risks from
global developments
are rising and warrant
a close watch as they
could stifle the recovery
that is underway in India.
In my view, the biggest
risks to India’s macroeconomic prospects are
global and they could
materialise suddenly…
MD Patra, Deputy
Governor, RBI

I

ndia a “red-hot investment destination”
for the solar sector,
the country has set an
example for developing
nations by reaching 100
Gw of renewable energy
capacity. Still, there
ovid is now over
are serious headwinds
for markets and
ahead for solar’s rise.
even if we are in
India is a close partner
an advanced stage of the
and 450 Gw target is
cycle, there is still money
absolutely doable and
to be made…DIEGO
will be done …. John
FERNANDEZ, Chief
Kerry, US Special Presiinvestment officer, A&G
dential
Envoy for Climate
Banca Privada
Change

C
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rivate investment
is also very low
and this is a weak
spot. It is difficult to imagine an acceleration in
GDP growth to the high
levels we enjoyed earlier
without a significant
revival of investment….
Montek Singh Ahluwalia, Former Deputy
Chairman, Planning
Commission

ith the current
reset in the
global supply
chain and clear headed
and committed leadership in India, I see opportunities galore in India for
all investors and industry
stakeholders…Nirmala
Sitharaman, Union
Finance Minister

T

he inevitable conversation about if
and when central
banks should raise
interest rates will likely
be friendly for financials,
which have ahigh weight
in indices…BRIAN NICK,
Chief investment strategist, Nuveen

I

t is already a
W-shaped recovery.
we are in the last leg
of the W, we dont know
where we are headed
with rising commodity
prices and that’s a
risk… Rajiv Kumar,
Vice-Chairman, NITI
Aayog

I

R

I

R

don’t think the Fed is
going to act or hike
very aggressively in
part because they have
this inflation view, but also
because we are going to
be in a slowing growth
environment by the end
of next year…ESTY DWEK,
CIO, FlowBank SA
t is clear that while the
world rightly embraces
the energy transition,
we will need oil and gas
for many decades to come.
The current demand is
dynamic, and is, therefore,
a wake-up call to continue
to invest in the entire
energy sector to avoid a
deeper supply crunch…
Sultan Ahmed Al
Jaber, chief executive
officer of the Abu Dhabi
National Oil Company

T

he impact is visible...
our fuel import bill
has jumped from
$8.8 bn (in june 2020)
to $24 bn in june 2021.
you could see a surge in
inflation which could also
increase the cost of producing and transporting
goods… Hardeep Puri,
Union Petroleum Minister

ates will continue to
ground higher from
where we are. But
they (Fed) are going to be
a little bit more patient than
the market expects right
now….MEERA PANDIT,
Global market strategist, JP
Morgan Asset Management

PM Gati Shakti National
Master Plan will provide
accurate information and
guidance for the completion of the governments
projects within a stipulated time frame, making
policymaking effective
and eliminate unnecessary government expenditure… Narendra Modi,
Prime Minister

ising commodity
prices means
mounting risks for
stocks, most particularly
highly valued growth
stocks. If the trigger for the
anticipated selloff is to be
rising inflation concerns
and related Fed tightening
concerns, a further major
rise in the oil price continues to have the potential
to aggravate the current
inflation scare dramatically,” Christopher
Wood, global head of
equity strategy at Jefferies

Because of Covid 19,
and of policies put in
place to respond to it,
debt levels increased fast
and reached high levels.
High and rising levels of
public and private debt
are associated with risks
to financial stability and
public finances. The debt
of governments, households and non-financial
corporations added up
to $226 trillion in 2020,
$27 trillion above 2019.
This increase is, by far,
the largest on record…..
Vitor Gaspar, IMF
Director of Fiscal Affairs
Department

S

o unlike 2013 or
2018, when we did
see a lot of pressure
in the currency market, this
time we think that India
is doing reasonably well
under external vulnerability
indicators. Forex reserves
are at an all time high
which is giving a lot of comfort in the sense that our
reserve ratio -- be it import
he case for normalcoverage ratio or debt to
isation of monetary
reserve ratio are still at a
conditions is starting
very comfortable zone….
to pick up pace, and the
TANVEE GUPTA JAIN,
next step will be to narrow
Chief India Economist, UBS
the policy rate corridor
Securities
closer to the pre-pandemic
level, all of which is likely to
pan out over the next two
to three quarters… RAHUL
GOSWAMI, CIO-fixed
income, ICICI Prudential
Mutual Fund

T
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world due to El Nina could keep
energy prices elevated through
the winter. In such supply side
disruptions, one needs to be careful
how inflation ticks in the near future.
In the market, valuations in certain
segments do look stretched even if
we discount FY23 earnings, but we
are focussed on bottom-up stock
selection and opportunities continue
to exist from a medium to long term
perspective.
Commodity prices are unsustainably
high however RBI has lowered
inflation projection for FY22.
How do you see the RBI to guide
monetary policy from here on?
Higher commodity and energy
process will definitely affect margins
this quarter and probably the next,
and that is something which is
known by the markets. The structural
demand continues to be strong and
we will be buyers if there is any
correction in the near term. RBI’s
monetary policy is driven by demand
side measures and concerns on
growth predominantly and it views
the supply side constraints to be
transient in nature. The energy and
commodity disruptions along with
supply side dynamics playing out, the

Q&A with fund manager

Mr. Aniruddha Naha - Senior Fund

Manager-Equity, PGIM India Mutual Fund

Indian markets are one of the best
performing ones in the global space
as against decline in emerging
market equity markets. Is there
further steam left in the markets or
do investors need to be careful at
these levels?
Indian markets have been
outperforming on the back of the
massive success of the vaccination
drive that the nation has achieved so
far, reopening of economy after the
second wave and subsequently strong
demand which is being reflected
now in corporate earnings numbers.

November 2021

This trend is likely to sustain as
some of the pockets of economy also
recovers fast and overall activities
gets back to pre-covid levels. That
being said, there are certain risks
emerging and one needs to cognizant
of that in the near term. Covid has
impacted the supply side of value
chains across industries. While
demand has recovered very well,
supply side challenges will keep the
demand supply mismatch going and
in the interim will be inflationary.
The shortage of commodities and
energy, whether coal, LNG or crude
and a harsh winter in the northern
INSIGHT
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Indian markets have
been outperforming
on the back of the
massive success
of the vaccination
drive that the nation
has achieved so
far, reopening of
economy after the
second wave and
subsequently strong
demand which is
being reflected
now in corporate
earnings numbers.

China is consciously
moving away
from polluting
industries and
there is a definite
shift towards
countries like India.
Industries like
chemicals, textiles,
API, carbon black
etc are definitely
seeing a shift
towards alternate
countries.
inflationary pressures will definitely
start reflecting. As the economy
reopens further and restrictions are
relaxed fully, a full measure of the
inflationary trend will be clearer,
and we expect policy response
accordingly.
Some of the opportunities created
in the chemical and industrials in
the Indian space is on account of
power outage problem in China. Do
you see these themes to play out in
short term or rather medium term
in nature?
India has a beneficiary of the
change of policies that China has
been following in the last couple of
years, in different sectors. China
is consciously moving away from
polluting industries and there is a
definite shift towards countries like
India. Industries like chemicals,
textiles, API, carbon black etc are
definitely seeing a shift towards
alternate countries. Also post Covid,
globally there has been a conscious
attempt to de-risk the supply chain
and a move towards China+1 policy.
India continues to be a beneficiary of
this structural trend. The successful
transition will happen when the
full value chain can be replicated
out of China. Part transitions of the

value chain out of China would still
make the supply chain vulnerable to
Chinese inputs. One needs to wait
and see how this transition plays out.
Ratings for Indian economy has
been stable even acknowledged by
Moody’s. Do you see early signs of
demand recovery and capex revival?
There are clear signs of demand
recovery playing out and in some
cases, demand is above pre covid
levels. Across B2B and B2C industries,
demand has recovered very well.
B2C businesses like travel, tourism,
hotels, mall, multiplexes, retail
chain, restaurants etc, are seeing
the recovery playing out, though it
might take some more time for them
to reach pre covid levels. On the B2B
side, whether it’s the demand for
electricity, fuel demand, demand for
cement, steel, port activity, logistics,
freight rates, everything is indicating
to a strong recovery in demand.
Even in the softer B2b business like
Information technology, the demand
is very resilient.
Corporate capex is a function of two
things:
• The ability to capex and
• The willingness to do capex.
The ability to capex is dependent on
the debt levels of corporate India.
Lower the debt levels, higher is the
ability of corporate India to leverage
up and implement capex. Corporate
India is today in one of the most
deleveraged positions, having used
their profits and cashflows to repay
debt over the last 3 to 4 years. Hence
corporate India is well positioned in
terms of ability to execute capex.
The willingness to do capex
will depend on present capacity
utilisation levels and incremental
profits, ROE from the capex. As long
as the incremental ROE exceeds
the cost of capital, there will be a
willingness to do capex. Presently,
capacity utilisation levels are picking

9
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up and are around 70%. Whenever
capacity utilisation levels move
beyond 80%, corporates are enticed
to do capex, as they see incremental
demand, profits and strong ROEs.
Demand/capex revival would
certainly be tailwinds for financial
sector. Your views on the same
Any capex revival will surely act a
tailwind for the economy as a whole.
However, India Inc has been relying
more on equity financing rather than
debt financing in the recent years for
their capital requirements, which is
reflected in the stronger and clear
balance sheet now. Financial sector
also faces increased competition
which can impact margins as
corporates now have various means
of fund raising, unlike in the past.
Hence, increased competitive
intensity and the scepticism on
taking incremental debt could limit
growth and profitability of the
financial sector.
Several PSUs have been rerated. Is it
purely a function of bull run or are
there real fundamental triggers for
rerating?
Government’s disinvestment push
has now accelerated and PSUs
can be a potential beneficiary.
The divestment of Air India is

Government’s
disinvestment push
has now accelerated
and PSUs can
be a potential
beneficiary. The
divestment of Air
India is clearly
reflecting the intent
of the government
to divest and also
that it can be done
successfully.
November 2021

Broadly, demand
is back across
sectors, whether it
is export oriented
sectors like IT or
domestic sectors
like consumer
discretionary,
which will definitely
reflect in robust
earnings.
clearly reflecting the intent of the
government to divest and also that it
can be done successfully. However,
investor need to selective and look
at overall health of the company and
the sector that they operate in before
allocating long-term capital.
What are your broad expectations
for September 2021 quarter
earnings? Will these quarterly
earnings help analysts revise
upwards FY22 and FY23 forecast?
Broadly, demand is back across
sectors, whether it is export oriented
sectors like IT or domestic sectors
like consumer discretionary, which
will definitely reflect in robust
earnings. The supply side disruptions
will definitely playout in terms of raw
material pressure across industry,
which will contract margins and
impact profitability growth rates. The

supply side disruptions are playing
out on raw materials and higher
energy and commodity prices have
also impacted margins. The supply
side disruption should hopefully
get ironed out in the next two
quarters and fy23 should see a more
normalised earnings and profitability
growth. Given the supply side
inflation getting built in, it is unlikely
that there will be any major earning
upgrade for fy22.
Which are all the sectors which
could do well in next two years?
We believe the stability and visibility
of earnings growth in IT should help
the sector. The revival in corporate
capex should help industrials and
materials, which would include steel
and cement incrementally.

We follow a well-defined investment
process to identify stocks from the
universe that we track. The focus
is on operating cash flow, which
needs to be positive 70% of the
time in last 10 years, demonstrated
corporate governance track record,
and debt-to-equity ratio less
than 3. We are also mindful of the
prevailing valuation and the future
growth potential, which is essentially
Growth at Reasonable Price (GARP)
before shortlisting any stocks in the
portfolio. We believe:
Topline is Vanity, Bottomline is
Sanity and Cashflow is Reality.
In uncertain times, sticking to
businesses which generate positive
cashflows and profits and which have
valuation comfort should help create
stable portfolios.

Do you foresee headwinds in terms
of global economy/policies?
US FED has already announced its
plans to taper as early as November.
Globally central bankers may slowly
disembark on the path to gradually
withdraw the excess liquidity and the
monetary support. Also, inflationary
trends could drive monetary policy
action globally over the next couple
of years.
With markets at all time highs,
what are the key factors one should
consider before picking stock and
create a portfolio of stocks?

US FED has already
announced its plans
to taper as early as
November. Globally
central bankers may
slowly disembark
on the path to
gradually withdraw
the excess liquidity
and the monetary
support.

Disclaimer: Stocks conveyed by Fund manager are just for illustration and these are not recommendations
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Mutual Fund Overview
PGIM India Flexi Cap Fund

Investment Objective
To generate income & capital appreciation by predom-

Portfolio Positioning*
This Fund has a flexibility to increase or decrease

inantly investing in an actively managed diversified

exposure to Large, Mid or Small Cap as per Market Cycles

portfolio of equity & equity related instruments including

and Fund Manager’s view of Markets.

derivatives.

Why Flexi Caps
Flexi Cap funds predominantly invests minimum of
65% of total assets in equity and equity related securities
across any market cap and maximum of 35% in Money
Market, Debt Securities, Liquid Debt schemes of PGIM
India Mutual Fund
Flexi Cap fund allows investors to diversify their
investment portfolio across companies of different
market capitalization, and thus mitigate risk to an extent

The fund usually has between 45% to 75% in Large
Caps and the balance is invested in Mid Cap & Small
Cap companies. *These are based on the fund manager’s
current outlook and are subject to change
Important Information
NAV (G) (Rs.)

26.52

IDCW (Rs.)

19.97

Inception Date
Fund size(Rs.Cr.)
Fund Manager

Unlike other funds focusing on a particular market
cap segment, Flexi Cap funds can invest in any company

Entry load

irrespective of the company’s market cap which gives

Exit Load

flexibility to the fund manager in allocating the funds
from vast universe of stocks which can possibly help in
generating alpha in different market conditions
Flexi Cap fund is suitable for investors who wish to
benefit from growth across the market and who are
willing to park their money for long term

Investment Strategy
The fund has a diversified portfolio of strong growth
companies with sustainable business models spread over
a range of industries, sectors and market capitalizations.
Equity securities are selected largely on bottom up
stock–by–stock basis across market cap spectrum, with
consideration given to valuation parameters as well as
growth, margins, asset returns, and cash flows, amongst

Benchmark

Mar 04, 2015
2416
Aniruddha Naha
Anandha Padmanabhan Anjeneyan
Ravi Adukia
Nil
For units in excess of 10% of the
investment,0.5% will be charged for
redemption within 90 days
Nifty 500 TR Index

Min Investment (Rs.)

5000

Min SIP Investment (Rs.)

1000

Key Ratios
Beta (x)

0.99

Standard deviation (%)
Sharpe Ratio
Alpha (%)
R Squared
Expense ratio (%)
Portfolio Turnover ratio (%)
Avg Market cap (Rs. Cr.)

22.50
1.07
7.55
93.56
2.25
173
58507.9

others.
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PPortfolioas on Sept 30, 2021

% SECTOR ALLOCATION

Stocks

% of Net assets

Infosys

4.9

ICICI Bank

4.6

Infra

Larsen & Toubro

4.5

Industrial

5.2

State Bank of India

4.2

Tata Consultancy Services

3.4

Consumer

5.4

Housing Development Finance Corporation

3.4

Oberoi Realty

3.1

Can Fin Homes

3.0

Pharma

9.3

Krishna Inst of Medical Sciences

2.9

Cement

9.5

Alkem Laboratories

2.9

Banks

Construction

3.1
4.5

Insurance

6.5

Finance

7.6

10.8

Software

Asset Allocation
Equity

Cash

91.7%

8.3%

14.6

Note: All data are as on Sept 30, 2021; NAV are as on Oct 25, 2021
Source: Factsheet, Value Research

Performance of the Fund alongwith Benchmark (as on Oct 25, 2021)
1 month
Fund (%)
Benchmark (%)

3 months

6 months

1 year

3 Years

5 Years

Since Inception

-0.90

8.24

29.87

65.71

31.51

19.12

0.99

12.25

27.45

58.34

23.43

16.77

15.80

Ashika Mutual Fund Recommendation Alpha Generation
Month of
Recom

Fund Name

Benchmark

NAV as on
25.10.2021

1 Year
Return
(%)

3 Year
Return
(%)

5 Year
Return
(%)

Nov-20

Mirae Asset Tax Saver Fund Reg (G)

S&P BSE 200 TRI

31.9

60.0

27.4

20.4

Dec-20

Mirae Asset Large Cap Fund Reg (G)

NSE - NIFTY 100 TRI

81.3

50.8

22.0

16.6

Jan-21

Quant Active Fund (G)

NSE - Nifty 500 TRI

411.1

82.5

35.6

23.5

Feb-21

Kotak Tax Saver Scheme (G)

S&P BSE Sensex TRI

71.1

52.2

23.3

15.0

Mar-21

Quant Small Cap Fund (G)

NSE - NIFTY SMALLCAP 250
TRI

129.6

110.9

37.3

22.0

Apr-21

LIC Large & Mid Cap Fund Reg (G)

NSE - NIFTY Large Midcap
250 TRI

24.5

54.2

22.7

15.5

May-21

IDFC Sterling Value Fund Reg (G)

S&P BSE 500 TRI

85.6

86.6

22.5

15.8

Jun-21

ICICI Pru Large & Mid Cap Fund Reg (G)

NSE - NIFTY Large Midcap
250 TRI

549.9

77.1

22.7

15.2

Jul-21

Edelweiss Balanced Advantage Fund (G)

CRISIL Hybrid 50+50 Moderate Index

36.2

33.3

18.3

13.5

Aug-21

Nippon India Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

NSE - Nifty 500 TRI

10.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

Sep-21

SBI Balanced Advantage Fund Reg (G)

CRISIL Hybrid 50+50 Moderate Index

10.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

Oct-21

HDFC Dividend Yield Fund Reg (G)

NSE - Nifty Dividend Opp 50
TRI

14.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

Note: All data are as on Sept 30, 2021; NAV are as on Oct 25, 2021
Source: Factsheet, Value Research
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Large & Mid Cap Fund
All Data Belongs To October 25, 2021
NAV

SBI Large & Midcap Fund Reg (G)

AUM
(Rs Cr)

3M

6M

1 Yr

3 Yr

5 Yr

Since
Sharpe Exp.
Inception Ratio Ratio
Return

365.6

5145

7.5

28.3

63.6

23.1

15.3

14.5

0.7

2.1

99.7

21263

10.6

29.0

64.1

29.3 20.3

22.3

1.0

1.7

549.9

3825

17.8

36.1

77.1

22.7

15.2

18.8

0.7

2.1

LIC Large & Mid Cap Fund Reg (G)

24.5

1503

12.1

28.1

54.2

22.7

15.5

14.4

0.8

2.4

Kotak Emerging Equity (G)

70.6

16318

5.6

23.9

68.4

27.8

16.5

14.4

0.9

1.8

Mirae Asset Emerging Bluechip Fund Reg
(G)
ICICI Pru Large & Mid Cap Fund Reg (G)

Value Fund
SBI Contra Fund Reg (G)

198.1

2974

9.6

31.8

81.9

25.8

15.0

17.4

0.9

2.2

85.6

4116

8.0

30.8

86.6

22.5

15.8

16.8

0.6

2.0

125.0

4327

10.4

32.1

68.3

24.6

16.2

16.6

0.8

2.0

Kotak India EQ Contra Fund (G)

85.5

1169

10.6

26.1

56.2

22.6

17.3

14.1

0.7

2.4

Invesco India Contra Fund (G)

79.1

8411

10.7

28.7

54.8

22.3

17.2

15.3

0.7

1.8

Axis Focused 25 Fund Reg (G)

47.6

20334

12.9

28.5

56.9

24.3

18.7

18.1

0.8

1.9

Mirae Asset Focused Fund Reg (G)

20.2

7682

12.7

31.2

62.0

0.0

0.0

32.4

0.0

1.8

SBI Focused Equity Fund Reg (G)

244.9

20372

13.7

30.9

65.6

26.6

18.1

20.5

0.9

1.7

DSP Focus Fund Reg Fund (G)

34.4

2169

3.9

19.1

42.6

19.6

11.5

11.3

0.7

2.1

Sundaram Select Focus Reg (G)

280.7

1408

13.1

26.4

50.3

21.1

16.7

18.9

0.7

2.2

218.3

433

6.5

32.0

88.0

37.5

23.3

16.0

1.1

2.3

Kotak Tax Saver Scheme (G)

71.1

2296

7.2

21.6

52.2

23.3

15.0

13.1

0.8

2.1

Mirae Asset Tax Saver Fund Reg (G)

31.9

9832

11.1

27.8

60.0

27.4

20.4

22.0

0.9

1.7

Axis Long Term Equity Fund (G)

75.2

34371

10.5

25.4

56.1

24.4

17.5

18.5

0.9

1.5

228.3

10862

10.5

27.1

56.8

21.6

13.2

14.8

0.7

1.9

411.1

1189

9.2

30.4

82.5

35.6

23.5

19.8

1.1

1.8

IDFC Sterling Value Fund Reg (G)
Nippon India Value Fund (G)

Focus Fund

ELSS Fund
Quant Tax Plan (G)

SBI Long Term Equity Fund Reg (G)

Flexi Cap Fund
Quant Active Fund (G)
SBI Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

77.8

15291

10.6

26.5

59.3

22.3

14.9

13.6

0.7

1.8

Kotak Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

53.8

38609

8.7

22.3

48.2

20.9

14.8

14.7

0.7

1.6

Motilal Oswal Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

35.9

11986

5.6

16.9

37.9

16.3

11.5

18.6

0.5

1.8

Parag Parikh Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

50.4

16076

10.2

29.6

58.3

30.5

21.3

21.1

1.2

1.8

Quant Small Cap Fund (G)

129.6

1158

4.7

42.6

110.9

37.3

22.0

15.4

1.0

1.8

SBI Small Cap Fund Reg (G)

101.5

10191

7.0

26.7

72.0

29.1

21.1

21.1

0.9

1.8

Axis Small Cap Fund Reg (G)

58.1

7303

5.8

31.3

70.0

33.1

20.3

24.9

1.2

1.9

Invesco India Smallcap Fund Reg (G)

20.8

1205

3.7

37.0

84.9

27.2

0.0

27.2

0.0

2.3

160.2

5969

8.2

35.0

96.8

35.6

19.6

18.1

1.1

1.9

Small Cap Fund

Kotak Smallcap Fund (G)
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Thematic/Sectoral Fund
All Data Belongs To October 25, 2021
NAV

AUM
(Rs
Cr)

3M

6M

1 Yr

3 Yr

5 Yr

Since
Sharpe Exp.
Inception Ratio Ratio
Return

Franklin Build India Fund (G)

66.1

1123

11.8

37.5

87.8

22.8

14.4

16.6

0.6

2.3

ICICI Pru Banking and Financial Services
Fund Reg (G)

91.2

5101

10.3

31.8

71.5

19.4

14.1

18.3

0.5

2.0

299.9

5474

(4.4)

9.8

33.5

26.6

15.3

21.6

1.0

2.7

Sundaram Rural and Consumption Fund
Reg (G)

57.9

1301

6.1

21.8

41.3

16.3

10.3

12.1

0.5

2.3

Aditya Birla SL Digital India Fund Reg (G)

135.0

2536

13.2

39.0

76.7

40.7

31.1

10.6

1.4

2.2

Nippon India Pharma Fund (G)

Balanced Advantage Fund
IDFC Balanced Advantage Fund Reg (G)

18.2

2604

4.3

12.1

21.6

13.8

10.2

8.8

0.6

2.1

Sundaram Balanced Advantage Fund Reg
(G)

14.7

1163

4.9

13.0

25.3

0.0

0.0

26.3

0.0

2.3

Edelweiss Balanced Advantage Fund (G)

36.2

5845

6.7

15.7

33.3

18.3

13.5

11.1

1.0

1.9

Kotak Balanced Advantage Fund Reg (G)

14.5

11286

4.5

10.6

21.6

14.9

0.0

11.9

0.7

1.8

Aditya Birla SL Balanced Advantage Fund
(G)

74.2

5485

4.9

13.5

29.7

14.2

10.4

9.8

0.7

1.9

Aditya Birla SL Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

17.6

530

4.5

10.1

22.8

12.1

8.1

8.5

0.7

2.5

DSP Equity Saving Fund Reg (G)

16.1

389

2.5

9.7

21.0

10.8

7.6

8.8

0.6

2.4

Kotak Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

18.2

1575

4.1

9.1

16.6

10.7

9.1

8.8

0.7

2.2

Nippon India Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

12.5

251

4.7

11.0

21.0

1.1

2.7

3.6

(0.3)

2.5

SBI Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

17.3

1816

3.9

10.0

22.8

12.6

8.7

8.8

0.7

1.2

Aditya Birla SL Arbitrage Fund Reg (G)

21.3

8675

0.7

1.9

3.8

4.8

5.3

6.4

1.1

1.0

ICICI Pru Equity Arbitrage Fund Reg (G)

27.4

15346

0.8

1.9

3.8

4.8

5.3

7.0

1.0

0.9

Kotak Equity Arbitrage Fund (G)

29.7 25000

0.8

1.9

3.9

4.9

5.4

7.0

1.2

1.0

Nippon India Arbitrage Fund (G)

21.3

12451

0.8

1.9

3.7

4.9

5.4

7.1

1.1

1.0

SBI Arbitrage Opp Fund Reg (G)

26.9

4683

1.1

2.2

3.9

4.6

5.1

6.8

0.7

0.9

166.9

3954

14.4

27.0

52.9

22.1

16.6

15.5

0.7

0.4

36.9

1588

6.8

22.4

52.5

18.0

12.2

12.2

0.6

0.8

546.8

2651

15.1

27.9

50.5

22.5

17.5

15.8

0.7

0.4

24.0

3623

2.9

10.8

32.3

0.0

0.0

34.4

0.0

0.5

15.3

2145

4.8

9.7

33.1

0.0

0.0

32.1

0.0

1.1

Equity Savings Fund

Arbitrage Fund

Index Fund
HDFC Index Fund-NIFTY 50 Plan (G)
ICICI Pru Nifty Next 50 Index Fund Reg (G)
HDFC Index Fund Sensex Plan
Motilal Oswal Nasdaq 100 FOF (G)
Motilal Oswal S&P 500 Index Fund Reg (G)
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Solutions
All Data Belongs To October 25, 2021
NAV AUM

Mod
Duration
(in Yrs)

AMP
(IN Yrs )

3M

6M

1 Yr

2 Yr

Sharpe Exp.
Ratio Ratio

ICICI Pru Retirement Fund Pure Debt
Plan (G)

12.3

325

0.0

11.9045
(29/10/2020)

1.3

2.3

3.8

7.1

0.0

2.1

Aditya Birla SL Retirement Fund 30s
Plan (G)

13.6

231

0.0

10.084
(02/11/2020)

4.9

14.4

31.9

16.7

0.0

2.6

HDFC Retirement Savings Fund Hybrid
Equity Reg (G)

25.3

732

0.9

17.281
(29/10/2020)

4.8

18.9

43.2

23.1

0.8

2.5

Aditya Birla SL Bal Bhavishya Yojna Reg
(G)

14.0

507

0.0

10.47
(02/11/2020)

4.9

14.3

31.2

16.3

0.0

2.6

ICICI Pru Child Care Gift Plan Reg

196.3

852

0.6

138.07
(30/10/2020)

9.3

20.2

39.2

19.8

0.6

2.4

SBI Magnum Children Benefit Fund
Investment Plan Reg (G)

22.1

289

0.0

10.1468
(02/11/2020)

16.0

53.7

115.6

0.0

0.0

2.7

Multi Assets
HDFC Multi Asset Fund (G)

47.5

1186

0.8

35.649
(30/10/2020)

5.8

15.1

30.4

21.1

0.7

2.4

SBI Multi Asset Allocation Fund Reg
(G)

37.3

460

1.3

30.4889
(26/10/2020)

3.8

12.1

21.6

14.4

1.0

1.7

ICICI Pru Multi Asset Fund (G)

423.2

12405

0.9

255.9851
(29/10/2020)

15.2

28.1

62.3

26.4

0.7

1.8

Axis Triple Advantage Fund (G)

31.1

1435

1.0

22.052
(30/10/2020)

9.6

21.8

40.2

21.8

0.9

2.2

Nippon India Multi-Asset Fund Reg (G)

13.3

1154

0.0

9.8206
(30/10/2020)

7.9

16.4

32.2

0.0

0.0

2.0

Disclaimer: Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
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STOCK PICKS

Container Corporation of
India Ltd.
CMP: Rs 657

Rating: BUY

Target: Rs 830

Share holding pattern as on September 2021

Company Information
BSE Code

531344

NSE Code

CONCOR

Bloomberg Code

CCRI IN

ISIN

INE111A01025

Market Cap (Rs. Cr)

39890

Outstanding shares(Cr)

60.9

52-wk Hi/Lo (Rs.)

754.4 / 365.05

Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)

2941459

Face Value(Rs.)

5.0

Book Value (Rs)

175.6

Company Overview
Container Corporation of India ltd
(CONCOR) is engaged in transportation of containers (rail & road) and
handling of containers. CONCOR
an undisputed market leader (with
65% market share) having the largest
network of 60 ICDs/CFSs in India
(58 terminals and 3 strategic tieups). In addition to providing inland
transport by rail for containers, it has
also expanded to cover management
of Ports, air cargo complexes and
November 2021

establishing cold-chain. Company
operates in both EXIM and Domestic
divisions engaged in handling, transportation and warehousing activities.
Revenue from rail transportation
comprised 75% of total revenues (rest
4% by road, 13% via handling income,
2% warehousing and 4% others). The
Govt. of India holds 54.8% stake in
the company and has been identified
as one the divestment candidates.
Container shortage, Western
DFC commissioning and strategic

INSIGHT
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Promoters, 54.8%

FIIs, 25.5%

DIIs, 15.6%

Others, 4.0%

disinvestment by government are the
key triggers for the company.

Investment Rationale

Strong triggers for logistics
industry
Post reforms like GST and e-way bill,
there has been immense transparency and the Govt also build support
Infrastructure which has ushered
in improved connectivity and faster
turnaround time. Besides, the
perception of the consumers has also

changed and there has been more
focus on speed of delivery and investment in technology as well to make
the process swift. The industry is
consolidating and towards improved
efficiency after the abolishment of
state level taxation post introduction
of GST. The high cost of Logistics in
India has been due to an inefficient
modal mix where it is 80% share is
tilted towards roads and 20% towards
rail. With dedicated freight corridor
(DFC) getting operational in phases,
the market share of rail would
gradually increase and the Govt.
wants to shift share of road transport
towards 40% from 80% now since
rail transport is ~40% cheaper than
road. CONCOR is one of the biggest
beneficiaries of commissioning of the
Western DFC due to its linkage with
ports in Gujarat for the movement
of goods. Besides, CONCOR has also
heavily invested in infrastructure and
rolling stocks between FY15-20 which
have led to strong terminal network
along the Western DFC route.

Market leader among container
train operators

The incremental
volume growth
from the DFC is
expected to be~10%
which can increase
by further 10-15%
after the entire DFC
route is completed
and operational. The
combination of these
factors will lead to
improved volumes
and profitability.
tonnage has been growing, consistent
fall in lead distances has led to flat
net tonne km. However, CONCOR
has countered this stagnancy well
by ramping up double stack trains,
leading to notable margin expansion
which is expected to sustain going
ahead. Double stacking improved to
17% YoY to 790 rakes in Q2FY22 from
673 in 2QFY21 & 807 rakes in 1QFY22.
On account of increase in double
stacking EXIM/domestic lead distance improved from 661km/1,328km

in 1HFY21 to 704km/1,400km in
1HFY22. Higher double stacking along
with assured transit times will help
CONCOR efficiently utilise its rolling
stocks, improve dwell time of containers on ports and its terminals at
reduced costs. EXIM: Domestic share
which was 80:20 earlier has improved
to 70:30 now however management
want to further improve it to 60:40
in 5 years to reduce on international
trade. Management has kept capex
target unchanged at Rs 500 cr to be
incurred in FY22. Besides, the development of 6-8 Multi-Modal Logistics
Park (MMLP) facilities is currently
under progress. The commissioning
of two facilities in Odisha and one
in Gujarat is expected very soon.
Besides, CONCOR also plans on
implementing artificial intelligence
(AI) to provide customers data online
and real time understanding of
customer’s preferences and needs
thus also reducing leakage.

DFC commissioning to aid in
higher volumes

200

DFC will benefit CONCOR immensely
through double stacking, higher
load capacities as well as reduced
turnaround time. With partial
commencement of DFC, transit time
for goods between Dadri and Mundra
has come down by 25% to 60 hours.
The incremental volume growth from
the DFC is expected to be~10% which
can increase by further 10-15% after
the entire DFC route is completed
and operational. The combination of
these factors will lead to improved
volumes and profitability. In fact,
management has raised volume
growth guidance for FY22 to 15% from
10-12% earlier in the beginning of
the year. Company also expects 15%
growth in revenue and more than
100% in net profit.

100

Q2FY22 performance strong

CONCOR is India’s largest container
train operator with 65% market
share as of Sep’21. While container

CONCOR 3Yr. Price Chart
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CONCOR’s consolidated revenues
grew 21% yoy at Rs 1,824 cr on
account of a favourable mix of value
and volume. Volume was higher by
by 10.7% with EXIM volumes were

November 2021

higher 6% and Domestic volumes
by 34% (on a low base). EXIM and
Domestic realisations grew 8%yoy
& 7% yoy respectively. For H1FY22,
PBIT margins for EXIM and Domestic
stood at Rs 5400/TEU and Rs 5800/
TEU. According to the management,
conversion of all domestic rakes with
68 ton carrying capacity and procurement of 24,000 containers in last
three years with carrying capacity
of 31 ton of payload has pushed
the margins in domestic. Besides,
management aim to maintain these
margins. Overall, rail freight expense
as percentage of sales declined from
54.6% in 2QFY21 to 53.9% in 2QFY22
and thus also pushed margins. Net
profit grew 37% yoy at Rs 253.72 cr. A
price hike of Rs 1,000 per container
was taken from 1 Oct’21 for containers handled at the terminals for both
exports and imports and this would
in maintain realisations. Although
management has highlighted
concerns with shortage of empty
containers which impacted volumes
in Q2FY22.

Removal of key impediments for
divestment
Differences between land license fee
(LLF) between Indian Railways and
CONCOR used to be major source
of concerns for investors. However,
there is no ambiguity with regards
to the same, since from Q4FY21,
CONCOR has reached a resolution
that operational fees for the land
leased from the Indian Railways will
be charged at 6% of the market value
of the land which will be Rs 450 cr in

Further clarity
over long-term
land leasing that
CONCOR has
been planning and
expected timelines
for the conclusion
of the same would
clear impediments
for divestment
which is likely to
get completed in the
next fiscal year.
FY22 (same as in FY21). For H1FY22,
the company has paid Rs 225 crore as
LLF. Further clarity over long-term
land leasing that CONCOR has been
planning and expected timelines for
the conclusion of the same would
clear impediments for divestment
which is likely to get completed in the
next fiscal year.

Key Risks
Lower volumes due to restrictions
in global trade
Uncertainty over land leasing and
hence privatisation getting shelved

Valuation
CONCOR an undisputed market
leader (with 65% market share) having the largest network of 60 ICDs/
CFSs in India (58 terminals and 3
strategic tie-ups). Company operates

Particulars (in Rs Cr)

FY20

in both EXIM and Domestic divisions
engaged in handling, transportation
and warehousing activities. Revenue
from rail transportation comprised
75% of total revenues (rest 4% by road,
13% via handling income, 2% warehousing and 4% others). Although,
shortage of empty containers has
affected volumes in Q2FY22, however realisations have been higher
and management has improved
operational efficiencies through
double stacking which resulted in
improvement in lead times and
margins as well. The commissioning
of DFC is a major volume & revenue
booster for CONCOR and after partial
commencement of DFC, transit time
for goods between Dadri and Mundra
has come down by 25% to 60 hours.
The incremental volume growth from
the DFC is expected to be~10% which
can increase by further 10-15% after
the entire DFC route is completed
and operational. Management has
raised volume growth guidance for
FY22 to 15% from 10-12% earlier in the
beginning of the year. Company also
expects 15% growth in revenue and
more than 100% in net profit. Since
there is no ambiguity with regards
to LLF being fixed at Rs 450 cr for
FY22, further clarity over long-term
land leasing will clear impediments
for divestment which is likely to get
completed in the next fiscal year. At
the CMP, the scrip trades at P/E of
26.83x and investors are advised to
‘BUY’ the scrip for a target of Rs 830.

FY21

FY22E

FY23E

Revenue

6,060

6,040

7,640

9,369

Growth (%)

-3.1%

-0.3%

26.5%

22.6%

EBITDA

1,694

1,047

1,855

2,524

EBITDA Margin (%)

27.9%

17.3%

24.3%

26.9%

404

505

1,165

1,539

Net Profit Margin (%)

6.7%

8.4%

15.3%

16.4%

EPS (Rs)

6.62

8.22

18.99

24.56

Net profit

Source: Bloomberg consensus
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STOCK PICKS

Sobha Ltd.
CMP: Rs 770

Rating: BUY

Target: Rs 890

Share holding pattern as on September 2021

Company Information
BSE Code

532784

NSE Code
Bloomberg Code
ISIN

SOBHA
SOBHA IN
INE671H01015

Market Cap (Rs. Cr)

7290

Outstanding shares(Cr)
52-wk Hi/Lo (Rs.)

9.5
901 / 272.05

Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)

486358

Face Value(Rs.)

10

Book Value

Company overview

Sobha Ltd. is a Bengaluru-based
real estate developer focused on
construction and development of
residential and commercial projects. The Company is also engaged
in contractual projects. It has a
presence across key markets in
South India like Bengaluru, Mysuru,
Kochi, Chennai, Hosur etc. It also
has a presence in Gurugram. It has

257.1

completed approximately 390 projects in both real estate and contracts
verticals with a total developed area
of over 81.64 million square feet. Its
residential projects include SOBHA
Contracting and SOBHA Manufacturing. The company is also engaged
in manufacturing activities related
to interiors glazing and metal works
and concrete products which also
provides backward integration to
19
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Promoters, 52.0%

FIIs, 17.1%

DIIs, 13.7%

Others, 17.2%

SL’s turnkey projects. The company
has a backward-integrated business
model with all the key competencies
and in-house resources to deliver a
project from its conceptualization to
completion.

Investment Rationale
Strong quarter ahead

As per Sobha’s business update,
the company has achieved its best

November 2021

ever quarterly volumes in Q2FY22
at sustainable price realisation with
gross sales bookings of 1.35 million sq
ft worth Rs. 1,030.2 crore which were
up 51% YoY in volume terms and 49%
YoY in value terms. This was primarily driven by good sales numbers
achieved in Bengaluru, Gurugram,
Pune and GIFT CITY. The Kerala
region has shown improved sales
performance as compared to Q1FY22.
While Q1FY22 saw a muted performance owing to the second Covid
wave across India, the improved
Q2FY22 performance reflects the
strong demand in South India driven
hiring in IT/ITeS sector accompanied
by salary hikes and low mortgage
rates of 6.5-7.0%. The company had
reported total sales value of Rs 682.90
crore in Q1FY22 and Rs 689.90 crore
in Q2FY21. In Q2FY22, the Bengaluru
market was the key contributor with
sales volumes of 0.8msf and contributed 59% of the total volumes. The
Gurugram market also saw an 181%
YoY volume uptick to 0.19msf and
contributed 14% of sales volumes for
the quarter with the Pune and GIFT
City markets also seeing traction.
With festive season coming in and
planned new launches in the coming
quarters, it is expected that the
momentum to continue into H2FY22
and beyond. Moreover, the company’s land bank owing to an expected
upcycle for residential housing in
South India in the medium term.

Along with project
launches, free
cash flow and debt
repayment will
be the key focus
areas. Sobha plans
to reduce net debt
further by Rs. 150200 crore in FY22
and targeting to
bring down net
debt:equity to 1x by
FY23.
Debt reduction continues
Aided by healthy collections, the
company managed to reduce its net
debt QoQ to Rs. 28.2bn in Q1FY22 vs
Rs. 28.5bn on Mar-21, with net D/E
at 1.15x (1.17x on Mar21). The average
borrowing cost declined to 8.98%
from 9.04% in Q4FY21. Cash flows
were aided by minimal land-related
payments. Management indicated
land-related capex will remain
contained (~Rs. 75-80 crore annually).
Incremental land acquisition will be
funded through internal accruals
and not debt. The expected cash flow
from current ongoing and completed
projects stands at Rs. 7510 crore while

Sobha 3Yr. Price Chart
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Construction spends for real estate
business would range between Rs.
1000 crore to Rs. 1200 crore in FY22.
Along with project launches, free
cash flow and debt repayment will
be the key focus areas. Sobha plans
to reduce net debt further by Rs.
150-200 crore in FY22 and targeting
to bring down net debt:equity to 1x
by FY23.

Robust launch pipeline
Sobha has achieved best ever
sales volume at sustainable price
realization. While the Bengaluru
market (74% of sales) dominated the
bookings, Gurugram, Pune and GIFT
City markets also seeing traction.
During the quarter, the company
launched two projects including
the Manhattan residential project
in Bengaluru (0.88msf launched in
Jul’21) and Arbor residential project in
Chennai (0.29msf launched in Sep’21).
Company having very strong pipeline
in key geographic area, company
expected to launch 17 new projects/
phase spread over 12.56mn sqft across
various geographies. These launches
will be from existing land banks
and any balance land payments will
be met through internal accruals.
Company having land bank of approx.
200mn Sqft of salable area. Sobha
expects to pay Rs. 75-80 crore for the
existing land bank in FY22, of which
a majority will be towards GIFT city
projects. DM will be the preferred
mode for acquiring new land parcels. Sobha expects to monetise the
Hoskote land bank in 2-3 years and
expects it to be a key positive for the
company. Customers are now having
preference for ready to move property or about to complete. As of June
2021, the company has a total unsold
inventory of 14.37mn Sqft. Along
with Bangalore cities like Gurugram,
Kochi, Thrissur, Pune and GIFT CITY
have picked up pace and are expected
to do well in the coming quarters as
demand is seen in smaller cities also.

November 2021
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Structural changes underway

0

Sobha’s 70% of residential pre-sales
come from the Bangalore market,
which is one of the IT hubs in India, it

is expected that the new hiring by the
IT industry will increase residential
demand in the South India market
like Bangalore, Pune and Chennai.
Further, strong consolidation has
been seen in top-10 cities in India
towards organized players post
Demon, RERA, IL&FS crisis. The
industry continues to witness a
structural positive shift in housing
demand with fundamental demand
drivers expected to remain in place.
Listed players have gained market
share in new launches in the last 2-3
years and is expected this to continue
in coming quarters. Low-interest
rates, conducive government
policies, flexible payment plans, easy
investment opportunities and use
of technologies have played a vital
role in driving the growth. In the
recent times, Sobha management has
emphasised on tapping the digital
marketing channel, reducing costs
related to channel partners and
implemented Salesforce software
for efficient sales management.
These efforts have started yielding
positive results with increased
number of enquiries and better sales
conversions.

Key Risks

Delays for large projects, leading to
slower new sales
Physical market demand weakens,
especially in Bengaluru.

Particulars (in Rs Cr)
Net Sales
Growth (%)
EBITDA
EBITDA Margin (%)
Net profit
Net Profit Margin (%)
EPS (Rs)

the current uptick in residential
segment. Sobha management has
emphasised on tapping the digital
marketing channel, reducing costs
related to channel partners and
implemented Salesforce software
for efficient sales management.
Company having very strong pipeline
in key geographic area, company
expected to launch 17 new projects/
phase spread over 12.56mn sqft
across various geographies. Aided
by healthy collections, the company
managed to reduce its net debt and
plans to reduce it and targeting to
bring down net debt:equity to 1x by
FY23. Revival of housing demand,
resilience in the Bengaluru realty
market, Sobha’s robust execution
capabilities and industry consolidation are key positives. It is expected
that management’s focus on cash
flows, emphasised on digital marketing channel to reduce costs and
geographical expansion should keep
long-term growth trajectory intact.
Going forward, low-interest rates,
conducive government policies, flexible payment plans, easy investment
opportunities and use of technologies
have played a vital role in driving the
growth. Thus, we recommend our
investors to BUY the scrip with target
of Rs. 890 from 12 months investment
perspective.

It is expected that
management’s
focus on cash flows,
emphasised on
digital marketing
channel to
reduce costs and
geographical
expansion should
keep long-term
growth trajectory
intact.
Adverse macroeconomic environment, viz., high interest rate, inflation
and slow growth.

Valuation

Sobha has achieved its best ever
quarterly volumes in Q2FY22 at
sustainable price realisation primarily driven by good sales numbers
achieved in Bengaluru, Gurugram,
Pune and GIFT CITY. Sobha’s 70%
of residential pre-sales come from
the Bangalore market, which is one
of the IT hubs in India, it is expected
that the new hiring by the IT industry
will increase residential demand
in the South India market. Sobha
remains well placed to do well under

FY20

FY21

FY22E

FY23E

3753.9

2109.8

3468.5

3950.6

9.1

-43.8

64.4

13.9

1115.2

675.1

898.3

1031.1

29.7

32.0

25.9

26.1

281.7

62.3

315.6

410.9

7.5

3.0

9.1

10.4

29.7

6.6

33.3

43.3

Consensus Estimate: Bloomberg, Ashika Research
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STOCK PICKS

Johnson Controls Hitachi Air Conditioning
India Ltd
CMP: Rs 2,076

Rating: BUY

Target: Rs 2,550

Shareholding Pattern as on 30th Sept. 2021

Company Information
BSE Code

523398

NSE Code

JCHAC

Bloomberg Code

JCHAC IN

ISIN

INE782A01015

Market Cap (Rs. Cr)

5640

Outstanding shares(Cr)

2.72

52-wk Hi/Lo (Rs.)

2940/2031

Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)

23,320

Face Value(Rs.)

10

Book Value (Rs)

261.4

Company overview
Johnson Controls Hitachi Air Conditioning India (JCHAC) is part of
Johnson Controls group, and among
the leading players in the air conditioner market in India in both the
residential and industrial segments
(chillers, ductable air conditioners,
variable refrigerant flow systems).
The cooling business (for comfort
& commercial use) accounted for

November 2021

~97% of revenues in FY21. In addition,
the company has also expanded its
product portfolio in refrigerators
and air purifiers. Unlike some of
the MNCs operating in the Indian
market, JCHAC offers both split and
window AC products. The company’s
split ACs which contributes to 80 to
85% of the volumes is manufactured
in-house while its window ACs are
outsourced to Amber Enterprises.

INSIGHT
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Promoters, 74.25%

FIIs, 0.95%

DII, 28.14%

Others, 11.21%

Investment Rationale

Focusing on gaining market
share
JCHAC is focusing on regaining its
market share that it has lost in past
few months. In aim to regain the
market share company has formulated 4 strategies such as launching of
30 new SKU’s ahead of festive season
most of which are in mass premium
segment which has been the volume

driver for the Room AC (RAC) industry, increasing marketing spends in
order to improve brand visibility,
tying up with the channel partners to
drive the sales in micro markets and
distribution expansion in Southern
India mainly in tier 2 & 3 cities which
are going to be the next growth
driver for RAC industry. Company
has also applied for PLI scheme
for manufacturing AC components
which will be margin accretive once
they get approval. Company is also
a key beneficiary of the shift in
government policies to promote AC
manufacturing in India by making
imports costlier. Company’s strong
brand positioning, established
manufacturing infrastructure, and
design & development centre should
help JCHAC to scale up its domestic
sales and improve its market share

aims to strengthen its competitive

The government
measures
like Phased
Manufacturing
Programme (PMP),
review of FTAs with
strict conditions
and Quality Control
Order (QCO)
for component
imports will make
imports costlier and
encourage the AC
manufacturers to
make components in
India by developing
the component
ecosystem.

from existing 10% levels. Such, clear
intention from management in order
to gain market share will definitely
yield positive outcome and will help
the company in reducing margin
headwinds.

Government favorable regulatory policy to benefit JCHAC
Government has been taking policies
to reduce import of RAC components.
The government measures like
Phased Manufacturing Programme
(PMP), review of FTAs with strict
conditions and Quality Control Order
(QCO) for component imports will
make imports costlier and encourage

the AC manufacturers to make
components in India by developing
the component ecosystem. In such
scenario, JCHAC is well placed to
benefit from this change due to
backward integrated manufacturing
capabilities along with India-specific R&D, technology and product
development capabilities. Further,
JCHAC is supported by the group
companies in supply chain ecosystem
as well as presence of one-of-itskind global development center,
which can design & develop ACs
for India and the world. Company

edge by cutting its imports by half
and expanding its exports by 3x over
the next 3 years. JCHAC has started
internalizing key components like
PCB boards, cross flow fans and has
tied up with domestic manufacturer
for compressors and is in talks with
Hindalco for its aluminium requirement, which will help to scale down
and reduce imports by 50% over
the next two years. Further, the PLI
scheme approved and notified by the
government for the RAC components
(4-6% incentive) to create complete
component ecosystem in India and
make India an integral part of the
global supply chains and increase
Value addition for AC Industry from
current level of 20-25% to 75%, will
help JCHAC to remain competitive at
the global level.

Product launches & strong
distribution network to boost
growth
JCHAC has announced to launch 30+
new SKUs of new age air‐conditioners with USPs such as cutting‐edge
technology, more efficient and low
maintenance machines. With the
launch of these SKUs, its total SKUs
will be 90 in room air conditioner
category catering to various price
points. These new product launches
ahead of festive season will help the
company to strengthen its market
share. Further, company is also
expanding its distribution network
in Southern India, mainly in Tier 2
& 3 cities. As per the management,

JCHAC 3 year Price Chart

Southern India is a potential market

3500

for RAC as the hot weather prevails

3000

there throughout the year. Company already has strong presence

2500

in metropolitan cities with over

2000

10,000 sales points and more than

1500

290 exclusive sales representatives.

1000

JCHAC also launched ‘Hitachi Home’

Oct-18
Dec-18
Feb-19
Apr-19
Jun-19
Aug-19
Oct-19
Dec-19
Feb-20
Apr-20
Jun-20
Aug-20
Oct-20
Dec-20
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Apr-21
Jun-21
Aug-21
Oct-21
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in Puducherry, a one‐stop brand
exclusive store which will act as an
experience center for all Hitachi

November 2021

products. All these measures from
company end will support the
earnings growth going ahead.

Higher Advertisement spending
to increase the brand visibility
JCHAC has increased the marketing
spends in the upcoming festive
season in order to increase its brand
visibility and to augment the festive
sales. The dealers are optimistic
about the new launches of JCHAC
in the mass premium segment and

durables had increased. RAC is
one of the consumer goods which

JCHAC is the 3rd
largest players in
the Ductable AC
with market share of
about 13% and is well
placed to capitalize
on the opportunity
of low penetration of
RAC in India.

demand is directly related to the
disposable income and whenever
there has been increase in per capita
income, this segment witnessed huge
demand. Hence, the same scenario
is expected in India as the country is
on the way to becoming USD 5 trillion
economy with per capita income is
set to increase from USD 2,000 level.
Hence, RAC sector is due for huge re
rating given its low penetration and

expects that these products will
generate significant demand as new
launches have good aesthetics and
premium features with competitive
pricing. Hence, the new launches

also due to prevailing hot weather
the high cost could hurt its margin in

throughout the year. The long-term

near term.

business prospects of JHAC look

could be the game changer for JCHAC

company’s FY22 revenue growth

and will help the company in regain-

outlook

ing its lost market share. Company
is also tying up with more channel
partners and is lending full support
in terms of inventory, marketing
and financing needs on top priority
basis which will enable the company
to strengthen its position in micro

market, strong brand and distribution network that the company enjoys

Valuation

in Indian market and new devel-

JCHAC is the 3rd largest players in

opment centre helping company to

the Ductable AC with market share

remain competitive by way of regular

of about 13% and is well placed to

launches at competitive prices. Thus,

capitalize on the opportunity of low

we remain positive on JCHAC and

penetration of RAC in India. It has
been observed that every developed

Key risks

capita income started to grow from

inability of the company to pass on

opportunity arising on account of
on low penetration of RAC in Indian

markets.

Higher commodity prices and

promising given the huge business

Weak festive demand could derail

recommend our investor to BUY the
scrip with target of Rs 2,550 from

country in the past when there per

12 months investment perspective.
At CMP, the scrip is valued at P/E

USD 2000 level to USD 5000-6000

multiple of 48.8x on FY23E Bloomberg

level the demand for consumer

Particulars (in Rs Cr)

FY20

consensus EPS of Rs 42.5.

FY21

FY22E

FY23E

Revenue

2,197.4

1,632.7

2,058.1

2,520.1

Growth (%)

-2.0%

-25.7%

26.1%

22.4%

EBITDA

180.7

118.0

155.1

235.6

EBITDA Margin (%)

8.2%

7.2%

7.5%

9.3%

Net profit

84.7

33.4

57.8

115.2

Net Profit Margin (%)

3.9%

2.0%

2.8%

4.6%

31.2

12.3

21.3

42.5

EPS (Rs)
Source: Bloomberg consensus
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Monthly Insight
Performance

Since Jan-2019... Return @CAGR 27.7%
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Monthly Profit & Loss Fact Sheet (Rs.)
Date

Invested Capital

Booked Profit

M2M

Net Profit

31-Jan-19

1496513

0

(15549)

(15549)

28-Feb-19

2500555

0

(12120)

(12120)

31-Mar-19

3499100

0

87058

87058

30-Apr-19

4423753

77386

(8924)

68462

31-May-19

4843373

149734

(192232)

(42498)

30-Jun-19

5780649

212997

(312556)

(99559)

31-Jul-19

7280745

212997

(523193)

(310197)

31-Aug-19

6252245

237315

(318110)

(80795)

30-Sep-19

5638553

351653

(183965)

167688

31-Oct-19

3805452

689902

(279263)

410639

30-Nov-19

5300467

689902

(286815)

403087

31-Dec-19

6799062

689902

(159580)

530321

31-Jan-20

6506557

981148

(270658)

710490

29-Feb-20

5711903

1272382

(733289)

539092

31-Mar-20

7207537

1272382

(2755943)

(1483561)

30-Apr-20

7623497

356948

(1030982)

(674034)

31-May-20

6149806

833936

(1351330)

(517394)

30-Jun-20

7651620

833936

(956088)

(122152)

31-Jul-20

9152079

833936

(463266)

370670

31-Aug-20

8360481

1124891

(241678)

883213

30-Sep-20

7410397

1581629

(634208)

947421

31-Oct-20

6589893

1902621

(554750)

1347871

30-Nov-20

4415962

2580822

(272418)

2308404

31-Dec-20

4744368

2757455

(224457)

2532998

31-Jan-21

4512183

2992911

(360195)

2632716

28-Feb-21

4855257

3147357

(126852)

3020505

31-Mar-21

5103512

3388344

(151565)

3236779

30-Apr-21

4908741

3581795

(17805)

3563990

31-May-21

4608003

3892602

463903

4356505

30-Jun-21

2426006

4576540

266976

4843516

31-Jul-21

3924461

4576540

397901

4974441

31-Aug-21

1920864

5080743

(120808)

4959935

30-Sep-21

(97678)

5531501

137699

5669200

26-Oct-21

(1282290)

5785074

(23817)

5761257

*Booked Profit = Profit booked after target achieved
**M2M = Open position marked to market as on date
***Net profit = Booked Profit + M2M P/L
****Invested Capital = Stock investment as recommended (minus) Stock sold on target
*****Calculation based on Rs. 5 lac invested on each stock recommended in our monthly insight on release date
******All Figures quoted in Rs.
****** Calculated as on October 26, 2021
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Monthly Insight
Recommendation
Performance Sheet
Script

Buying
Date

QTY

Bought
Rate

Value

Target
Price

Target
Return

Booked
Date

Booked
Price

Value

26.3%

12-Oct-21

2480.0

580320

12-Oct-21

4340.0

577220

75817

15.1%

71

78%

19.5% 08-Sep-21

650.0

598000

97667

19.5%

37

193%

Container Corp

01-Nov-21

761

657.0

499977

830

Sobha

01-Nov-21

649

770.0

499730

890

15.6%

Johnson Cont - Hitachi AC

01-Nov-21

241

2076.0

500316

2550

22.8%
42.0%

Aptus Value Hsg. Fin.

01-Oct-21

1577

317.0

499909

450

Birlasoft

01-Oct-21

1220

410.0

500200

485

18.3%

Himatsingka Seide

01-Oct-21

1838

272.0

499936

340

25.0%

HCL Tech

01-Sep-21

424

1180.0

500320

1390

17.8%

Whirlpool of India

01-Sep-21

234

2135.0

499590

2480

16.2%

Zydus Wellness

01-Sep-21

217

2304.0

499968

2680

16.3%
15.1%

Profit

80730

Return Holding
Days

16.2%

41

Annualised
Return

144%

Jubilant Foodworks

02-Aug-21

133

3770.0

501403

4340

Can Fin Homes

02-Aug-21

920

543.8

500333

650

Arvind

02-Aug-21

4750

105.1

499225

135

19-Oct-21

135.0

641250

142025

28.4%

78

133%

Tech Mahindra

01-Jul-21

455

1096.0

498680

1270

15.9% 06-Aug-21

1270.0

577850

79170

15.9%

36

161%

16.7%

28.4%

Hero Motocorp

01-Jul-21

172

2905.0

499660

3390

Zee Entertainment

01-Jul-21

2310

216.5

500115

250

15.5%

14-Sep-21

250.0

577500

77385

15.5%

75

75%

Infosys

01-Jun-21

358

1400

501200

1610

15.0%

26-Jul-21

1610

576380

75180

15.0%

55

100%

HDFC Ltd.

01-Jun-21

195

2567

500565

2940

14.5%

Natco Pharma

01-Jun-21

472

1059

499612

1230

16.2%

ICICI Bank

03-May-21

845

593

499800

720

21.4%

31-Aug-21

716.8

605696

105896

20.8%

120

63%

DCM Shriram

03-May-21

700

716

499833

840

17.3%

22-Jun-21

840

588000

88167

17.3%

50

126%

Indian Metals & Ferro
Alloys

03-May-21

1125

445

499840

570

28.2%

22-Jun-21

551

619976

120136

23.9%

50

175%

Vardhman Textiles

01-Apr-21

375

1330

498785

1550

16.5%

12-Jul-21

1550

581250

82465

16.5%

102

59%

Kirloskar Oil Engines

01-Apr-21

2960

170

502879

208

22.4%

11-May-21

203

600051

97172

19.3%

40

176%

Amrutanjan Health Care

01-Apr-21

870

575

499864

670

16.6%

11-May-21

669

581900

82035

16.4%

40

150%

Divis Lab

01-Mar-21

147

3407

500807

3900

14.5%

27-Apr-21

3893

572315

71508

14.3%

57

91%

Supreme Industries

01-Mar-21

240

2068

496299

2350

13.6%

17-Sep-21

2350

564000

67701

13.6%

200

25%

Somany Home Innov.

01-Mar-21

1700

290

493763

370

27.4%

08-Jun-21

370

629000

135237

27.4%

99

101%

Infosys

02-Feb-21

390

1276

497754

1457

14.2%

12-Apr-21

1471

573869

76116

15.3%

69

81%
412%

Kajaria Ceramics

02-Feb-21

595

839

499295

980

16.8%

16-Feb-21

972

578102

78807

15.8%

14

Borosil Renewables

02-Feb-21

1810

276

500329

340

23.0% 09-Aug-21

340

615400

115071

23.0%

188

45%

BPCL

01-Jan-21

1312

383

502046

480

25.4% 02-Mar-21

469

615577

113531

22.6%

60

138%
111%

Welspun India

01-Jan-21

7353

69

508230

84

Kaveri Seed

01-Jan-21

962

525

504955

650

12-Mar-21

84

616623

108393

21.3%

70

23.8% 10-May-21

21.5%

649

624223

119268

23.6%

129

Bosch

01-Dec-20

39

12842

500840

15200

18.4%

67%

19-Jan-21

15174

591781

90941

18.2%

49

135%

Sumitomo Chemical

01-Dec-20

1750

286

501133

340

18.7%

02-Jun-21

340

595000

93867

18.7%

183

37%

Prestige Estate

01-Dec-20

1850

271

500563

312

15.3%

18-Feb-21

311

576201

75638

15.1%

79

70%

MRF

02-Nov-20

7

66042

462295

76588

16.0% 19-Nov-20

76456

535194

72899

15.8%

17

339%

Dixon

02-Nov-20

52

9586

498474

11268

17.5% 26-Nov-20

11249

584928

86455

17.3%

24

264%

Privi Speciality Chem.

02-Nov-20

910

549

499328

640

16.6%

21-Jan-21

639

581399

82071

16.4%

80

75%

Ultratech Cement

01-Oct-20

122

4095

499594

4543

10.9% 19-Oct-20

4535

553293

53699

10.7%

18

218%

Essel Propack

01-Oct-20

2025

248

501522

290

Valiant Organics

01-Oct-20

168

2970

498946

3350

12.8% 09-Oct-20

Mishra Dhatu Nigam

01-Sep-20

2400

209

502246

260

Hawkins Cooker

01-Sep-20

103

4852

499740

5890

17.1%

290

586238

84715

16.9%

102

60%

3344

561832

62886

12.6%

8

575%

24.2% 30-Sep-21

191

457200

-45046

-9.0%

394

-8%

21.4% 29-Dec-20

5671

584118

84379

16.9%

119

52%

27

11-Jan-21
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Script

Buying
Date

QTY

Bought
Rate

Value

Target
Price

Target
Return

Booked
Date

Booked
Price

Value

Profit

Return Holding
Days

Annualised
Return

Phillips Carbon Black

01-Sep-20

4275

117

501035

151

28.8% 25-Oct-20

148

630563

129527

25.9%

54

Wipro

03-Aug-20

1770

282

499999

325

15.1% 05-Oct-20

325

574878

74880

15.0%

63

175%
87%

Divis Lab

03-Aug-20

190

2644

502371

3050

15.4% 10-Aug-20

3058

581026

78654

15.7%

7

816%

Fine Organics

03-Aug-20

230

2177

500822

2470

13.4% 24-Aug-20

2466

567123

66300

13.2%

21

230%

ICICI Securities

01-Jul-20

1050

476

499818

620

30.2%

03-Jun-21

601

631050

131232

26%

337

28%

Apollo Tyres

01-Jul-20

4600

109

501341

130

19.3% 10-Aug-20

127

582498

81157

16.2%

40

148%
139%

Galaxy Surfactants

01-Jul-20

335

1490

499300

1680

12.7% 04-Aug-20

1684

564130

64829

13.0%

34

Nestle India

01-Jun-20

28

17571

491987

19500

11.0% 20-Aug-21

19500

546000

54013

11%

445

9%

Tech Mahindra

01-Jun-20

925

541

500453

29-Sep-20

774

715691

215238

43.0%

120

131%

ADD

Abbott India

01-Jun-20

30

16979

509375

19464

14.6% 02-Aug-21

19464

583920

74545

14.6%

427

13%

Bharti Airtel

04-May-20

985

508

500232

610

20.1% 20-May-20

606

597058

96826

19.4%

16

442%

28-Jun-21

5600

571200

67896

13.5%

420

12%

26.5% 27-May-20

5281

612584

115251

23.2%

23

368%
154%

Pfizer

04-May-20

102

4934

503304

5800

Bayer Cropscience

04-May-20

116

4287

497334

5425

ITC

01-Apr-20

2950

170

502363

17.5%

ADD

Britannia Industries

01-Apr-20

184

2719

500320

ADD

29-May-20

3384

622704

122384

24.5%

58

TCS

01-Apr-20

274

1827

500508

ADD

14-Sep-20

2480

679520

179012

35.8%

166

79%

HDFC Bank

01-Apr-20

586

852

499290

ADD

10-Nov-20

1361

797739

298450

59.8%

223

98%

Britannia Industries

02-Mar-20

164

3048

499888

3400

11.5% 29-May-20

3384

555019

55130

11.0%

88

46%

Aarti Industries

02-Mar-20

505

990

499799

1177

18.9% 05-May-20

1139

575018

75220

15.1%

64

86%
22%

Metropolis Healthcare

02-Mar-20

263

1886

495946

2200

16.7% 23-Nov-20

2187

575165

79219

16.0%

266

Bajaj Finance

03-Feb-20

115

4306

495178

5000

16.1% 01-Dec-20

4894

562761

67583

13.6%

302

16%

Gujarat State Petronet

03-Feb-20

2040

246

501493

300

22.0% 01-Apr-20

169

344168

-157325

-31.4%

58

-197%

Granules India

03-Feb-20

3600

140

502632

170

21.8% 07-Feb-20

164

591156

88524

17.6%

4

1607%

Concor

01-Jan-20

870

575

500239

665

15.7% 25-May-21

665

578550

78311

15.7%

510

11%

Mahanagar Gas

01-Jan-20

470

1066

501095

1164

23-Jan-20

1162

546140

45045

9.0%

22

149%

SIS

01-Jan-20

1020

490

500147

568

15.8% 07-Feb-20

9.2%

559

570119

69972

14.0%

37

138%

HDFC Life

02-Dec-19

875

571

499608

680

19.1% 17-Nov-20

671

586740

87133

17.4%

351

18%

Dr. Reddy’s Lab

02-Dec-19

171

2923

499818

3503

19.8% 07-Apr-20

3554

607713

107896

21.6%

127

62%

Just Dial

02-Dec-19

875

570

499170

750

31.5% 01-Apr-20

288

251615

-247555

-49.6%

121

-150%

IRCTC

01-Nov-19

561

893

500709

1170

31.1% 30-Jan-20

1158

649638

148929

29.7%

90

121%

PI Industries

01-Nov-19

350

1432

501323

1613

12.6% 07-Feb-20

1612

564109

62787

12.5%

98

47%

Procter & Gamble Hygiene 01-Nov-19

40

12325

492982

14078

16-Apr-21

14026

561034

68052

13.8%

532

9%

01-Oct-19

405

1235

500212

1395

12.9% 10-Nov-20

1361

551339

51127

10.2%

406

9%

Indian Hotels

01-Oct-19

3130

160

500595

179

11.9% 01-Apr-20

Siemens

01-Oct-19

330

1549

511213

1680

Gujarat Gas

01-Sep-19

2800

179

501501

200

Hindustan Unilever

01-Sep-19

265

1888

500371

1975

HDFC Bank

14.2%

74

230525

-270071

-53.9%

183

-108%

1689

557420

46207

9.0%

22

150%

11.7% 30-Oct-19

200

559048

57547

11.5%

59

71%

4.6% 20-Sep-19

1957

518507

18136

3.6%

19

70%

8.4%

23-Oct-19

Divi’s Lab

01-Aug-19

305

1636

498882

1750

7.0%

22-Oct-19

1757

535885

37003

7.4%

82

33%

ICICI Bank

01-Aug-19

1175

426

500234

473

11.1%

25-Oct-19

468

550206

49972

10.0%

85

43%

City Union Bank

01-Jul-19

2410

208

500935

254

22.2%

16-Jan-20

248

597005

96070

19.2%

199

35%

Reliance Nippon Life

01-Jul-19

2250

222

499773

265

19.3%

27-Aug-19

258

579510

79737

16.0%

57

102%

18.0%

Sanofi India

01-Jul-19

87

5740

499387

6775

Asian Paints

01-Jun-19

346

1445

499797

1560

29-Oct-19

6678

581029

81641

16.3%

120

50%

8.0% 02-Aug-19

1549

535985

36188

7.2%

62

Axis Bank

01-Jun-19

614

812

498614

43%

905

11.4%

18-Oct-21

820

503480

4866

1.0%

870

Honeywell Automation

01-Jun-19

19

26087

495655

0%

30195

15.7%

25-Oct-19

29105

552999

57344

11.6%

146

29%
36%

MCX

01-May-19

575

868

499354

1005

15.7% 30-Aug-19

971

558147

58793

11.8%

121

TCS

01-May-19

220

2259

496953

2490

10.2% 14-Sep-20

2480

545600

48647

9.8%

502

7%

Crompton Greaves Cons.

01-Apr-19

2138

234

501153

256

9.2% 20-Sep-19

251

536681

35528

7.1%

172

15%

500875

191

38.7% 01-Apr-20

Equitas Holdings

01-Apr-19

3637

138

Page Industries

01-Apr-19

20

25219

42

152499

-348375 -69.6%

366

-69%

15.3%

14-Aug-19

17525

350506

-153867

-30.5%

135

ITC

01-Mar-19

1800

278

500089

-82%

319

14.8%

13-Sep-21

215

387000

-113089

-23%

927

Tech Mahindra

01-Mar-19

605

824

-9%

498456

960

16.5% 29-Sep-20

774

468101

-30356

-6.1%

578

HDFC Bank

01-Feb-19

240

-4%

2101

504338

1204

-42.7% 20-May-19

2403

576686

72348

14.3%

108

Pfizer

01-Feb-19

48%

163

3066

499703

3490

13.8% 20-Sep-19

3389

552433

52730

10.6%

231

Abbott India

17%

01-Jan-19

65

7593

493527

8580

13.0%

11-Jun-19

8566

556790

63263

12.8%

161

29%

Indraprastha Gas

01-Jan-19

1850

273

504362

315

15.5% 08-Apr-19

314

581748

77386

15.3%

97

58%

United Spirits

01-Jan-19

800

623

498624

735

17.9% 14-Feb-20

711

568576

69952

14.0%

409

13%
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SECTOR OUTLOOK

Infrastructure:

Getting fillip from Govt. massive spending

A

the country’s varied modes of transport. Integration of
ny country’s economic development depends
the logistic sector will cut the travel time and increase
on the infrastructure development. All the
the industry productivity. It will help Indian industry
advanced economies such as US, China, Japan
to become globally competitive and develop future
and Europe have made huge investment in
economic zones. India currently need to develop its
their infrastructures in order to achieve high growth.
infrastructure if it competes for investments, which
World class infrastructure is very imperative for the
are looking to move out of China.
advancement of any country’s
The investments could be part of a
economy. In that space, India
India aims to invest
broader infrastructure but this time
lags other countries and need
with a sharper focus on logistics,
huge investment in infrastructure
Rs 100 trillion
which are the biggest constraint for
in order to compete with other
(USD 1.35 trillion)
ramping up infrastructure in India.
countries. Currently, infrastructure
in infrastructure
Investments in logistic will improve
development becomes the need of
to boost economic
the domestic supply chain and plug
the hour and hence, infrastructure
growth
and
into international supply chain which
sector is a key focus area for the
will help in improving India’s export
government. This sector can create
create jobs. The
share in global economy. Apart from
jobs, and infrastructure development
investments will
logistic, government has also lined
would play a pivotal role in economic
be
made
in
logistic
up huge investments through the
revival, post COVID-19. India aims
sector in order
National Infrastructure Pipeline
to invest Rs 100 trillion (USD 1.35
(planned investments of Rs 111 crore
trillion) in infrastructure to boost
to integrate the
over FY20-25). In order to expedite
economic growth and create jobs.
country’s varied
the project clearances, project
The investments will be made in
modes of transport.
planning and execution, government
logistic sector in order to integrate
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has launched the digital platform under the Pradhan
Mantri Gati Shakti Infrastructure plan. The infrastructure
sector continues to benefit from sustained government
focus and support. The government’s budgetary support
towards infrastructure has grown at a CAGR of 17.6%
from Rs 524 billion in FY17 to Rs 1.18 trillion in FY22. The
budgeted expenditure for the government also grew from
Rs 1 trillion in FY17 to Rs 1.83 trillion in FY22, grew by at a
CAGR of 12%. The NHAI projects that its highway length
should improve from 12,233km in March 2019 to 52,327
km in March 2025. Further, NHAI annual toll collection
is expected to grow from Rs 92 billion in FY19 to Rs 387
billion in FY23. This vast pool of toll collections gives
NHAI multiple options for monetization. In FY21, NHAI
has awarded 4,788 km vs 3,211 & 2,263 km of highways
in FY20 & FY19, which was a remarkable achievement
despite of the pandemic hit year. NHAI is now targeting
to award over 5,000 km in FY22. In addition, other state
governments are awarding incremental orders in roads,
irrigations, metro, water and mining, thus it is expected
that the government award activity to remain buoyant in
FY22. Further, FY22 Union budget provided a fillip to the
infrastructure sector and also provided an indication of
long term visibility of government spending.

Strong Order book momentum

NHAI is targeting to award over 5000 km of road in FY22
after rewarding 4,788 km in FY21 and this is likely to drive
the order book momentum for infra companies. The
1QFY22 order book position demonstrates that most of
the infra companies currently have strong order books,
which is nearly 3.5x to book to sales. The net order inflow
in 1QFY22 was Rs 138 billion and including L1/New orders,
the total order inflow stood at Rs 283 billion which was
up by 53% on YoY basis. During Q3FY21 and Q4FY21, the
road construction companies witnessed the highest order
inflow in last nine quarters driven by strong order award
momentum by NHAI. During Q1FY22, the order inflow was
spread across companies and is not limited to few players.
The national highway awarding & construction continues
to improve and stood at 10,965 km/13,327 km in FY21 vs
8,912 km/10,237 km in FY20. NHAI and MoRTH together
plan to award/construct 11,000km/14,600km of NH in
FY22, which will provide a fillip to the infrastructure
development. However, till August 2021, the highway
awarding & construction was relatively muted at 3,068
km/3,385 km affected by the 2nd wave of pandemic and
monsoon. The orders awarding have been robust across
segments like roads, water supply, irrigation, metro
rail, railways, etc. Even, despite of hit by pandemic,
strong order awards have been witnessed from state
governments also. As a result of the robust order inflows,
revenue visibility for the sector is at an all-time high.
The book-to-bill for most infra companies currently is
the highest in more than a decade and also much higher
than the FY15-18 period.
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Order inflow momentum remain strong (Rs billion)

300
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3QFY21

4QFY21

1QFY22

Source: Industry report

Government announcement on infra space
during FY22 Budget
The FY22 budget became a game changer for the
infrastructure sector and committed towards investment
in the infrastructure space. As per the budget, the total
investment in roads, railways, urban infra, housing
and water supply segments in FY22 is projected to be
around 30% higher than FY21 revised estimate. In FY22
budget, government has also announced capital outlay
for various sectors for infra space. The National infra
Pipeline (NIP) was launched in December 2019 with 6,835
projects, which has now expanded to 7,400 projects. Till
now around 217 projects worth of Rs 1.1 trillion have been
completed and government has proposed various steps
to fund the projects like setting up of a Development
Financial Institution (DFI) and debt financing of InVIT
by foreign portfolio investors. Government plans to set
up a DFI and has provided Rs 200 billion to capitalize
it. The target of DFI is to lend at least Rs 5 trillion in
3 years time period. Government also allowed debt
financing of InVIT by foreign portfolio investors which
will further improve financing of these projects. The
government will focus on monetizing operating public
infrastructure assets as an important financing option for
new infrastructure construction. Government will also
launch National Monetization Pipeline for monetizing the
potential brownfield infrastructure assets. Government
is also proposed to launch a reforms based result-linked
for power distribution sector with an outlay of around
Rs 3 trillion over the period of 5 years. The scheme will
provide assistance to Discoms for infrastructure creation
including pre-paid smart metering and feeder separation,
upgradation of systems, etc, which will result in financials
improvement of Discoms. Overall, FY22 budget has led
the optimism among investors regarding the investments
towards infrastructure development and government has
shown their strong intent that they are now serious in
boosting the infra spending in the country.

Union Budget FY22 Budge outlay for Infrastructure (Rs billion)
Company Name

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

Actuals Actuals Actuals Actuals Actuals

FY21

FY21

FY22

FY22

Budget
Revised
Budget
Estimates Estimates Estimates

(BE)
growth
over FY21
(RE)(%)

Railways

935

1,099

1,020

1,334

1,480

1,608

1,614

2,149

33%

Roads

555

743

1,013

1,289

1,434

1,470

1,571

1,732

10%

Water supply

111

165

239

184

182

215

170

600

253%

Metro & MRTS

93

153

140

144

182

196

86

233

172%

Affordable Housing

116

210

312

254

250

275

405

275

-32%

AMRUT

27

49

49

62

64

73

65

73

13%

Smart City

15

44

45

59

32

65

34

65

90%

1,852

2,463

2,818

3,326

3,624

3,902

3,945

5,127

30%

Overall capex
Source: Union Budget FY22

Road sector being the major focus area for
government
The investment in road sector have witnessed a
significant surge in past 5 years as the development of
road & highways being the major focus area for the
government. The capex in the road sector has increased
nearly 5x since FY15. Despite the steady increase in capex,
project award in the road segment has not moved in
tandem and, in fact, has been on a roller coaster over the
past few years. Road awarding had steadily strengthened
between FY15 and FY18. However, many developers
faced difficulties in achieving the financial closure and
getting the land during FY19-FY20 post the liquidity crisis
of ILFS issue. Government, have understand the need
of the hour is infrastructure development which will
create employment and make India more competitive
on export front. The Roads Ministry (MoRTH) has
constructed ~13,300km of National Highways in FY21
compared with around 10,240km in FY20, up around
30% YoY and also crossed its target of 11,000km road
construction during the year, despite of lockdown
during the first 4 months of FY21, which had impacted
construction activities adversely. Similarly, the project
awarded by NHAI and MoRTH in FY21 was around 10,500
km compared with 8,948 km in FY20, up by 17% YoY.
The reason behind the increase in NHAI project award
in FY21 was the revival in HAM (Hybrid Annuity Model)
project awards. HAM projects contribution in overall
project awarded has declined from 62% in FY17/FY18
to 42% in FY19 and further to 32% in FY20. However, in
FY21, there has been witnessed strong revival in HAM
project in total project awarded with share increased to
70%. The government has relaxed the eligibility criteria

to bid for HAM projects and that drove the share of HAM
projects in total projects rewarded. Earlier, the bidder
was required to have a net worth equivalent to 25% of
the EPC cost of the project, this criterion has now been
relaxed to 15%. Consequently, a larger number of players
is eligible to bid for HAM projects. In FY21, the bidder for
total HAM projects stood at 15-20 vs 5-10 bidders during
FY19/FY20. The premium for HAM projects remained
upwards of 15% in FY21. This indicates that HAM projects
remain a lucrative opportunity for players who have the
requisite financial heft to bid for them. The threshold
capacity of EPC projects has been reduced and also
road awarding projects in EPS had been weak in FY19/
FY20, that increased the competition in EPC segment. In
addition, NHAI has also been able to award a couple of
BOT projects after drawing a blank in FY19 and FY20. This
is after the amendment in the concession agreement for
toll projects to make them more attractive for developers.
Thus, the road project awarding has been strong on all 3
segments including HAM, EPC and BOT.
Road capex increased significantly since FY15 (Rs in billions)

Source: Industry report
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Road construction increased by 30% YoY

Road Award also increased in FY21

Source: Industry report

Source: Industry report

Government’s Jal Jeevan Misson another
infrastructure thrust

(17%) of the then 189.3 million rural households had tap
water connections. It was targeted to increase this figure
to 34% of the rural households by end-FY21. The progress
The water supply segment has come into the limelight
of the programme has been better than expected since
over the past year with Government’s Jal Jeevan Mission.
the announcement of the programme. Currently, more
The Jal Jeevan Mission aims to enable every rural
household in the country to have potable tap water supply than 40 million households have tap water supply. The
by 2024. The mission is targeting to provide potable water rural households in Goa and Telangana are reported to
at service level of 55 litre per capita per day (lpcd) through have tap water supply. The states which lag in tap water
connections are Uttar Pradesh, West
Functional Household Tap Connection
Bengal, Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan,
(FHTC) by 2024. The Jal Jeevan
Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, etc.
mission is being implemented by the
The Jal Jeevan
Hence the bulk of future opportunities
central government, in partnership
Mission
aims
to
in the water supply segment will
with state governments. The overall
emerge in these states. In union
enable every rural
cost of the programme is estimated
budget FY22, there has been sharp
at Rs 3.6 trillion, of which central
household in the
increased in outlay, indicating the
government’s share is Rs 2.08 trillion.
country to have
importance that the government is
Union Budget 2022 indicated that in
potable
tap
water
giving to this programme. In FY22, it
addition to the current programme,
has planned to invest more than Rs 1
supply
by
2024.
The
the government will now launch Jal
trillion for ensuring tap water supply
mission is targeting
Jevan mission (Urban). It will aim for
to rural homes. Thus, government’s
universal water supply in all 4,378
to provide potable
focus on water segment is translating
Urban Local Bodies with ~29mn
water at service
into handsome order award for EPC
household tap connections as well
level
of
55
litre
per
companies. The quantum of orders
as liquid waste management in 500
won by major EPC companies in
capita per day (lpcd)
AMRUT cities. It will be implemented
FY21 was almost equivalent to the
over 5 years with an outlay of
through Functional
cumulative orders won by them
around Rs 2.87 trillion, including Rs
Household Tap
over the past five years. Hence, the
100 billion for continuing financial
Connection
(FHTC)
government’s Jal Jeevan Mission is
support to AMRUT Mission. At the
positive for EPC companies in terms
by 2024.
time of announcement of the JJM (R)
of receiving orders.
on August 15, 2019, only 32.3 million

(Rs in billions)

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

FY21
(B.E.)

FY21
(R.E.)

FY22
(B.E.)

Jal Jeevan Mission ( JJM)/National
Rural Drinking Water Mission

44

60

70

55

100

115

110

500

Swachh Bharat Mission (Rural)

67

105

169

129

82

100

60

100

Total

111

165

239

184

182

215

170

600

Source: Government data
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Capex is increasing in other infrastructure
space

Government is also increasing the investments in other
infrastructure areas. In past few years, the huge opportunities in the social infrastructure have led to robust order
inflows for contractors with expertise in the building segment. Companies like NCC, Ahluwalia Contracts, Capacit’e Infra, JMC have benefitted immensely from this. These
companies have won significant orders for projects in education, healthcare and housing segments. The improvement in order inflows is visible from the significant uptick
in order books for these companies. This improvement
has been across the board and not limited to any particular company. The outbreak of COVID-19 has increased
the government’s spending on healthcare infrastructure
resulting in more hospitals have being built. India is
witnessing a metro rail revolution and currently there are
20 metro projects are ongoing and it is expected that by
the end of the decade, nearly 30 cities in the country will
either already have a metro network or would have started work on the projects. There has also been ramp up in
civil construction award over the past couple of years.
The quantum of bids currently underway are higher than
the sum of projects awarded over FY20 and FY21 and that
indicates the strong momentum in project award in the
metro rail segment. India is also entering into a new era
of passenger rail transport through development of High
speed rail and Semi high speed rail projects. Even the
Indian railways has been doing robust capex in the past
few years. Union Budget 2022 has allocated around Rs 2.1
trillion to the railway sector, around 34% higher than the
budgeted spending in FY21. As far as FY22 is concerned,
railways will focus on new lines, doubling and electrification, resulting in higher infrastructure spending. Thus,
higher infrastructure spending will boost the order book
of infra companies, resulting in strong revenue visibility
for these companies.

Railway capex has increased since FY15 (Rs billion)

Source: Industry report

Government is committed for a massive infra spending
in coming years in order to pull back the economy from
COVID disruption. The outbreak of COVID-19 in the
beginning of 2020 has disrupted the economy and created
huge unemployment both in organized and unorganized
sector. Unorganized sector was mostly affected in this
pandemic resulted in huge unemployment. Thus, currently it needs serious government intervention to revive
the economic growth and create employment. Since, the
beginning government has been providing both monetary
and fiscal stimulus but it has not been so effective in reviving the income level and employment. Hence, government now need to do massive infrastructure spending in
order to create employment and also to kick start the next
capex cycle. Government Capex will also instill confidence among private players to resume their capex also.
Private players already announced lot of Capex in coming
years. Thus, the government’s infra spending has boost
up the order book of infrastructure companies and their
book to sales ratio has already rose to 3 years high. So, it
is expected that the infrastructure companies are in the
cusp of next up cycle.

Peer comparison
Company Name

Mcap
(Rs
crs)

Revenue
(Rs
crs)

EBITDA
(Rs crs)

PAT
(Rs
crs)

EBITDA
Margin
(%)

PAT
Margin
(%)

ROE ROCE D/E Interest
TTM
TTM
P/
(%)
(%)
ratio
covEV/
P/E Bvps
(x)
erage EBITDA (x)
(x)
ratio (x)
(x)

Larsen & Toubro Ltd. 250,485 135,979

23,315

4,669

17.1%

3.4%

18.2

15.1

1.8

2.6

13.3

20.1

3.3

GMR Infrastructure
Ltd.

24,627

5,199

1,079 3,082)

20.8%

-59.3%

0.0

-0.5

-21.4

-0.1

25.2

-

(11.6)

KEC International
Ltd.

13,529

13,114

1,141

553

8.7%

4.2%

18.0

21.4

0.6

3.1

13.5

25.5

4.0

IRB Infrastructure
Developers Ltd.

9,772

5,299

2,513

283

47.4%

5.3%

4.2

10.3

2.7

1.3

8.9

45.2

1.4

Dilip Buildcon Ltd.

9,283

10,168

2,128

418

20.9%

4.1%

12.8

13.5

3.1

1.5

8.8

41.5

2.4

PNC Infratech Ltd.

8,497

5,788

1,418

493

24.5%

8.5%

17.6

17.5

1.4

2.7

7.4

16.4

2.7

NBCC (India) Ltd.

8,208

6,740

119

236

1.8%

3.5%

15.3

32.9

0.0

2.3

7.3

32.8

4.9

KNR Constructions
Ltd.

7,934

2,904

699

375

24.1%

12.9%

21.4

25.1

0.4

4.8

10.4

16.8

3.9

NCC Ltd.

4,562

7,949

919

282

11.6%

3.5%

5.6

11.8

0.4

1.8

5.5

15.1

0.9

Source: ACE Equity & Bloomberg
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Management concall

Q2FY22 Management
Earning Concall
Tata Consultancy Services
Ltd.

• On the revenue side all the verticals
reported mid teens growth.
• Company reported 25.6% EBIT
margin despite of inflationary
headwinds.
• 2QFY22 the revenue growth was
15.5% YoY on constant currency basis
• On USD terms the revenue was at
USD 6.33 billion grew by 16.8% YoY.
• On rupee terms revenue at Rs
46,867 crore up by 16.8% YoY.
• On BFSI segment, USD 2 billion
mark
• Company is largest service provider in BFSI segment across the
globe.
• On geography wise revenue segment all the geographies grew during
the quarter.
• TCS Cognix and MFDM powered
5 very large deal wins by driving
Page 3 of 15 digital transformation of
operations.
• Data Center, Network and F&A
services led the growth. Cognix

November 2021

continues to make strong strides,
with the installed base crossing 150,
helping customers improve business
agility, user experience, operational
resilience, and operational efficiency.

• Building a G&T workforce with
417K+ employees trained in new
technologies, 26K+ Contextual
Masters identified and 6,900+ Elevate
graduates

• One of leading private insurers
adopt TCS Bank product during the
quarter.

• US dollar appreciates thus affected
the margins.

• Company has also expanded its
presence in education sector.
• Company added 5 new clients in
USD 100 million segment taking the
total client to 54, 17 new clients in
USD 50 million segment taking it to
total 114.

TCS: During the
quarter the LTM
attrition rate at
11.9% the lowest in
the industry. So
far, company has
hired 43000 fresh
engineers and also
ramping up organic
talent.
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• Effective tax rate during the
quarter was25.6%
• Receivable days were 67 days in
dollar terms up 2 days from Q1
• Board has approved interim
dividend of Rs 7 per share
• Company continues to invest in
employees to upgrade its skills and
talents.
• During the quarter the LTM
attrition rate at 11.9% the lowest in
the industry. So far, company has
hired 43000 fresh engineers and also
ramping up organic talent.
• During the quarter company has
added 19,690 new head counts thus
taking the total workforce to 528,748.
• 70% of the employee are fully
vaccinated and plan to bring back the
employees gradually to office at the
end of 2021.

• In Q2 company has achieved 6 large
deals.

Company has delivered industry
leading margins.

• Company has added 11,664 headcount during the quarter.

• MCX has selected TCS for their
digital transformation and to achieve
higher growth.

• Company’s attrition increased
during the quarter but is lowest in
the industry.

• Good deal momentum continue in
Q2 also and company signed large
deal of USD 2.15 billion.

• Company is a major player in ecosystem and working all auto OEM and
engage in cloud based auto system.

Infosys Ltd.

• Revenue guidance increased from
previous 14-16% to 16.5-17.5% in CC
basis and EBIT margin guidance
increased from 22% to 24%.

• Company is also working on to
build innovative car model for the
auto OEMs.
• On the back of order book in
Q1FY22 company has won strong
deals in Q2 also in all segments.
• Company has TCV of USD 7.6
billion a growth of 25%. BFSI has TCV
of USD 2.1 billion and Retail has USD
1.2 billiion.
• TCV has good mixture of short
duration deal and medium duration
deal.
• Demand environment is very
strong and it will continue to be
strong in medium term.
• Seasonality will not go way and
demand trend will continue to be
strong. Company is focusing on
campus hiring and also continue to
invest in organic talent.
• The supply crisis is transitory, it
will play out, and it will rationalize in
next few quarters.
• Operating leverage is visible in the
margins. Company’s investment gives
TCS the industry leading margins.
• Company witnessed lot of off
shoring in Europe. There has been
slowdown across the industries in
Europe. On volume terms, it has
increased but there has been deflationary on revenue side.
• Whenever there is short term,
volatility there has been pressure on
the margins. Despite of supply side
challenges company has maintained
stable margins.
• Company has reported strong
growth across verticals and client
addition has also been strong.

• Company has delivered another
exceptional quarter with market
share gain
• Revenue grew by 19.4% YoY and
6.3% QoQ CC basis
• Q2FY22 in terms of YoY growth has
been strongest in last 11 years.
• Company reported EBIT margin
at 23.6% despite of salary increase,
supply side issue, and higher subcontracting cost.
• Digital business grew by 43% YoY
and account 56% of total revenue. In
digital, cloud grew at much faster
pace.
• Company witnessed double digit
growth in all sectors and across
business line.
• North America grew by 23% YoY
and Europe grew by 22.8%
• Voluntary LTM Attrition increased
to 20.1% during the quarter from
13.9% in Q1.
• Utilization remained at 89.3%
during the quarter.

Infosys: Company
has 1 client in USD
100 million segment
taking it total 35
and added 3 clients
in USD 50 million
segment, thus taking
total to 62. Company
has also added 6
clients in USD 10
million segment
taking total to 270
clients.
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• Operating parameters improved
and utilization at all time high of
89.3%.
• The share of new deals in revenue
increased to 37%.
• Company continue to focus on
campus hiring and also upgrading
their existing talents.
• 86% of employees got at least 1 dose
of vaccine.
• North America continue to lead the
growth and company has increased
market share in US.
• Communication segment performance improved both YoY and QoQ.
• Company has 1 client in USD 100
million segment taking it total 35 and
added 3 clients in USD 50 million
segment, thus taking total to 62.
Company has also added 6 clients in
USD 10 million segment taking total
to 270 clients.
• Company has completed the
buyback of Rs 9,200 cr. Despite of
buyback company has maintained
very high liquidity of balance sheet.
• In terms of demand, company
continue to see strong deal pipeline
in cloud and data analytics. Large
enterprises are accelerating their
digital transformation.
• There has been significant expansion of digital transformation from
existing demand.
• Overall company is in good shape
in terms of demand.
• Company will add 45,000 college
graduates in FY22.
• Company has hiked compensation
in Q2 and will continue to do this
November 2021

and thus there will be headwinds on
margin front.
• Company has done 2 round of
compensation and provides promotions and IGP, career developments
in order to reduce the attrition rate.
• In Q3, some level of furlongs and in
Q4 in Infosys there has some level of
seasonality.
• The digital transformation is
ongoing and many enterprises are in
early stage of digital transformation.
Overall, the demand scenario is
optimistic
• The shortage of talent will result in
higher hiring in coming quarters.
• Company always try that the clients
give the extension of the contracts for
longer period of time. Overall, the
pipeline is very strong.
• In next 2-3 quarters, the attrition
rate will stabilize.
• Diamler contract is large so it is not
possible that all the employees will go
onsite at a moment.
• Now the demand has outpaced
the supply. Though the attrition will
stabilize in next 2-3 quarters.
• In terms of talent capability,
scalability there is no other country
that can match India.
• The impact of wage revision at
senior level is much lesser on the
margins.
• Automation, more offshore are the
factors that will go in favors of the
margins.
• Company has good visibility about
guidance in this financial year.
Increase in guidance gives more
confidence to the company in this
financial year.
• Company is expanding its supply
capacity in order to meet the long
term demand.

HCL Technologies Ltd.

• During the quarter, company
revenue grew by 3.5% QOQ and 10.5%
YoY on CC basis.
November 2021

• Company maintained operating
margins guidance and reported EBIT
margin at 19%
• Continue to see demand from all
over business, especially in digital
technologies. Digital growth mainly
driven by Analytics, cloud computation and engineering services and it
accounts 85% of total revenue.
• Digital business grew by 36% YoY
on CC basis.
• Strong Booking performance: Q2
TCV of New Deal wins at US$ 2.24
billion registering 38% YoY growth
enabled by 14 net new Large deal
wins.
• Hiring continued at a brisk pace
with Net Addition of 11,135 during the
quarter being the highest in the last
24 quarters. Total headcount now at
187,634.The deal across telecom, life
sciences etc.
• Cloud is becoming the strong
backbone of enterprise solution.
• HCL Technologies positioned as
a Leader in 2021 Gartner® Magic
Quadrant™ for Public Cloud IT
Transformation Services.
• HCL US become the best place to
work in 2021.
• In IT services grew by 5.5% QoQ
and 13% YoY in cc basis. Digital grew
by much faster pace.
• 2 US based major healthcare
services selected HCL tech for

HCL Tech: Hiring
continued at a
brisk pace with Net
Addition of 11,135
during the quarter
being the highest in
the last 24 quarters.
Total headcount
now at 187,634.The
deal across telecom,
life sciences etc.
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digital transformation. Apart from
that, 2 Canadian firms also selected
the company for their digital
transformation.
• Strong client addition across all
categories. On YoY basis, $100 mn+
clients up by 1, $50 mn+ clients up by
12, $20 mn+ clients up by 18, $10 mn+
clients up by 18, and $5 mn+ clients
up by 12.
• All round growth across verticals
and geographies YoY in constant currency basis. Growth momentum led
by Lifesciences & Healthcare (20.1%
YoY cc), Telecommunciations, Media,
Entertainment and Publishing (13.4%
YoY cc), Manufacturing (11.9% YoY cc),
Technology & Services (10.8% YoY cc).
• During the quarter, 3 leading
technology companies approach
to the company for their product
engineering proposal.
• Company’s engineering segment
gaining its momentum.
• Products and platforms revenue
declined during the quarter as
seasonally it has been weak quarter
for products and platforms.
• Company launches HCL Now and
HCL Sofy and got positive response
from the clients.
• Company doesn’t see any change in
contract renewal rates or in demand,
everything remain positive during the
quarter.
• Company continue to work with
hyperscalers and clients and creating
a good eco system.
• Company has completed 1 year
of operation in Sri Lanka and hired
nearly 1000 employees there.
• Company is planning safe and
calibrated manner for returning back
to office. Company will follow hybrid
working model going ahead.
• Company believe the upward trajectory to continue and enterprises
to get the benefits from 1st stage of
digital transformation.
• Company will continue to focus on

ESG proposition and ESG sustainability.
• Deal wins remain very strong for
Q3 revenue growth with deal win at
TCV of USD 2.24 billion up by 38%
YoY.
• Net hiring in last 3 quarters has
been 28000 and with sub contracting
hiring the total hiring at 32000.
• In last 12 months, the diluted basis
EPS is at Rs 49.5 registered healthy
growth at 9.5% YoY.
• Board has agreed to increase the
payout to 75% of net income for FY22.
In line with this policy, the company
has declared a dividend of Rs 10 /per share for Q2, being 75th consecutive quarter of dividend pay-out.
Company will continue to reward
shareholders by Rs 10 per share going
ahead.
• EBIT margin for services remained
flat sequentially.
• During the quarter, company has
given the increment to employees,
special allowances, one time training,
and hiring cost. Net income came at
15.8% of revenue.
• Company expected revenue to
grow in double digits in constant
currency for FY’22 and EBIT margin
expected to be between 19.0% and
21.0% for FY’22.
• Company ended the quarter with
strong balance sheet with cash at
USD 2.7 billion increased 20% YoY.
• Headcount addition will be in line
with the business quarter. Company
has done good addition in last
quarter because of good demand and
good business.
• Revenue per employee has went up
during the quarter. Post Covid, onsite
headcount has reduced and that
significantly impact the realization as
the offshore realization was lower.
• Company is reasonably confident
on achieving double digit revenue
growth during FY22.
• Company is confident that any

slippages in product business will
be offset by the growth in service
business.

Hindustan Unilever Ltd.

• Operating environment improved
post the 2nd wave of pandemic as the
COVID cases started receding.
• Vaccination program indeed has
accelerated.
• Mobility improves over the
quarters and improved to 87% of pre
covid level. Employment data also
improved and close to pre covid level.
• Rural market has slowed down in
last couple of months. Urban market
witness good recovery because of
improvement in mobility.
• Next few months are critical to
gauge the recovery of the economy.
• Commodity prices continue to
remain at elevated level. Palm oil
prices continue to at high and tea
prices also remained high.
• Container freight cost also
remained high and energy crisis
challenges remain there.
• Company has taken price increase
in calibrated manner in highly
inflationary scenario.
• Company has delivered double
digit growth ahead of the market and
also improved its market share in
India.
• EBITDA margin improved sequentially by 70 bps at 25% during the
quarter.

HUL: Mobility
improves over
the quarters and
improved to 87%
of pre covid level.
Employment data
also improved and
close to pre covid
level.
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• Strong operational excellence
enable the company to deliver stable
margin amid the high inflationary
scenario.
• Pepsodent relaunched in this
quarter with superior formulation.
• Company is doing the physical
reach to increase the awareness of
nutrition as there is lower penetration in nutrition in India.
• Company has integrated its
distribution network which actually increasing the distribution
penetration.
• COVID-19 has given big fillip to
e-commerce channel. General trade
continue its resilience performance.
• Company has created structure
ahead of other players which has
given competitive edge to the
company. Company is now better
than pre-covid level in e-commerce
channel. Company’s 15% business is
now captured through digital.
• Q2FY22 numbers were robust amid
challenging environment. Domestic
consumer growth grew by 11% and
volume grew by 4% YoY. Sequentially,
company has accelerated the volume
growth.
• Company has delivered 24-25%
EBITDA margin as guided earlier
despite of higher commodity prices.
• Company has monetized Rs 29 cr
from sale of Dalda brand during the
quarter.
• Household Care delivered strong
performance. It grew on a high base
led by penetration and market share
gains.
• Beauty and premium brands
grew double-digit. Hand hygiene
declined on an exceptionally high
base. ‘Vwash’ continued its strong
momentum.
• Skin care improved significantly
with the improvement in mobility.
• Cash generation in last 1 and half
year is ahead of the business.
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• Health, Hygiene and Nutrition
which account 85% of the revenue
grew strongly.

products sales have moderated, while
the laundry and skin care products
sales have started to improve.

• Company expects margin to be in
pressure in near term amid higher
input cost inflation.

Asian Paints Ltd.

• Company performance has been
strong both on topline and bottomline during Q2FY22.
• Company’s effective tax rate at 26%
and expected FY22 effective tax rate
at 25%.
• Board of directors announced a
dividend of Rs 15 per share for FY22
an increase of Rs 1 per share from
FY21.
• The next few months are critical to
get better understanding of underlying demand.
• Company’s rural performance in
September remained robust. Urban
growth which was muted has started
to pick up.
• In last 2 year period company has
been improving its volume growth.
• On distribution front, nearly 85%
of total distribution has integrated.
Company’s Cost saving is running
ahead of the business.
• Discretionary spending had taken
hit during the pandemic as the
mobility has stopped. But now as the
mobility improved the discretionary
spending has started improving.
Currently 30% of Lakme sales come
from online.
• Within India, the biggest rural markets are hindi heartland like UP, MP,
Bihar, Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand.
• In India, HUL has the largest
relative market share in comparison
to any other big markets.
• All the premium brands of HUL are
doing good. Surf excel brand performance has been exceptional in past
few quarters. Company at this stage
is not seeing any significant down
trading happened.
• Currently, sanitizer and cleaning
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• Overall growth story remained
strong in Q2FY22. Company is pursuing in growing the topline.

segment company has grown good
and also increased its market share.
• Company is always focusing on
increasing the network presence
across the country. In last 2 years
company has added 40,000 retail
points.

• Volume growth has been double
digit growth over the period.

• Retailing is the strong strength
for Asian paint and has close to 500
stores and will also add 16 stores in
FY22. In home décor company will
add nearly 35-40 stores at the end of
FY22.

• Growth has been led by metros,
tier1 & tier 2 cities. However, in last
year, the growth has been led by tier
3 & tier 4 cities.

• Overall, kitchens, bath, in home
décor are performing well and it
will continue to be strong in coming
quarters also.

• Company has reported industry
beating growth on YoY basis. Both
economy and luxury segments are
doing well.

• Company has also created a service
brand and no other competitors are
near to Asian Paints.

• Volume growth during Q2FY22 was
at 34% and value growth at 35% on
YoY basis.

• The up gradation of products in
the bottom of the pyramid has been
growing strongly.
• Project business in H2FY22 is
expected to come back strongly.
• Wood as a segment is increasing in
the home of India very fast. In wood

Asian Paints:
There has been 15%
material inflation
from Q1FY22 and
another 6% material
inflation came at
Q2FY22. Company
has the capability
to increase the
price and that help
the company to
mitigate the high
inflation. Taking
high price increase
will be detrimental
in term of demand
perspective.
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• The entire inflationary trend has
been unprecedented and company
has not seen such high inflation in
last four decades.
• There has been 15% material
inflation from Q1FY22 and another
6% material inflation came at Q2FY22.
Company has the capability to
increase the price and that help the
company to mitigate the high inflation. Taking high price increase will
be detrimental in term of demand
perspective.
• The revenue growth for the international business has been good only
Egypt and Ethopia the topline growth
was not good. Asia and Middle East
business has been good during
Q2FY22.
• In kitchen segment, company has
achieved the milestone of reporting
Rs 100 cr of turnover. The kitchen
business has witnessed very uptick in
demand.
• Overall, revenue growth has been
strong though the Gross margin got
affected due to high raw material
inflation.
• Company has taken lot of measures
in term of cost control and price
increase. Company has reduced its

overhead costs and increased formulation efficiency in order to protect
the margin.
• Company has declared an interim
dividend of 365% of face value.
• Overall demand condition is looking good and festive season demand
has also been healthy. Builder
segment is expected to recover in
2HFY22 which will fuel the growth
further.
• Company is looking for aggressive
price increasing. International
business performance has been a
concern area for the company mainly
the African countries.
• Company has taken strong steps in
Urban markets and also increased its
network in tier 3 & 4 cities.
• Monsoon has been very good in
2021 and that going to help the agrian
economy. Company is confident of
clocking double digit volume growth
in FY22.
• Gross margin during Q2FY22
declined by 900 bps YoY.
• The inflation of 20% has been
unprecedented and company has not
seen such high inflation in last 40
years.
• Core business margin pressure was
only because of high raw material
inflation. Company is looking for
higher price increase and how the
company will be back to previous
gross margin level.
• Company need to maintain the
brand in the market by continuing
the marketing and branding spend.
• Freight has been extremely high
because of high diesel prices which
also affected the gross margin.
• Taking price increase will destabilize the demand and being a leader in
the market company should respect
the consumer sentiment.
• Company has saved nearly Rs 300
cr from formulation efficiency during
Q2FY22.

• In premium and luxury products
the margins are comparatively
higher. In next 2-3 months, company
is looking for higher quantum of
price increase.
• Company will not do double digit
price increase but will increase the
frequency of price increase.
• Inventory has gone up both in Finished goods and Raw materials. Lot of
raw materials are not available in the
market as the shipping lines are not
working normally which resulted in
lot of uncertainties.

single digit.
• Company has witnessed good
bounce back in switches and switch
gear.
• Company’s cash balance remained
strong at Rs 8.7 billion with debt
equity ratio at comfortable level at
0.05x.
• Company has hired people in
digital, supply chain and in HR
department.
• Company is investing and aligning
the company’s structure.

• There has been shortage in
Monomers, additives, crude derivatives, titanium dioxide and across
the products. The lead time of these
raw materials have also gone up
significantly.

• Company has been doing deep
research analysis in entire country in
600 districts to enhance the dealers
and distribution network.

• Volume growth has been priority
for the company and company wants
to grow in the market.

• Currently, data analytics is key to
company’s growth journey. Company
is also leveraging IT to enhance the
customers’ experience.

Polycab India Ltd.

• Company’s main priority is to
improve the market share.
• During the quarter, the product
wise the growth was uniform.
• Exports business grew 12% YoY
contributing 8% of total revenue.
• Logistic challenges continue
by inability of container resulted
in higher freight cost and supply
constraint.
• Company’s raw material inflation
at Mid single digit, while the price
increase for the company is at low

Polycab India: In
cables & wires, the
business is coming
from increase in
value because of
price hike. FMEG
business is driven
by the mix of both
volume and value.
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• Company is mapping its portfolio
to align with customers’ need.

• In cables & wires, the business
is coming from increase in value
because of price hike. FMEG business
is driven by the mix of both volume
and value.
vTraditionally, cables & wires the
EBITDA margin at 11-13%, but due to
cost inflation the margin during the
FY22 will be at lower end.
• FMEG business at current quarter
achieved 5% EBIT margin.
• The 2QFY22 revenue was greater
than the revenue of 1HFY21.
• Company’s EBITDA margin will
be towards lower level because of
increase in PVC, Copper and other
raw material prices. However, the
margin will bounce back in next fiscal
year.
• Larger players are able to improve
their performances in this challenging times, while the unorganized
players are not been able to survive
in this period.
• Supply chain has 2 aspects one is
availability and pricing. Company has
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no problem in availability in supply
chain.
• Premiumistaion is one of the
strategic lever for the FMEG segment.
• Overall environment has improved,
customer sentiment also improving
because of vaccination drive. In
cables & wires business company
has not been able to pass on the high
cost.
• Smaller players will face the
problem in maintaining the topline
growth.
• From copper rod company use
it for cables and wires. In copper
business, company is looking to
improve the utilization. Utilization is
lower vs the expectation, thus want
to improve the utilization and return
ratios in copper segment.
• There has been contraction in
margin on sequentially basis because
the cost increase was single mid digit
while the increase in product price
was low single digit.
• Historically company maintained
11-13% of EBITDA margin in wire &
cable business but this year it would
be on lower end. However, FMEG
business recovered and the EBIT
margin was at 5% in Q2FY22.
• Whenever there has been increasing trend in RM prices there has been
pressure on the contribution margin.
• Export continue to increase in near
to medium term and will contribute
to the topline. Company has tied up
with the distributors on overseas
markets in order to increase its
presence in the local markets.
• Company has gained the market
share but to quantify the market
share company has to wait at the end
of FY22.
• In FMEG business, company has
been able to increase the prices
in line with the rise in input costs.
Further, company has also achieved
some operating efficiencies in this
segment which aid in stability of
margin.
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• In FMEG business, B2C segment is
priority for the company. In FMEG
business, company will be able to
achieve nearly 10-12% of EBIT margin
by FY26 means in next 3-5 years.
• Company is confident of delivering
industry leading growth with stable
EBITDA margin in cables & wires
business and there will be improvement in FMEG business.
• The 2HFY22, the margin will be
more towards lower end of 11-13%
margin guidance.
• Inventory management is company’s focused area and company wants
to optimize it. Recently, company
has utilized resources to improve
the supply chain and confident that
inventory level will improve on Raw
material and semi finished goods
front.
• Premiumization helps the company
to improve company’s margin in
FMEG segment.
• In cables & wires business the
utilization at 60-70% and in FMEG it
was around 30% and it will improve
to 50% at the end of FY22.
• Company has no traditional
e-commerce business as of now.
However, company’s distributors and
dealers 70-80% placed nearly 70-80%

The gross NPA
additions declined to
Rs 55.78 bn (Retail:
46.24 bn, corporate
& SME: Rs 9.54 bn)
vs Rs 72.31 bn in
Q1FY22. Recoveries
and upgrades from
NPAs at Rs 54.82
bn (Retail: 51.78 bn,
corporate & SME:
Rs 3.04 bn) vs Rs
36.27 bn in Q1FY22…
ICICI Bank
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order from dedicated app and from
online channel.
• Company is looking ecommerce
to contribute around 10% in topline
mainly in B2C business.
• The expanded facility to be operational in current fiscal.

ICICI Bank Ltd.

• Almost all employees have received
at least one dose
• High frequency indicators tracked
by bank has been improving from
99.6 in 1st week of July to 105.5 in
Sep’21 further climbed to 110.3 in
week ending Oct 17th
• Domestic loans grew by 19.0%
y-o-y and 4.0% q-o-q
• Retail loans grew by 20.0% y-o-y
and 5.0% q-o-q. Business banking
portfolio grew by 43.1% y-o-y and
12.3% q-o-q. SME portfolio grew by
42.0% y-o-y and 11.3% q-o-q
• LCR was 133% and bank continues
to maintain surplus liquidity
• Global NIM at 4% vs 3.89% in
Q1FY22 and 3.57% in Q2FY21. Domestic
NIM at 4.09% vs 3.99% in Q1FY22 and
3.72% in Q2FY21. Sequential increase
in NIM was primarily due to decline
in cost of funds and lower interest
reversals on NPAs
• Cost of deposits at 3.53% vs 3.65% in
Q1FY22
• Net additions to gross NPAs of Rs
0.96 bn (Q1FY22: Rs 36.04 bn)
• The gross NPA additions declined
to Rs 55.78 bn (Retail: 46.24 bn, corporate & SME: Rs 9.54 bn) vs Rs 72.31 bn
in Q1FY22. Recoveries and upgrades
from NPAs at Rs 54.82 bn (Retail: 51.78
bn, corporate & SME: Rs 3.04 bn) vs
Rs 36.27 bn in Q1FY22.
• The recoveries and upgrades in the
current quarter include upgrades of
Rs 11.67 bn where resolution was
• Implemented as per RBI’s framework. Gross NPAs written off at Rs
17.17 bn and bank sold loans of Rs 0.9
bn on a cash basis

• Fund based o/s of Rs 96.84 bn (1.3%
of advances) to all standard borrowers under resolution as per various
frameworks of RBI (June 30, 2021: Rs
48.64 bn); 72.2% of these loans are
from retail and business banking
portfolio and 95% of them are secured
in nature; provisions of Rs 19.50 bn
held against these borrowers (20% of
the book)
• The Bank continued to hold Covid19 related provision of Rs 64.25 bn
(0.8% of advances) at Sep 30, 2021, the
same level as Jun 30, 2021
• Less than 1% of the performing
corporate portfolio is overdue as of
September 30, 2021
• Bank targets growing loan portfolio
in a granular manner; mortgages
disbursements were back to Q4FY21
levels.
• Disbursements of personal loans
and auto loans were also close to Q4
of 2021 levels. Credit cards in force
increased by 6.0% sequentially and
the value of credit card spends grew
by 47.0% sequentially
• ICICI Bank has seen significant
increase in adoption of mobile
banking app, iMobile Pay. There were
about 1.5 million activations from
non-ICICI Bank account holders
in the current quarter, taking the
total activations to 4 million as of
end-September. The transactions by
non-ICICI Bank account holders in
terms of value and volume respectively were three times and thirteen
times higher in September 2021
compared to June 2021.
• The value of financial transactions
on InstaBIZ (digital platform for
businesses) grew by about 80% yearon-year in Q2 of 2022
• About 32% of mortgage sanctions
and 40% of personal loan disbursements, by volume, were end-to-end
digital in H1 of 2022. 40% of asset
and liability accounts opened during
the quarter were through digital
channels

under moratorium is ~1 year

slightly elevated

• 95% is secured assets amongst
restructured assets and spread across
and nothing specific/concentrated

• Last quarter NPAs were elevated
due to challenges on collection, this
quarter bank has seen significant
recoveries. Overdue book has come
down and is a significance for slippages as far as outlook is concerned

• Focus is on growing core operating
profit in a risk calibrated manner;
growth in business banking, SME,
retail and even on digital side, on
boarding of customers, focus on
corporate portfolio on how market is
pricing loans
• Rise in operating expenditure was
predominantly due to the increase
in ESOP costs (due to change in
accounting policies)
• Private capex: certain segments but
not in a big way but big traction on
PSUs and Govt side
• Growth in the unsecured book is
expected to ramp up as the situation
normalises
• Slippages are ~4% on retail however at net addition level is low given
higher recoveries and upgrades and
numbers are within bank’s expectations. Commercial vehicle is the only
space there has been some pressure
even before covid and slippages are

We settled around
2,00,000 claims in
H1. Gross and net
claims amounted
to Rs 3,640 crore
and Rs 2,466 crore
respectively. While
individual claims
tapered off, group
claim intimations
were high in Q2
FY22 - both on
expected lines. The
overall experience
has been well within
our projections…
HDFC Life
Insurance

• NIMs have been higher since
interest reversals were not there
given negligible net addition in NPAs
and expect to maintain at such level.
Bank will be focused on pricing loans
appropriately considering interest
rates are expected to go higher next
year and expect to protect NIMs at
these levels
• Gold loan book has witnessed fair
recoveries during the quarter
• No material NPAs are expected
from the ECLGS book
• Bank expects ~Rs 1,000 cr of
restructuring is in the pipeline for
Q3FY22
• The bank is not in a hurry to
unwind Covid provisions however
noting has been utilized in Q2FY22

HDFC Life Insurance Co
Ltd.

• With the vaccination program
going well, approximately 70% of the
adult population has received at least
one jab, and we are hopeful that the
intensity of any subsequent covid
wave will be muted. In addition, the
recent macroeconomic data augurs
well for the economy and is indicative
of swifter recovery trends. Consumer
sentiment remains buoyant and
we are optimistic about sustained
increase in business in the coming
few months.
• We settled around 2,00,000 claims
in H1. Gross and net claims amounted
to Rs 3,640 crore and Rs 2,466 crore
respectively. While individual claims
tapered off, group claim intimations
were high in Q2 FY22 - both on
expected lines. The overall experience has been well within our
projections.
• Excess mortality reserve (EMR)

• Average tenure of retail loans
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of Rs 700 crore as on Jun 30, 2021
has been sufficient to cover claims
received to date. Further, we have
created an additional EMR of Rs
60 crore in Q2. With this, we carry
unutilised reserves of around Rs
204 crore into H2. We continue to
remain watchful and are monitoring
claims trends as well as adequacy of
reserves at regular intervals.
• Private market share of 16.2% in
terms of Individual WRP; 2 year
CAGR growth 12% vs industry growth
of 5%
• Annuity business 47% growth in
H1FY22 with contribution of 24% in
new business premium
• Credit protect business grew 108%
yoy in H1FY22 on the back of normalisation of disbursement by lenders
• Remain confident on medium to
long term growth prospect
• HDFC pension crossed 20,000 cr
AUM, 97% growth yoy. It is the no. 1
private pension manager as per NPS
with market share of 36%
• PAT decline was on account of
higher claim reserving
• Good momentum in new partnerships like Bandhan Bank, IDFC First,
ICICI Securities, Yes Bank etc.
• Agency channel saw growth 22% on
APE
• Direct channel growth of 98% in
individual APE basis
• Digital remains key pillar growth
story. Continue to collaborate with
start-ups and continue to deploy data
analytics and automation
• Received intimation for intention
from reinsurers to hiking rates and
are negotiating and get concluded
in a quarter or two. They did this
once at the start of the pandemic but
had nothing to do with pandemic.
This move by re-insurers is not
on the back of covid per se but the
expansion and that everybody is now
focused on term and moving away
from top 10 cities to smaller towns
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(with different risk profile, different
human life value profile etc). The
mortality trends hence will be difficult from metro/salaried employees.
Rather than re-insurers hiking rates,
even if there were no re-insurers,
company would have increased rates
if the company were to expand. In
terms of long covid, re-insurers are
being watchful and hear of people
fallout health wise who were hospitalised, but difficult to say change
in mortality. Overall pricing is also
relatively low in India and to some
extent this could be sustainable in the
long time
• Re-insurers would probably ask
insurers to tighten underwriting
standards in certain segments.
Insurers also need to move towards
risk-based pricing so far as term is
concerned. Would be able to price
appropriately based on risk profile
(like somebody recovering from covid
or uneven income) very akin to credit
side which started with salaried
employees and expanded to whole
gamut of customers MFIs, self-employed etc.
• To counter the same, HDFC Life
would use a risk-based pricing since
company needs to protect margins
and at the same tome need to be
competitive. There will be several
levers such that margin is protected

Received intimation
for intention from
reinsurers to
hiking rates and
are negotiating and
get concluded in
a quarter or two.
They did this once
at the start of the
pandemic but had
nothing to do with
pandemic… HDFC
Life Insurance
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like demonstrated in the last 7 years.
• Demand has shown increase. While
QoQ as a % might look HDFC Life
is slower, in rupee terms, they have
been higher. HDFC Life emphasises
on balanced growth such that every
segment grows.
• No decision has been taken on
group side. Right now, company is
working on tightening underwriting
through covid questionnaire or
analytics. Re-insurer dependency is
lot less in group plans and hence no
price hike as of now there
• Quite some distance away where
protection is inelastic, rather remain
elastic for quite some time since term
plan is not IRR kind of game. Pricing
won’t be an issue rather don’t see
demand being an issue for next 2-3
years
• Unwind is 8.6% on annualized basis.
Any change in interest rates doesn’t
affect unwind
• Whatever claims HDFC Life has
received, has been accounted for and
despite that co. had excess to which
HDFC life has added another Rs 60 cr
and carrying forward Rs 204 cr
• ULIPs has correlation with equity
markets, Q1 and Q2 as % of ULIPs are
very similar. It is quite obvious that
ULIPs share goes up in a bull market
and vice versa. ULIPs have very low
persistency given the nature of the
product where the exit barriers are
relatively low. In Q1, HDFC life hardly
had any surrender, in Q2, surrender
picked up quite substantially and this
is more with regards to anticipation
of markets. Besides, even if one
discontinues, he/she earns pretty
handsome returns. ¼ of HDFC Life’s
business is ULIPs and wanted to
stay in balanced product mix what
is suited to channel. Even in agency
business, ULIPs is below 20%.
• YTD claims: 11,114; Individual: 7300,
group:3800
• Claims in H1FY22: Total claims: Rs
2466cr; Individual: Rs 946 cr, group:
Rs 1490 cr

• Fairly stable business on credit
protect business. Only in certain
cases where witnessed high mortality, had to go back to business
partner to tighten underwriting standards but retail more of the credit
protect business. This year credit
protect business has been strong
• Underwriting terms are not going
to be tightened for HDFC Life unlike
few other competitors
• Margins expansion is a product of
protection and annuities and longterm products. Last year, company
didn’t have any salary increase and
bonus. Comparisons with one year
prior is a correct one.
• Less than 1/4% of term insurance
from online aggregators. Pricing
cannot change by changing channel
mix but depends on the product mix.
HDFC Life product also maintains a
balanced channel mix
• NPS HDFC pension has seen >300%
growth and seen market share
increase in annuity plans
• Overall claims in H1 has been inline
with expectations on individual side
company has a lot more clarity, the
group side claims come with a lag
and that exactly played out in Q2. Still
company had an excess reserve of Rs
144 cr and which was bumped up to
Rs 204 cr which is enough to cover
elevated claims on group side

Container Corporation Of
India Ltd.

• Best ever Q2 for company, highest
operating income and PAT; H1FY22
is the best in history too and very
encouraging
• Volume handling: 18% growth in
EXIM and 48% growth in domestic,
21% overall growth
• New things in domestic like bulk
containerization and handling food
grains, cement (finding solution to
make cost effective)
• EXIM: Domestic share: was 80:20
which is 70:30 now and want to make
60:40 in 5 years.

• Due to shortage of containers, the
global operations by the liners are
affected. Company is giving discounts
of 50% on movement of empty
containers from port to hinterland.
From September any entity moving
empty containers of 10,000 TEUs will
be given 75% rebate and 15,000 TEUs
will be 100% rebate

• Concor market share: 65%. No point
in comparing with small players, no
change in market share as such

• Concor beginning of year gave 12%
growth guidance in volumes. Now
expect 15% growth in volumes &
revenue and PAT 100%+

• H1FY22 PBT margins: EXIM: Rs
5400, Domestic: Rs 5800. Converted
all domestic rakes with 68 ton carrying capacity and procured 24,000
containers in last three years which
can carry 31 ton of payload this is
what pushed the margins in domestic. Aim is to maintain these margins.
Company’s competition is with roads
and not with other lead operators

• Capex: Rs 500 cr for year. Capex
progressing well but not as encouraging since covid has now subsided,
there hopefully will not be a 3rd
wave, next 6 months will be able to
meet capex target
• LLF: now fixed and there is no
ambiguity. Paid Rs 450 cr for FY21, Q1
& Q2: proportionate liability to that
of FY21 and paid to railways Rs 225 cr
for H1FY22
• Statements that there is something
to be decided with regards to land
policy for long lease and work is in
progress but not there is no ambiguity with LLF
• Q2FY22 originating volumes: EXIM:
518986, Domestic: 90280, Total:
609266

Transit time: from
Dadri to Mundra is
60 hrs (earlier 72
hours), to Khatuwas
60hrs. Trains have
very good speed and
exporters are very
happy. Once DFC is
fully connected and
operational, Dadri
to JNPT will come
down to 24-25 hrs
which is currently at
40 hours…CONCOR
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• Transit assured movements doing
very well and seen good volumes
• Double stack trains: H1FY22: 1597
trains, highest ever, earlier last year:
1000; Q2FY22: 790 trains

• Average lead distance H1FY22:
EXIM: 704 km, Domestic: 1400 km,
Total: 793 km
• Price hikes of 1000 on every container handling from Oct 1st onwards
• Transit time: from Dadri to Mundra
is 60 hrs (earlier 72 hours), to Khatuwas 60hrs. Trains have very good
speed and exporters are very happy.
Once DFC is fully connected and
operational, Dadri to JNPT will come
down to 24-25 hrs which is currently
at 40 hours
• Port Share for H1FY22: JNPT:
61.44%, Mundra: 44.2%, Pipavav: 53%
• Rebates of 25% on empty movement
has continued from last year. From
April 1st, Concor announced rebates
of 50% from moving empty containers from ports to hinterland (thus
giving 25% extra).
• From Sep 1st onwards extended, if
any liner offers 10,000 TEUs there is
75% rebate and for 15,000 TEUs there
is 100% rebate. However, there are
riders. This scheme is giving good
dividends to the company
• Rebates to customers: Rs 20.67 cr in
Q2FY22, Q1FY22: Rs 20.56 cr
• Empty container handling cost:
EXIM: Rs 23.59 cr, Rs 45.83 cr
Domestic
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• DFC has been helpful for running
trains from Khatuwas to Palanpur
and 600 kms is able to complete
in 10-11 hrs only. Assured transit
scheme fully transitioned in this
route and will see good growth
• 60 hrs is a very good figures since
by road it is 70 hrs and very competitive with double stack and cargo has
shifted from road to rail and there is
demand. Still 80:20 share is in favour
of roads and Govt. wants to shift at
least 40% towards rail
• JNPT is not on DFC ad will see jump
on rail coefficient when it would be
added to

ICICI Lombard General
Insurance Company Ltd.

• During the quarter, motor
insurance posted moderate growth
and new motor vehicle sales were
impacted due to chip shortages and
underlying demand segment in 2W
segment
• The corporate health continued to
grow; precious quarter retail health
was moderated due to base effect
• For commercial lines, Growth in
fire segment was stronger in Q2,
marine & engineering lines grew in
line with economic activities

• Mundra coefficient: from 25% to
27% in H1FY22, Pipavav: 61% to 68% in
H1FY22

• GI industry registered growth of
12.8% in H1FY22 yoy. Including crop
segment growth would have been
16.9%

• India to Nepal: volume contribution
is less than 1% and profit is also less
than 1%.

• Combined ratio of industry was
120.5% in Q1FY22 vs 104.4% in Q1FY21.

• DFC gives transit assurance and
things started slowly picking up and
operational is for 2 ports Mundra
and Pipavav. Growth will be 10% on
overall volumes and it is a work in
progress. Once DFC is completed
and Dadri & JNPT is also added and
DFC is fully operational from next
July, there will be further growth of
10%-15% more in overall volumes
• Land policy is still under finalization and unless it is finalized and then
long leasing of 35 terminals will be
discussed. Then the company could
take borrowing of Rs 3500 cr
• Rail freight margins for Q2FY22:
28.33%
• Pre-covid India was import heavy
country, empty repositioning outside
of India and company may have lost
10% in EXIM if there wouldn’t have
been container shortage
• Artificial intelligence is giving
the customers data online and real
time and understanding customer’s
preferences and needs. Providing the
customer data so that there will be no
leakage since customer can visualize
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Overall health loss
ratio for Q2 at 78%
but have seen a
reversal of Rs 67cr
in Q2 which is oneoff. Intimation of
non-covid cases is
on the higher side
and hence 78% loss
ratio may not be
sustainable for Q3
and Q4 and may be
on the higher side.
However, benefits
on increased pricing
on corporate health
portfolio (~15% to
20%) and retained
90% of customers.
Benefit of that would
play through next
3-4 quarters…ICICI
Lombard General
Insurance
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Combined ratio was 116.9% in
Q1FY22for private general insurers vs
103.0% in Q1FY21
• Motor own damage claims frequency reached pre-covid levels
• Over claims reported for health
crossed 1.6 million in H1FY22 vs 1
million in FY21
• 4.6% of the industry claims was
with ICICIGI
• Non-covid health claims have seen
jump yoy, may be due to deferred
surgeries or due to dengue and
malaria. There has been an increase
in average claim size which cold be
structural or temporary. Need to
study the same and based on that co.
would take a call to increase price.
• Overall health loss ratio for Q2
at 78% but have seen a reversal
of Rs 67cr in Q2 which is one-off.
Intimation of non-covid cases is on
the higher side and hence 78% loss
ratio may not be sustainable for Q3
and Q4 and may be on the higher
side. However, benefits on increased
pricing on corporate health portfolio
(~15% to 20%) and retained 90% of
customers. Benefit of that would play
through next 3-4 quarters.
• Retail health grew faster than
industry
• Motor business continue to face
headwind in the form of supply
disruptions. Maintain cautious on
certain segments
• Commercial lines see roust growth
in line with economic activities
• IRDAI granting final approval in
September 3th with April 8th 2021 as
the appointed date for Bharti AXA. On
day 1 on transition, company 16,000
distribution partners, smoothly
transitioned 61,000 applications.
Onboarding over 3400 staff and
members
• GDPI growth was driven by growth
in preferred segments to growth
sustainably
• In Q1FY22, company created

provision of Rs 6.02 billion in respect
of covid claims however considering
the recent claim intimation claims,
overall assumption has been favourable and revised claim estimates to Rs
5.61 billion for H1FY22 as covid claims
has subsided

2020 are yet to be filed and as part of
tax returns, the entire benefit would
be available. The entire benefit of tax
or losses forward from Bharti AXA
between Rs 675-700 cr, company
would get a benefit of 25%. It will be
part of opening net worth

• H1FY22 includes impact of Covid
claims on health book of Rs 5.61
billion as against Rs 1.15 billion in
H1FY21 and Rs 3.39 billion in FY21

• In Q1FY22, actual incurred amount
on covid claims was Rs 3.78 bn and
company carried Rs 212 cr IBNR for
subsequent claims. So far has seen
a declining trend in covid claim
intimations vs what has been seen
in Q1. Rs 602 cr provision has been
revised to Rs 561 cr (merged entity).
In Q2 company has seen benefit Rs 67
cr covid claim reversal on decreased
intimation of cases. In line with other
markets, wherever vaccination has
increased, hospital has declined and
this could play out as well.

• Aggressive pricing doesn’t usually
sustain. History of companies who do
well, they always focus on underwriting. More segments could be under
competitive pressure like motor
vehicles while commercial lines are
gaining momentum and wherever
the company sees some competitive
advantage and prefers to grow there.
In health, there is high base effect
(one large bank has lowered distribution business) and will wear out
shortly and that will reflect growth
from next quarter.
• Company has been cautious on
the motor segment for last couple of
quarters but also been aggressively
in certain segments but aggressive
behaviour doesn’t sustain for too long
people realizes the cost of aggression
very soon.
• Company would rather invest
in own B2C channel rather paying
aggregators because customer
ownership is more valuable
• We wouldn’t anticipate an increase
this year (in Motor TP price hike)
since we are half year past and we are
hopeful that April 1st will get a price
increase. Difficult to anticipate the %
hike
• Company usually maintains 100%
provision on crop book. Regarding
merger, new crop business has come
in and observe how with new team
and then take a call. These are basically contracts which AXA has signed
which are for 3 years and nothing
that the company has newly signed.
• Appointment date for the merger
is April 1, 2020. The tax returns for

• Engaged integration consultants
(for merger) who will help ICICIGI
get the synergies right. One is the tax
side; large part of the cost synergy
will play out over next 9 months and
revenue synergy will play out in next
18-24 months. Thought process of
getting incremental business from
distributing partners would be the
revenue synergy given the depth of
products.
• Online business has not grown
since travel business disappeared
but is beginning to come back and
2W (pure OD) digital marketing cost
was prohibitive, currently nos. the
company is growing on D2C side.

Company usually
maintains 100%
provision on crop
book. Regarding
merger, new crop
business has come
in and observe how
with new team and
then take a call.
ICICI Lombard
General Insurance

Partnership with digital players/
ecosystem that is evolving.
• Have not seen any price pressure
on re-insurance
• Covid intimation numbers Q1:
~46,000, Q2: ~26,000. H1: 72,290
which corresponds to Rs 561 cr
amount claims
• Average Covid claims of Rs 85-90k
and non-covid claims: Rs 60-62K
• In retail has taken price increase in
Nov’20 (new) and Jan 2021 (renewal
book), to get price hike, company has
to present the actuarial reality. Company not sure whether the increase
in claims is temporary or permanent
in nature and call would be taken
accordingly.
• Company has reduced IBNR and
moderates in line with covid intimations. On aggregate basis, company
will have to continue these IBNR
numbers as intimations on subsequent quarters. ~ Rs 65-70 cr is IBNR
part of Rs 561 cr
• Company is focused on EV segment
as well. In 4W side, 2 OEMS will face
consequence and company partners
with both. In 2W, company is working
almost companies and building a
leadership position as well. The loss
ratios, there are 2 parts: own damage
and 3rd party. In own damage since
the no. of moving parts are less but
claims happen because of theft (in
case of EV may be battery) or physical
damage to vehicle. Only time to tell,
but expect the same to continue or
there could be losses apart from
software or liability which will be
discovered in due course.
• On-ICICI bank bancassurance
forecasted to grow 30%-35%

Angel Broking Ltd.

• Post vaccination drive, eco has
been reviving strongly led by major
sectors
• All major agencies have reposed
confidence in India’s growth
potential
• India’s capital markets are poised
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for growth and opening to diversifying capital assets
• India opened 15 mn demat accounts
and new milestone of 70 mn +
accounts and majority from tier
2, 3 and beyond cities. Just ~5% of
population penetration despite such
healthy growth
• ~75% of incremental clients are
added by top 5 players
• Angel has been the forerunner in
this space and overtime built strong
digital platform to cater to digital
savvy customers through machine
learning, AI tools
• Onboarded some of the best tech
talents and senior and mid-level
employees with global experience
• Elevating predictive capabilities
through advanced AI, ML and
through super app which is under
development phase
• To take advantage of buzzing IPO
market, Angel has launched IPO
pre-apply feature which enables
applying even before issue opens
• Setting up an AMC and SEBI has
given in-principal approval and AMC
will help curated products for clients
• Distributed 35% of Consolidated
PAT as 2nd interim dividends
• Acquired 1.3 mn clients during the
quarter, 2nd consecutive quarter of
>1.2 mn clients. For H1FY22 acquired
>2.5 mn clients which is more than
whole of FY21
• Family of 6.5 mn+ clients which
translates into 9.3% Demat markets
share, incremental share of 15.3%,
on track to attain overall 15% market
share mark
• >90% of acquisition from tier 2 and
3 cities and within median <30 years
of age for fifth year consecutively
• NSE active clients growth qoq to
2.5 mn, translating into growth of
5.7x since Sep’19 vs 4.5x in overall
client base thus translating into
active client ratio at 38% from <30%
in Sep’19. This has led to significant
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improvement in no. of trades and
average daily turnover to 288 mn (up
16% qoq,) and Rs 5.8 trillion (up 27%
qoq)
• Witnessed transient softness in
turnover market share due to peak
margin norms . Now that these
regulations have been completed,
Angel is poised for improvements in
all parameters
• Share of F&O to 69%, cash 26% in
gross broking revenue
• 26% qoq growth client funding
book to Rs 26.3 million
• Higher finance costs due to
increase in client funding book
• There will be some spending in
Q3FY22 too as company spends
on talent acquisition and client
acquisition
• Distribution income sharp jump
due to 20 odd IPOs, apart from
insurance products
• AMC decision was taken in September and it takes about 4-6 quarters to set up business and another 3

NSE active clients
growth qoq to 2.5
mn, translating into
growth of 5.7x since
Sep’19 vs 4.5x in
overall client base
thus translating into
active client ratio
at 38% from <30%
in Sep’19. This has
led to significant
improvement in
no. of trades and
average daily
turnover to 288 mn
(up 16% qoq,) and Rs
5.8 trillion (up 27%
qoq)…Angel
Broking
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quarters to launch schemes
• Agnel’s share in active demat
accounts has increased and cash
delivery volumes has increased and
these are overall healthy signs. Inflow
of clients has largely been in last two
months and extrapolating will be
difficult. Better parameter would be
market share which is the best thing
to track apart from active client and
revenues
• Client payback period less than 2
quarters
• For Super app the timeline is
on track and by FY22 end will be
launched and aim to go live.
• As far as market share is concerned, Angel has seen 4 phases of
margin implementation and seen dip
in market share and then come back
strongly. Now since all phases have
been implemented, expecting market
share to grow
• Angel is confident of 1.2 million a
quarter run rate of client acquisition
and aim higher
• Angel has been actively working to
simplify products for customers and
majority from digital route are 1st
time customers and don’t have much
experience. The company thought of
making instruments easy to understand and thus unlock greater value
and with this philosophy and last
quarter took an important feature
and launched ‘INSTA TRADE’ based
on options and makes it very easy to
understand and trade understanding
risk rewards and is a 1st in class
product by making products more
accessible. The product essentially
covers What option strategies are
and given them basic parameters
like timeline, investor sentiment and
risk-reward split.
• Interest income break-up: client
funding book (MTF, NBFC, trade
receivables), earned on FDs in the
form of margins @3.5%-4%
• For this kind of business 15-20%
drop in revenue is not frequent,
but have enough levers within cost

system to bring down costs. Majority
of costs is acquisition of clients which
can be brought down apart from
components like variable employee
costs, costs related to volume.
• Penetration among tier-2 and 3
cities as well as people understanding
products better and getting in option
trade from smaller cities and combination of all
• ESOP costs in Q2FY22 at Rs 34 mn
• No. of trades are a combination of
various factors, the implementation
of margin rules led to some softening
of volumes. Large impact of margin
rules was in the first 2 phases but
don’t have that uncertainty now with
regards to margin rules
• Goal is to get to no. 1 position in
broking space since the broking
space is underpenetrated from depth
and reach as well. The kind of tools
and products that Angel has, there is
still space for new innovation. One
of the most important things is to
build a robust technology platform.
This trend will only continue to grow.
The core scale/technology/customer
experience becomes the differentiating factor which is covered
by machine learning/data mining.
Platform will cover wide spectrum
of financial products. For immediate
next 1-1.5 years, Angel get to focus on
broking and build other businesses
like MF, insurance etc.
• Angel has withstood periods of ups
and downs and the company is ready
for another correction and being
through that and matured. Processes
are expected to get stronger and
stronger and better equipped to
figure out the strategies. The business model has changed, large chunk
of revenues from F&O now as against
cash earlier
• Cost of acquisition is the same as
used to be and payback period is less
than 2 quarters
• Life cycle of customers is the same
as every other product. Spending
a lot of time getting customers

educating what the products are and
then there is the trading journey.
Angel looks at clients for 2 years min
and beyond
• Large part of flat fee from direct
clients and nominal amount form AP
network
• Super app will be based on the
strengths of what the Angel can cover
and not what competitors offers

Jubilant Foodworks Ltd.

• View on multi-brand-multi country: Proposed to increase shareholding to 90% in Jubilant Golden Harvest
in Bangladesh and also launched
reverse book building in DP Eurasia
to increase indirect shareholding
49.9%
• Continue to see strong growth
across all key international markets
and remain positive for future. Continue to invest judiciously in future
drivers for growth

• Food services industry set for
strong growth for remaining of the
year

• Revenue growth as driven by
recovery in dining channels and
growth in takeaway channels

• % of operational stores reached
almost 90%, notable recovery in
demand which compensates lost
hours on closed stores. Dining
channel showed strong recovery but
still below pre-covid levels

• Growth was much stronger in nonmetro and smaller towns

• Delivery and takeaway channels
have driven recovery and driven
revenue growth
• Store opening accelerated after
Q1FY22 and opened 63 new stores in
Q2, including 3 in Sri Lanka
• India became 1st Domino’s market
(outside US) for opening 1400 stores
(at 1435). To see potential to open
more than 3000 stores in India

Cities that Jubilant
Foodworks is
entering now are
tier 3 and 4 cities
and see encouraging
response from
customers and
across all channels
of delivery, dining
& takeaway and
people are waiting
for the brand to
enter and very good
acceptance…Jubilant
Foodworks
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• Opened record 55 new Dominos
stores during Q2 and entered new
cities (307 cities)
• Committed to open 150-175 Dominos stores in India this year
• KPIs improved qoq/yoy and thus
reflected in customer satisfaction
levels (orders delivered within 20
min)
• APP in store grew to 7.2 million and
significant share of orders from own
app
• MoM’s kitchen delivered strong
growth in SSG & increase in order
count and remain positive on investments in the brand
• To launch Popeye in India this year
• Sri Lanka delivered strong growth
revenue 88.4% delivery growth 200%,
double digit EBITDA margin
• Bangladesh delivered revenue
growth 33.3%, delivery growth of
82%. Bangladesh market has low QSR
penetration and has immense growth
• Intent would be move ahead and
open 175 stores in India however it
is hard to say how covid would play
out which will be beyond control and
slow down.
• Cities that Jubilant Foodworks is
entering now are tier 3 and 4 cities
and see encouraging response from
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customers and across all channels
of delivery, dining & takeaway and
people are waiting for the brand
to enter and very good acceptance.
Markets which haven’t had any QSR
and company is the 1st QSR and sees
fair amount of pent-up demand
• This category has very low penetration level, low frequency level and
there will be market expansion and
share growth unlike FMCG. As dining
come back and mobility comes back,
delivery will moderate slightly but
will be better elevated than pre-covid
levels since there is a craving and
encouraging trend of sustenance of
demand across channels. Company
sees delivery sustain at high levels
and don’t see any concern of demand
sustenance even in tier 3 and 4 towns
where delivery was a small fraction

impact of operating leverage but
there is commodity inflation and
will play out in next few waters and
there will be headwinds there. There
needs to be investments in driving
better customer experience, better
product quality and service quality
and investment in digital. Attempt
will be made to maintain robust and
sustainable EBITDA margins
• Have seen significant increase in
app downloads in last 1 year and
last 5-6 quarters co has increased
performance marketing spend
consciously and what is encouraging
is that app in stores has resulted in
increase in monthly active users and
transacting users. But have seen MoM
increase in active and transacting
users, although the numbers are on a
gross basis.

• OLO levels fall in Bangladesh: Due
to covid-19, a lot of call centres/contact centres were closed and which
led to jump in online channel. Company aims to build online channel
aggressively and invest in own assets.
In Bangladesh company doesn’t work
with aggregators and all orders are
only through own asset.

• Recovery has been driven during
covid period by strengthening ticket
and partial compensated volume
drop. Second half of past quarter,
company has seen strong order
recovery back to pre-covid levels.
Going forward, more normalcy,
and festive season, order growth is
expected come back coming quarter.

• Company has seen very encouraging recovery in order count and
almost pre-covid levels of orders
and expect the trend to continue
as dining now coming back. On
Ticket size, there is moderation due
to channel mix change and dining
reopening. Mix is still biased towards
delivery and ticket size is higher than
pre-covid levels. There are 2 counts:
(1) delivery charges (2) delivery mix as
increased significantly pre-covid and
that will sustain despite dining getting back to 100%. Co. is working on
premiumization and personalization
on using company’s app and these
themes will play out. Order recovery
is almost back to pre-covid levels.
As Q2 gone by, company has seen
encouraging trend in order recovery
and will be back to pre-covid levels.

• In 55 stores opened in Q2, 46 in
cities where company already has a
presence. Company sees opportunity
in the existing markets while also
in markets where it doesn’t have a
store. There is an opportunity in all
set of towns and headroom of growth
is tremendous

• Certainly, as revenue growth
comes back, there will be some
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Company has seen
very encouraging
recovery in order
count and almost
pre-covid levels
of orders and
expect the trend to
continue as dining
now coming back…
Jubilant Foodworks
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• Strategy for growth has been to
build a dominant Domino’s story in
India with presence of 3000 stores
and curating a portfolio of brands
(MoM’s, Dunkin, Ekdum) and also
scale up international footprint and
invest in digital capabilities and all in
the process of building multi-brand
multi-country food tech business.
The investments are very thoughtful
and strategic and strategic and one
of these 4-5 themes. Have a strong
balance sheet and fairly confident of
these investments to yield results.
Nothing that the company does would
dilute focus on building a Dominos
story in India and not prioritize over
building a multi brand-multi country
portfolio.
• There has been potential of opening >150 stores in Srilanka in next
2+3 years. Company will leverage
India story and apply in international countries and grow in similar
countries and international growth is
based on Dominos.
• Gross margins impact is on account
of food inflation mitigated by dairy
prices and productivity. Inflation
played out on all commodities but
expect dairy to mitigate some of the
commodity inflation. Expect dairy to
be moderate and which plays a big
part
• On personnel costs: accumulation
of broad themes. improvement in
manpower & delivery productivity,
increased deployment of businesses
associates (gig employees) and
costs gets booked in manufacturing
costs, operating leverage and annual
revision & increments. There will be
increase in personnel costs in Q3 but
will not be significant and most have
been factored in current quarter.
There will be impact of operating
leverage as revenue comes back.
Delivery costs are high and impact
due to high crude prices and so are
the packaging charges.
• SSS on a 2-year basis is flat at 2-3%.
Dine in still remains a drag but even
as dine in becomes normalized, SS

levels will hold up. Delivery revenues
will continue to hold up strong yoy
despite dine making a coming back.

L&T Technology Services
Ltd.

• In Sep, company held analyst day
where they talked about six big bets
in the areas of electric autonomous
connected vehicles, 5G, Digital
products and AI, Digital manufacturing and sustainability. Company is
progressing well on the deal traction,
pipelines, and solutions in these
areas.
• USD CC growth of 6% qoq led by
healthy traction and digital across
all five segments. Highest quarterly
growth clocked in last 3 years
• EBIT margin at 18.4% is the highest
reported
• Large deal pipeline and conversions remain healthy and won 9 deals
across segments- 5 deals 10 mn + and
2 deals 25 mn+
• Segments:
o Transportation: qoq growth of
6.2% led by demand across all
3 sub-segments: auto, trucks,
off-highway. Auto cos. are going
through rapid transformation
and LTTS is partnering with
them in areas of electrification
and connected vehicles. Apart
from OEMs, company is also
tying up with new age names
on the EV side. Introduction of
highway too, company is winning
deals in electrification programs
cross product categories like
Trucks, RVs, off-roaders. LTTS’
EV lab in Bangalore is gaining
traction from customers and
helping to win larger deals. In Q2,
co. won a 25 mn deal to expand
an auto customers’ design centre
in India and create a dedicated
technology hub to work on EV
and power electronics. There is
recovery in auto space with deal
pipeline steadily improving and
customers investing in connected
solutions and data analytics.

LTTS expects growth in transportation in all 3 sub-segments
o Plant Engineering: qoq growth
of% driven by O&G and FMCG,
followed by Chemicals. In O&G,
LTTS continues to win orders
from major O&G players as their
global partner for site sustenance and digital engineering.
FMCG traction continues with
wins in areas of automation like
expansion and sustainability. In
Chemicals, LTTS is seeing EPCM
services opportunities as capex
improves.
o Industrial Products: second
consecutive quarter with 8%
or more qoq growth. All 3
sub-segments showing good
growth. Electric, machinery and
building automation. The trend
for platformarization services
continues as customers invest in
software platforms to improve
their own products and extend
their features to end to end
customers. Witnessing broadbased demand leasing to digital
twin analytics and AI led decision
making. Strong deal wins and
LTTS expects IP to be one of the
fastest growing segments this
fiscal.
o Teleco & Hi-tech: Growth was
a bit muted with semi, semcon
and telecom infra growing well
although there was softness in
media due to delays in project
renewals and ramp ups. As
5G development happened,
investments have been made

Large deal pipeline
and conversions
remain healthy
and won 9 deals
across segments- 5
deals 10 mn + and 2
deals 25 mn+…L&T
Technologies
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by companies across multiple
segments like computing
communications, consumer
electronics, satellite based
streaming providers etc to build
newer products and platforms in
coming quarters.
o Medical: has shown a strong
bounce back in Q2 with 9.6% qoq
growth and crossed USD 100
mn revenue milestone. Building
software platforms with digital
health, robotics surgery and
patient monitoring as well as
quality assurance and compliance. With supply chain issues
in electronics and parts affecting
our customers ability to meet
demand, LLTs is also helping
clients to design alternative
components.
• Digital Engineering and technology progress: Digital Engineering
revenues at 55% in Q2 vs 54% in
Q1 and see this trend to continue.
Engineers continue to innovate and
filed 25 patents in Q2. Patent filings
have largely been in collaborative and
intuitive spaces in digital
• Talent scale up: LTTS has substantially increased the freshers intake
which in addition to optimizing the
pyramid will help the company tackle
attrition leveraging the engineering
global academy that was set up by
LTTS earlier last year. Co. has tied
up with top universities to source
and train talents so that they can be
productive faster. There will be bump
in head count growth in Q3 and Q4 as
these freshers are inducted in the co.
• Outlook: demand outlook in US and
Europe continues to be strong while
ROW and India are seeing signs of
recovery. Getting +ve signals with
interactions with customers on CY22
budgets as CTOs, CEOs wants to
partner with LTTS as they invest in
growth and transformation. Concerns with supply chain issues, labor
shortage and cost inflation. Not clear
whether these worries are temporary
or for longer period.
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• Revenue growth guidance: Raise
FY22 growth in USD terms between
19% and 20%.
• Q3FY22: Q3 has some seasonality
on account of furloughs and shutdowns. Broad-based growth is likely
to continue and furloughs beyond
normal are likely to be specific to
certain customers rather across
entire segment
• Margin Outlook: Strong beat on
margins despite wage hikes to senior
employees, driven by operational
efficiencies – productivity and cost
optimisation helped absorbed mid to
senior level wage hikes; Also helped
by account mining and favourable
D&A. Management anticipates
savings from travel and facility will be
given up. Headwinds from Attrition,
wage hikes, investments in organic
and inorganic activities for growth.
Tailwinds include growth, revenue
mix, economies of scale, productivity
improvement, segment mix. Transportation margins will be 19% range
while Telecom and Hitech will show
further improvements. Aim to reach
sustainable 18% margins by FY25,
although the path will be bumpy due
to highlighted headwinds.
• Tax rates: Full year expectation of
26.5% to 27%
• Attrition Outlook: Middle management has contained some of attrition.
There is no client loss due to attrition. LTTS has hired 1200 freshers in
last 2 quarters and will further take
2000 more freshers mainly in Q3
and Q4. Academy setup for training.
Lateral hiring in US, India, Europe
and Japan. More than 75% of employees have been trained globally.

Route Mobile Ltd.

• Back at full strength at the
office since vaccination drive for
all employees have largely been
completed
• Solid financial performance of 25%
yoy growth
• Post-acquisition of Sendclean,
launched and live with ‘Sarv’ platform
November 2021

which allows seamless onboarding of
customers on the email platform

owing to change of country mix since
Indian share of revenues increased

• For Call2Connect, company has
optimized leadership with appointment of Shefali Sharma as CEO and
new technology officer. Company is
confident of growth with addition of
new 1000 seater facility. Launched
new delivery platform ‘rapid” and
had over 7000 registrations from
over 100 countries

• Net revenue retention of 118% and
added 400 new customers in H1FY22
across all products

• Route Mobile has been ranked
amongst top 5 providers in CPaaS
domain
• In terms of inorganic growth and
geographical expansion strategy,
company has signed definitive
agreement to acquire Masivian and
Interteleco to foray in LATAM and
Kuwait markets. Post transactions
are expected to close in Q3FY22
• Q2FY22 has been strong in terms
of revenues, despite being a weak
quarter in terms of seasonality.
• Volume terms, processed >9.11
bn transactions, highest quarterly
processed till date
• Volume has been strong on account
of onboarding of large customers
which has contributed to traffic in
last quarter and the trend would
continue
• Geographically, India pie continue
to increase from 41% in FY21 to 47% in
H1FY22
• Average realization per billable
transaction decreased from 55 paisa
from Q1FY22 to 48 paisa in Q2FY22

Volume has been
strong on account of
onboarding of large
customers which
has contributed to
traffic in last quarter
and the trend would
continue… Route
Mobile
INSIGHT
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• Cashflow from operations was Rs
-91.9 million largely because of GST
payments for FY21 to the tune of Rs
311 mn and payments of taxes for
Route Mobile UK
• Onboarded 89 new employees in
H1FY22 and attrition rate (annualized)
was 19% in H1, the hiring has mostly
been on sales and marketing, developers and these are the two areas
that the company has been focusing
on. ~30% of attrition was involuntary,
more to with performance. Because
of the hypercompetitive market,
company has come up with new
ESOP plan
• Call2Connect revenues at Rs 82.5
million
• New services businesses have
higher gross margins
• Sendclean revenues at Rs 19.6
million in Q2FY22
• Effective tax rate would be ~18%
to 19% for next few quarters due to
diversified operations across geographies. UK, Malta have lower tax rates
and zero tax in UAE
• LATAM is going to be a key
market for CPaaS after Asia and with
acquisition of Masivian, company has
two large markets covered which is
Columbia and Peru. Company already
has presence in Chile and with this
acquisition, it opens opportunity
for operations in Brazil. Combined
synergies would be cross selling of
products like Masivian doesn’t have
email platforms and all platforms like
RCS and hence they can use company’s platforms and hence cross-sell
opportunities increases with those
acquisitions
• In terms of Interteleco acquisition
in Kuwait, it’s a market which is
growing very fast and margin is high
end very limited number of players

which have evolved and doing business and as an expansion strategy in
Middle East market, Route Mobile
believed that Kuwait is integrated
part for company’s vision and now
have a solid establishment in Saudi as
well. Saudi, UAE, Kuwait along with
Qatar and Bahrain are the 5 markets
which company is bullish and expects
to generate more revenue from these
markets in future

quarter. For Q2FY22, there were
no revenues realized through RCS.
Realizations will be between SMS
and WhatsApp. Adoption ratios are
still not evolved as WhatsApp in
India however getting response from
enterprise customers to opt for RCS
and it has a great future and have
onboarded customers who are going
to pay for RCS transactions from this
quarter onwards

in place for driving further growth.
Several partnerships for co-creation

• Overall portfolio of Route Mobile
has covered everything in terms of
offering including the voice as well
which is catering enterprise segment.
Company is looking for acquisition
in this space and in talks with certain
companies

• ILD is definitely going to add
potential to the revenue in coming
quarters & various international
customers have started to use ILD
platform

• Credit card spends has grown
36% yoy/27% qoq. Early trends in
Oct show 42% yoy growth in card
spends 416,000 credit cards issued
in last 5 weeks, driven by accelerated
approach to digitize the economy

• Q3 is the strongest quarter for the
company given festivities across the
globe and definitely that will augur
well for the industry and company
• For Call2Connect, there are quite
a lot of open spaces for bought or
live agent and keeping that in mind,
requirement of call centre would
increase day by day and hence
recently set up a 1000 seat call centre
in Virar and have a vision of 5000
seater capacity 3 years down the line
and the company has already set
a target. Company has now a solid
team to lead Call2Connect
• LATAM is a big market of
WhatsApp business and the company
is one of the largest in Columbia in
terms of market reach and wallet
share and the same goes to Chile
market. These LATAM markets are
very WhatsApp savvy markets and
Route Mobile is direct partner with
WhatsApp and would bring lot of
synergies for LATAM acquisitions
where they can actually go and sell
WhatsApp API as partner rather than
as third parties. Voice business also
is getting good traction in that part
of the world and once Route has
voice platform it can leverage their
manpower and cross sell.
• Route Mobile processed over 850
million RCS messages in Q2FY22
and have started charging from this

• For geographies like India and
middle East, it tends to increase the
working capital. For larger global
clients who are hyperscalers there,
the working capital tends to be
significantly better

HDFC Bank Ltd.

• Economic activity moved driven
by pent up demand on relaxation of
restrictions. Expect economic activity
to pick up further driven by Govt.
spending and vaccination
• ~400 branches are in the pipeline
to be opened. Added 432 branches
over past 18 months and progressing
on vintage maturity models; added
12,259 people over past 12 months
• Technology enablers are getting

Credit card spends
has grown 36%
yoy/27% qoq. Early
trends in Oct show
42% yoy growth
in card spends
416,000 credit
cards issued in last
5 weeks, driven
by accelerated
approach to digitize
the economy HDFC Bank
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• In Sep, website received traffic
of 82 mn visitors vs 31 mn, HDFC
bank has received 32% higher traffic
vs next bank. >60% of visits were
through mobile device
• Opened all time high 2.9 mn liability relationships, 31% yoy/45% qoq,
strong momentum in CASA deposits

• Several strategic partnerships in
pipeline
• UPI transactions (P2P+P2M) have
grown 35%qoq/2.2x yoy. P2P market
share is 10% and P2M share at 15%
• Mobile transactions grew 66% yoy;
market capture through new product
offerings
• On wholesale side, corporate has
seen high cashflows and sued market
instruments for borrowing and
preference for prepayments
• In retail side, incremental disbursements of 50% qoq/71% yoy;
retail book grew 4.5% qoq/11.5% yoy.
Expect +ve qoq growth in retail loan
sin coming quarters as well. Monsoon
at normal levels, rural economy
started to show on expected good
rabi season; employment indicators
reached pre-covid levels in September. Industry enquiry for loans
witnessed month on month increase.
Mobility has improved across states,
potential to boost consumption. Auto
loans grown against tide at healthy
rate; September 2021 vehicle sales
down 37% yoy while incremental auto
loans in value terms increased 36%
during same period. Unsecured personal loans high growth adjusted for
delinquencies. Home +LAP sustained
growth qoq and expect to continue in
latter half of FY22. Loans >Rs 1 lakh
showing strong growth trend. Pushing for distribution on business and
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gold loans which will yield results in
subsequent quarters. Sectors such as
Home Textiles (30% -40% growth),
Home Appliances (20% plus growth),
Food grains, telecom, FMCG (20-30%
growth). Govt. and sued cars would
see traction.
• Commercial & Rural business grew
27% yoy/17.5% qoq. CASA remains
strong at 21% yoy/4.6% qoq. Business
was aided by continued market share
gains and expansion in semi-urban
and rural areas and underlying
strengths in economy. Strong
outlook in both December and March
quarters. Rural banking grew 12%
qoq helped by record disbursements,
strong customer acquisition through
village penetration (>1 lakh villages),
crop diversification and focus on
small and marginal farmers. Target
for another 1 lakh village penetration.
Transport finance grew 5.2% qoq,
improved market share to 25%-30%
with all OEMS across all product
categories. Construction and traction
finance businesses expected to be
stronger in 2nd half. Mid-corporate
segment (self-funded) 29% yoy/5.6%
qoq, achieved target of penetrating
100 cities by September, initially
targeted by march 2022. Witnessed
capex demand in several sectors.
Believe recovery in consumption and
exports in coming quarters will help
lift capacity utilization. SME growth
outlook remains strong for FY22 and
FY23 as well
• Cost to income ratio: As technology
investments are stepped up and retail
segment picks up further, anticipate
the spend levels to increase driven
by incremental volumes, sales and
promotional activities and other
discretionary spends on the retail
segment. As retail is powering ahead,
the cost of acquisition, sales promotion, marketing is far aggressive
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on front end. Historically, when
retail came down, costs down. Some
technology costs would increase but
not a big deal.
• Core annualized slippage ratio at
1.8%, +45bps qoq at Rs 5300 cr
• Recoveries and upgrades at Rs
3500 cr (30 bps), write- offs Rs 2600
cr (25 bps), sale of NPAs Rs 500 cr.
Restructuring at 1.5% (out of which
25 bps accounts are not restructured
but reported since at borrower one
other facility has been restructured).
Bank has been empathetic and hence
restructured across varied class of
borrowers. Moratorium customers
are there in restructuring. Analytics
suggest most moratorium behaviour
as well and data based on R1 mainly.
• Contingent provisions at Rs 7,700
cr. Floating provisions remained at
Rs 1,450 cr. General provisions at Rs
5800 cr. Total provisions at 163% of
GNPA
• Improvement in various key risk
indicators which has resulted in
reversal of businesses. Demand resolution for Retail assets for September
97.5%, almost back to pre-covid levels
of 98%. Bounce rates are better than
pre-covid levels of Feb 2020 in most

Improvement in
various key risk
indicators which has
resulted in reversal
of businesses.
Demand resolution
for Retail assets for
September 97.5%,
almost back to precovid levels of 98%...
HDFC Bank
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products. 10% more customers are
self-curing (customers bounces
but clears on his own without bank
intervention). Resolution rates across
DPD buckets: most buckets have
reverted to pre-covid levels and
some buckets better than pre-covid.
Bank expects all buckets to revert to
pre-covid levels by Jan 2022 (in the
absence of any unforeseen third wave
impact etc.). Bank is all prepared for
3rd wave and geared vaccinations and
2nd dose coverage will be >90% in
30 days or so and hence collections
are expected to remain strong unlike
what happened in 2nd wave (barring
lockdowns imposed). Recoveries
higher by 10% than pre-covid levels
and improving month on month.
SME book which was affected in 2nd
wave, have fairly recovered and it’s
a diversified book with no industry
have more than 5R% exposure (baring
agriculture). ECLGS stress estimated
in single digits. Restructuring (R1
and R2) portfolio impact at 10-20 bps
at point of time. Early adopters of
analytics/big data for credit scoring
and lending programs and extending
the same model to new to credit
customers. Introduced credit innovation lab to experiment lot of delivery
channels, customer segments across
consumer lending, micro lending,
SMEs and wholesale banking. Bank
is hence working with technology
partners to speed up the process
• Over the last 6-8 quarters,
advances boo transitioned from retail
to wholesale book over the period of
time and now at inflexion point when
the retail book momentum is building
pace. Certain segments grown in last
18 months were low risk segments
however ROA /ROE has been steady.
• Retail will need time to catch up
with average growth in a few quarters and will be reflected in NII

economy review

Economy review
least one dose of covid-19 vaccine (as of 24 Oct’21). Just
The whole confidence in the burgeoning equity markets
for comparison, while the world has administered close
was around the recovery in demand in economy as
to 7 billion doses, India alone has administered 1 billion
it reopens which will transpire into strong economic
or 100 crore doses. However, despite this incredible
growth. The government has done its part by opening
achievement, only 21.86% of India’s population are fully
its purse and spending more while also expanding the
vaccinated, raising concerns that a
vaccination programme. Rating
large swathe of the population still
agencies, both domestic and
remains vulnerable to the highly
international, took note of the same
infectious delta variant of COVID-19
and even international monetary fund
Rating agencies,
since to stop a menacing third wave at
(IMF) trimmed global growth forecasts
both domestic and
least 60% of the population was to be
but has kept India’s growth at 9.5% in
international, took
vaccinated by Dec’21. However, there
2021 and 8.5% for 2022. All good so far,
seems to be to complacency as well
however there are caveats with the
note of the same and
since the vaccination daily run rate
success story. Recently media articles
even international
has also come down to 3.7 million a
highlighted the incredible feat by the
monetary fund (IMF)
day from expected 15.1 million doses
central government of vaccinating 100
a day to attain the 60% mark. Not
cr people. The sheer number is itself
trimmed global
to forget that now since more than
laudable considering the steps and
growth forecasts
50% of the population has been at
the challenges faced by the healthcare
but has kept India’s
least vaccinated with one dose, it will
workers and by leveraging technology
be difficult to vaccinate the rest as
to campaign and aware people
growth at 9.5% in
that would mean identifying those
abound the vaccination programme
2021 and 8.5% for
individuals, who would mostly be
to overcome hesitancy. Due to the
2022.
from remote/rural regions and to
efforts by the government, ~51.51%
convince them to take vaccines.
of the population has received at
53
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Share of population vaccinated (%)
UAE
Canada
China
Japan
France
Brazil
United Kingdon
Israel
Germany
United Staes
Turkey
Thailand
Vietnam
India
World
Indonesia
Russia
South Africa
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20%

40%

60%
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41%

55%
53%
51%
49%

100%

120%

96%
78%
76%
77%
75%
74%
73%
71%
Fully vaccinated
69%
66%
65%

Partly vaccinated
Total

140%

160%

180%

200%

Source: Our World in Data, as of Oct 24, 2021, China: Oct 18, 2021

The other major problem has been inflationary concerns
now have targeted hoarders. Besides, the Govt has also
not only in India but across the world. While the central
released stock of tomatoes and onions into market from
banks consider inflation to be transitory and a product
warehouse. The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the
of supply shock, there could be more to it. The IMF’s
Reserve Bank of India expects food prices, including those
recent World Economic Outlook believes that the
of vegetables, to stay muted due to record production and
headline inflation would peak by the end of 2021 with
supply-side measures taken by the government. Besides,
inflation back to pre-pandemic levels by mid-2022
MPC has lowered its projections for the consumer price
with risks tilted towards upside and this is for both
index (CPI) based inflation for FY22 by 40 basis points to
advanced economies and emerging ones alike. Some
5.3% from its August forecast of 5.7%. The RBI governor
experts believe that the present supply side shocks are
believes that if there are no spells of unseasonal rains,
a product of years of underinvestment since commodity
food inflation is likely to register significant moderation
prices were unrewarding and especially coming out of
in the immediate term, aided by record kharif production,
world economic crisis in 2008, the focus was not towards
more than adequate food stocks, supply-side measures
investment. Besides, the aggressive approach towards
and favourable base effects. While in reality, every
being caron neutral by the economies has also affected
commodity is going up and the situation has further
the demand-supply game with prices expect to remain
aggravated with coal shortage. This would feed into
high. The high commodity prices
second order inflation too with higher
have hurt India’s corporate sector
transportation costs into retail prices
with limited ability of corporate to
of goods and services thus affecting
The
MPC
of
RBI
pass the high costs given subdued
states with low farm produce and
expects food prices,
demand especially vulnerable are
far-flung areas the most. Thus, the
those companies dependent on
Govt. and the RBI cannot remain
including those
rural consumption. While some
in the denial mode for long as the
of vegetables, to
part of the rising prices could be
inflation is hard from transitory. The
stay muted due to
attributed to normalization as travel
situation will impinge rural demand
record production
costs, manpower costs increase, the
recovery (thus affecting demand
and supply-side
majority have been driven by input
mass segments more) than urban
cost pressure all across agricultural
demand. Mr. Verma, one of the RBI’s
measures taken by
commodities, metals, chemicals, PVC
MPC members have highlighted
the government.
and energy costs thus resulted in
two prominent risks in the recently
Besides, MPC
depressed gross margins. Even the
released MPC minutes: First, the
has lowered its
prices of match boxes get revised
ongoing transition to green energy
projections
for
CPI
by 100% in a span of 14 years. Apart
worldwide poses a significant risk
based inflation for
from petrol and diesel, onions and
of creating a series of energy price
tomatoes are expensive as well.
shocks similar to that in the 1970s
FY22 by 40 basis
Prices of vegetables have moved
and second, recent concern is about
points to 5.3% from
up after heavy rains in parts of the
the tail risk to global growth posed
its August forecast
country damaged standing crops.
by emerging financial sector fragility
of
5.7%.
Govt. is trying to tame edible oil
in China. “Both of these risks — one
prices too with import duty cut and
to inflation and the other to growth
November 2021
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— are well beyond the control of the MPC, but they
warrant a heightened degree of flexibility and agility”, he
added.

protection companies might also increase prices due to
input cost pressure from there end as key input prices
have risen due to shortage of containers for transportation
and a rapid rise in freight costs. Thus, in all there have
been multiple challenges ahead, however according to
latest updates for economy, 2021-22 Kharif food grains
production is slated to touch an all-time record

While rural is not only about farm economy since majority
of rural population are not into agriculture (which are
going through low rural wages), nevertheless the situation
is alarming in farm sector as well. The late revival of
Southwest monsoon has resulted in better availability of
The supply chain crisis led by lower production and
water in reservoirs and moisture in soil as well however
lack of containers globally was further challenged with
the sector has also not been spared by undeterred rise in
improvement in demand. It would be worthwhile to look
input costs. The low availability of critical fertilizers has
at the important indicators how they have fared. Needless
been raised by economists as a risk for agriculture GP
to say, the global demand has fared well and remained
growth as China has curtailed exports of diammonium
strong in developed nations and that has been reflected in
phosphate (DAP) which is imported from China. India
exports growth for India which continued in September
is not self-sufficient in fertilizers and imports ~30% of
2021 as well with growth of 29.9% over pre-pandemic
domestic demand and majorly from China and particularly period. The current account balance thus shifted to a
DAP and muriate of potash (MOP) as well. According to
surplus in Q1FY22 at 0.9% of GDP. However, the domestic
latest data in October, india has less than half of urea and
demand has also not fallen behind with 23.8% growth
DAP stock required for tabi season which will begin in
over pre-pandemic period in non-oil non-gold imports.
October. The root cause lies in the production curtailment Based on these developments, the latest update of the
of key ingredients of fertilizers- phosphoric acid and
21-factor nowcast, i.e., the Economic Activity Index
ammonia, thus resulting in near doubling of DAP prices.
(EIA) indicates that real GDP grew by 9.6% in JulyThese have lot of ill effects- firstly in terms of diversion
September 2021 (Kumar, 2021). Consumer confidence
towards more use of urea which will affect productivity.
has improved as well but still below contraction zone
Besides, even in urea, India is not self-sufficient and
while future confidence is strong. RBI surveys indicate
imports ~29%. More importantly domestic manufacturers
that “Government spending, strong order books and the
and traders are both indecisive on increasing production
improving pace of execution is lifting demand conditions
or imports and have deferred purchases. In India,
across infrastructure-linked and services sectors, with
fertilizer sector is controlled by Govt. and the price of
downgrades confined to contact-intensive hospitality
urea is fixed while that nitrogen,
and aviation, power, real estate
phosphorous, and potassium (NPK) are
and textiles.” The RBI’s State of the
partially decontrolled. In case of price
Economy report states that despite
The RBI’s State
rise, Govt. has to compensate with
input cost pressures across sectors,
of the Economy
increase in subsidies to make up for
business expectations for H2FY22 and
report states that
the increase in global prices and the
Q1FY23 are upbeat regarding capacity
despite
input
cost
Govt. has approved an additional Rs
utilisation, production, order books
28,655 crore ($3.8 billion) to fertilizer
and employment, with improvement
pressures across
companies as compensation for selling
expected in financing and credit
sectors, business
products at lower than market prices
conditions. Accordingly, the outlook
expectations
to farmers. Even then, the subsidies so
on profit margins is bright. However,
for
H2FY22
provided are with a lag thus stretching
RBI stressed on global growth risks
and Q1FY23 are
working capital for these companies/
as against domestic as the main ones
traders. Besides, based on media
to watch out for. The report states
upbeat regarding
articles, there is hue and cry among
that “Retail sales spending, global car
capacity utilisation,
farmers with regards to unavailability
sales, industrial production and world
production,
of fertilizers and since the Govt.
merchandise trade have moderated,
order
books
and
revised subsidies, key feedstock like
with shortages widening in key
employment, with
phosphoric acid has increased even
sectors such as semi-conductors and
improvement
further. Unavailability of fertilizer is
shipping. Longer supplier delivery
a major risk for the fertilizer sector
times are also holding back output in
expected in
and for food production and thereby
some industries”.
financing and credit
food inflation and rural income. To
conditions.
add to that, agrochemical and crop
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India’s Merchandise Trade September 2021
(Growth over pre-COVID period)

Consumer Confidence Indices

49.6
36.2
29.9

Total Oil
Exports

26.6

Non-Oil
Exports

23.8

Total
imports

Non-Oil
imports

Non-Oil
Non-Gold
imports

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry, RBI State of Economy

Source: RBI State of Economy

Business Sentiments

Source: RBI State of Economy

RBI said that the major cause of concern could be
ongoing congestion at ports in the US, Europe and Asia
that have resulted in breaks in supply chains. “The
average cost of shipping a standard large container (a
40-footequivalent unit, or feu) is five times higher than
a year ago. The average door-to-door shipping time
for ocean freight has gone from 41 days a year ago to 70
days. At the same time, in the first seven months of 2021,
cargo volumes between Asia and North America were up
by 27% compared with pre-pandemic levels. The most
optimistic estimate is that disruptions could take a year
to unwind, while the worst-case scenario is of a slowing
down and reordering of world trade” stated the RBI
report. Elevated inflation levels in both developed and
developing economies is expected to stay longer, at least
into 2022. The OECD estimates that higher commodity
prices and global shipping costs are currently adding 1.5%
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to G20 CPI inflation. Since shipping costs are expected to
remain elevated into 2022, it is now expected that G20 CPI
inflation would be pushed up by 1.75% in the last quarter
of 2021 and by more than 1% in 2022.
Freight Rates Across Key Routes (Sep 2021 over Sep 2020)

Source: Reuters and Authors’ calculations, RBI State of Economy

World Trade and Shipping Cost

Source: CPB Netherlands; and Bloomberg, RBI State of The Economy

have showered hope on future
Incidentally, Indian economic
consumption and a pick up in rural
indicators haven’t fared well in
economy as well as consumption
September led by divergent trends
Incidentally, Indian
driven by hike in dearness allowances
in global supply chain constraints
economic indicators
for government workers. Rating
together with an upbeat domestic
haven’t
fared
well
agency also believes that higher
mood led by festive season. In fact,
number of sectors improved
10 of the 16 macro indicators tracked
in September led by
performance in September albeit with
by Livemint (Mint’s monthly macro
divergent trends in
considerable variation in the pace.
tracker) have fared worse than
global
supply
chain
However, passenger vehicle as well
five-year average trend in Sep’21. The
constraints together
as tractor vehicles fared but lower as
Mint tracker considers growth over
there were forced production cuts due
the past two years—on an annualized
with an upbeat
to global semi-conductor shortage.
basis—to compare current levels
domestic
mood
led
However, data from Federation of
of activity with the pre-pandemic
by festive season.
Automobile Dealers Association
period, as year-on-year comparisons
(FADA) have shown that vehicle
can be misleading due to base effects.
registrations fell 5.3% yoy but the
According to the article, this was
decline was a much sharper 7% (annualized) compared to
the worst performance on Mint tracker since May and
September 2019. Vinkesh Gulati, President, FADA, said it
in sharp contrast to Aug’21 which was the best in recent
is the worst ever festive season for dealers and customers
months (when only 7 indicators in red). The deterioration
in equal measure. Passenger vehicle segment experienced
in Sep’21 was primarily in the consumption indicators
the brunt of low stocks the most, especially since demand
while ease of living segment remained worrisome. The
was there but supply pressures continued to plague. He
article highlights that the poor set of data could be an
further mentioned that entry-level two-wheelers got hit
aberration since both RBI and IMF have retained strong
by high fuel prices.
growth outlook for FY22. While foreign brokerages

Source: LiveMint
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Domestic air travel fared better but was below prepandemic levels. With the Government now increasing
seating capacity and revenge travel as well as increased
mobility could aid higher growth for this sector ahead.
The article states that there has been improvement in
producer economy segment with improvement in PMI’s
for both manufacturing and services apart from improved
business confidence as there haven’t been any signs
of 3rd wave yet. However, imports led by high oil and
commodity prices could aggravate the balance of trade.
CPI inflation was lower on account of base effect and as
discussed extensively above, once high base wears out,

inflation led by demand in few sections together with
supply chain constraints could be the biggest challenge.
The labour force participation rate, as measured by the
Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), is inching
towards pre-pandemic levels but remains in the red.
While the real rural wage after having declined for a year
has shown signs of improvement, albeit from a low base.
Indeed, the path ahead is very challenging, and to sum up
it seems to be a juggernaut of supply chain constraints
resulting in higher prices which might lead to demand
destruction.

Railway Freight Revenue (Y-o-Y Growth)

Civil Aviation

Source: RBI State of Economy

Source: RBI State of Economy
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Start-up Corner
Mr. Mihir Mehta

At Ashika Capital, we are extremely passionate about fostering symbiotic
relationships that are aimed at building and sustaining high-growth founder
led businesses. We strongly believe that financial capital is the first stepping
stone to build a scalable, sustainable and impactful business. Therefore, our
endeavour is to identify great entrepreneurs in pursuit of building businesses
that carry magnanimous investment potential. Here is an INSIGHT into
businesses that we have worked/working with –

Allern Enterprises Private Limited

Allern is an enterprise born out of Mr. Mahesh Shetty’s vision and backed by a strong cumulative
experience of over 100 years in the education segment. After having taught over 5 lac+ students in his
four decade long stint, Mahesh Ji & his team have now created a revolutionary platform that fuses technology in daily use
books for students and provides a 24*7 teacher experience to the learning student.

Quick excerpts on the product & business -

- One of its kind secure system to ensure that practice books, guide books etc. are digitally empowered with in-house content
of over 40000+ videos
- A holistic business ecosystem that involves Allern, publishers, schools & the final consumers i.e. students
- Rapidly scalable PaaS platform with adequate entry barriers and adept management team
- Already working with some of India’s leading publisher houses like Chetna, Subhas etc.

Human Edge

Human Edge, a company which is on a path to end workplace stress. Workplace stress costs
the global economy over a Trillion dollars & 120K+ lives are lost each year in the US alone.
Existing solutions are unable to treat workplace stress due to use of templatized solutions
which aren’t rooted in biology.
To solve these challenges, Human Edge has built a mobile based platform wherein By using digital biomarkers, it creates a personalized scalable product which provides behavioural “biohacks” for
employees to learn, be coached & engage in online community to enhance their performance at the workplace.
With 20 years of domain expertise, they are taking a unique approach of using biology to treat the root causes of stress
at the individual level.
Having launched in Jan’21, with a highly scalable model they have quickly secured global client accounts (c. 30 across 15
countries); got revenues (~$350k); have loyal marque customers (>55% retention) & have deeply impacted employees in
a positive way (20% reduction in stress levels). They are now looking to raise a $1.5 mn seed round. Please find attached
their deck.
It is founded by Dr. Marcus Ranney who has optimized health, wellbeing & performance of astronauts (Nasa); fighter
pilots; CEOs & led health expeditions to Mt. Everest, Artic Circle etc. which makes it an investment not to be missed.

Snackible

Snackible - a one-stop destination for a health conscious consumer’s snacking needs.
Snackible, an online-first snacks brand markets a robust range of healthier, differentiated,
and innovative snacking options predominantly through their own online portal. Identifying
a sheer lack of choice of healthy, nutritious and tasty snacks, Aditya Sanghavi conceptualised Snackible to solve
everyone’s “snack life crisis” by providing snacks which are not only tasty but also that don’t punish one’s waistline.
The company is currently at an annualized revenue run-rate of approximately INR 14 Cr. and has created an
omnichannel sales approach. In a month, Snackible fulfils more than 20,000 orders across both the brands Snackible
& Dipsters.

These are the top three business opportunities that interested stakeholders can pursue from an investment standpoint.
If you are interested to know more about these companies from the perspective of business operations, investment
thesis, exit opportunities and more, please drop in a line to us at ib@ashikagroup.com.
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Power Obsession:

Shortage or crisis

I

ndia is on the brink of an unprecedented power crisis.
India is suffering its worst power shortage in October
since March 2016 due to a crippling coal shortage.
Power supply fell about 750 million kilowatt hours
short of demand during the first half of October, a deficit
of 1.6% that was the worst in five and a half years. The
October shortfall was already the biggest in absolute terms
for a single month since November 2018. Northern states
such as Rajasthan, Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh,
and the eastern states of Jharkhand and Bihar, were the
worst affected, registering supply deficits of 2.3%-14.7%.
Increased economic activity after the second wave of the

coronavirus pandemic has driven up demand for coal
leading to a supply shortage. Coal accounts for over 70% of
India’s electricity generation, and coal-fired plants make up
208.6 GW, or 54%, of India’s installed power capacity. India’s
dependence on coal-fired power increased in October,
exacerbating the coal shortage amid a decline in output
from other sources such as wind and hydro. More than half
of the country’s 135 coal-fired power plants are running
on fumes - as coal stocks run critically low. The share of
output from renewable energy so far in October fell to
8.34% from 11.33% in September, while hydro energy output
fell by 1.3 percentage points.

Coal consumption & closing stock and dispatches to power sector

Source: Industry Report
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What does the data say?
According to Central Electricity Authority of India data,
the country is facing an unprecedented shortage of coal
stocks in thermal plants which could lead to a power crisis. In October, out of 135 thermal plants that use coal for
power generation, 112 or nearly 80 per cent were either in
the critical or supercritical stage, i.e. they had stocks only
for the next 6-7 days.
Coal stocks reach subcritical level at power station
(<7 days of inventory)

es over 600 million tonnes of coal for domestic consumption. Now, with the domestic crunch, India’s reliance on
Indonesia for coal import has increased. India’s electricity
consumption too, has jumped almost about 17 per cent in
the last two months in comparison to the same time in
2019. For now, the Indian government has said it is working with state-run enterprises to ramp up production and
mining to reduce the gap between supply and demand.
Coal inventory at thermal power plants
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Source: Industry Report

Source: Power Ministry

Coal India’s coal inventory

More than the usual issues?
In the past during the same time, production is challenged by heavy rains/ floods affecting mining, poor road
condition near pit-head coal plants and lower availability
of coal rakes. In the current year, two additional factors
have further flared the coal paucity. Firstly, the sudden
surge in energy demand. The resumption of business
activities posts the second wave of lockdown this year
has been faster and higher than envisaged. Base energy
demand in Apr’21-Aug’21 was at 595 BUs, already exceeded pre-covid level of YTD-Aug’19 by 2.7% (15.5% up over
Apr’20-Aug‘20). Secondly, exceptional rise in imported
coal has restricted its usage adding to current woes.

Demand Supply Mismatch
Post Covid-19, business in countries like China, followed
by India is taking place at a faster pace than expected,
leaving many economic sectors unprepared. In 2020,
eight core sectors, including coal production, transportation and supply faced a drop in demand due to the
sudden pandemic-induced worldwide lockdown. This
sudden surge in unexpected demand has pushed the coal
prices at the international level too, due to which prices of imported coal have sky-rocketed for India. Due to
the increase in price, power plants that usually relied on
imports became heavily dependent on Indian coal, putting
further pressure on the domestic supplies. India imports
around 300-400 million tonnes of coal, primarily from
Indonesia, Australia and South Africa. Coal India produc-

Source: Industry Report

Coal stock deteriorates
Inventory at power stations deteriorated significantly
in Oct’21 with as many as 112 stations facing subcritical
levels of inventories (<7 days of coal stock) and 93 plants
facing supercritical level of inventories (<4 days of coal
stock). Low operation of imported coal-based stations
due to a steep rise in international coal prices (+215%
YoY to US$160/tonne), rise in freight cost, robust power demand due to rise in temperature, arrival of festive
season, supply restrictions by CIL to ~14GW of capacity
for non-clearances for past dues and low coal inventory across power stations during Sep’21 led to a 78% YoY
decline in coal stocks across power stations. As of Oct’21,
coal stocks at 135 power plants decreased by 77.9% YoY to
7.5mn tons (98.6% domestic and 1.4% imported). The share
of imports has fallen from 4.8% in Jun’19, largely due to
the steep rise in international coal prices.
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Coal production and dispatch continue to rise in Sep’21

Source: Industry Report

International coal prices skyrocketed

Coal import trend

International coal prices (RB Index 6,300 kcal) too
skyrocketed to US$230/MT (+300% YoY) in Oct’21 amidst
increased procurement from Europe, US and China on
the back of a steep rise in RLNG prices and the onset of
severe winter. The HBA Index, on the other hand, also
increased 216% YoY to US$162/ton in Oct’21. In recent
times, while the amount of net coal imports has steadily
risen, the volumes have remained at low levels due to
high international coal prices. On an average, India
imports a net 20 MT of coal (and a peak of 38 MT). The
current level of net import for Aug’21 stood at 15 MT. The
rise in international coal prices had led to low imports
and curbs in power generation at the Mundra stations
of Tata Power and Adani Power, which forced Gujarat to
procure expensive power from the spot market. However,
recently, Punjab, Gujarat and Maharashtra have agreed to
procure power from the Mundra station at a higher rate
of Rs. 4.5-5.5/unit, which should ease the dependency on
these states on spot market and, hence, bring down the
spot rates.
International coal price trend
300
250
200
150
100

India’s ad hoc power shortage
While it is convenient to blame Coal India for power
blues, the main reason is the highest-ever global
thermal coal prices on record. Global coal prices have
skyrocketed (up 3x since May-21) owing to a combination
of China’s clampdown on domestic coal production and
covid-19-induced logistical bottlenecks. This has led to
a generation loss of 2% (at the country level) owing to
subpar PLFs (down 2,050bp 5M average) at imported coalbased plants (8% of thermal installed). Besides, a surge in
power demand due to festive/agri season, high residential
demand and no power cuts in election-bound states amid
seasonally low coal production, tightening receivables by
CIL - leading to offtake rationalisation for some discoms
– and manpower issues at MCL worsened the situation.

CIL’s production ramp-up on track
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Source: Industry Report
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With generation from imported coal-based capacities
at an all-time low, domestic coal-based capacities did
the heavy lifting, thereby lowering plant level and CIL
inventories (overall down from 127MT to 49MT in last six

months). Despite an extended monsoon, CIL’s production
has ramped up to 1.5mt/day – the highest since FY19 – and
is likely to go up further. Unlike 2015, coal availability and
logistics have improved materially. Hence, the recovery is
likely to be faster.

Short- and long-term solution

Recently, it was amended to bring in further reforms.
Given India’s energy requirements are going to multiply
manifold in the coming decade, one can only hope these
initiatives bear fruit. The present crisis gives us a unique
opportunity to accelerate the reforms landscape, and
usher in a new age of energy security in India.

In the short term, recent announcements by the Union
Outlook
Power Minister, have reassured that coal stocks are being
Energy demand is expected to remain healthy for the
increased and the problem will be solved in a few days.
rest of FY22, with the threat of disruptions due to third
The supply situation may also ease as China released 1
wave gradually waning away. Power demand in FY22 is
MT of Australian coal trapped in storage some days back.
expected to grow by 5-6% over pre-covid level of FY20.
The issue is also expected to ease as winter approaches,
With sustained demand recovery, thermal PLFs are
and general power consumption reduces. The end of the
expected to remain firm for FY22. The current issue
monsoon also means coal production can be ramped up.
is only temporary and seasonal in nature given power
The Coal and Power Ministries have also vowed to work
demand is likely to ease off post-November (festive season
together to ensure no such shortages
and onset of winter). It provides a
happen in the future. Therefore, in
window to increase domestic coal
the short term, the issue appears
production, which is imminent (H2 The current issue is
to be heading towards resolution.
60% of production). Moreover, with
only temporary and
To solve the long-term issues,
the intervention of coal and power
seasonal in nature
structural reforms are imperative. The
ministry, the situation is expected to
government has taken several such
be normalised in 7-10 days with CIL
given power demand
steps. At the national level, Electricity
expected to enhance its dispatch and
is likely to ease off
Act 2003 was instrumental in India’s
clear off ~40 MT of its inventory. Also,
post-November
power sector turning the corner.
with few states agreeing to procure
It enabled the sector to be more
power at higher rates from Mundra
(festive season and
open and competitive through: the
stations and the onset of winter in
onset of winter). It
unbundling of the SEBs; introduction
Nov’21 should bring down the deficit.
provides
a
window
of competition through open access;
This along with the GoI’s intervention
to increase domestic
multi-year tariff frameworks;
allowing imported coal-based plants
distribution franchisees; delicensing
to sell on exchanges is likely to abate
coal production,
thermal generation while establishing
the overall situation. On a longerwhich is imminent
RPOs; setting up regulatory bodies,
term basis unless structural issues
(H2 - 60% of
CERCs and SERCs, and an appellate
in the sector are addressed by better
production).
tribunal for dispute resolution; and
logistics, the coal availability issue will
calling for universal electricity access.7
keep cranking up every year.
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Technical view

I

ndian Indices soared record high during the
pressures, the surge in commodity prices, and the
month of 62245 in Sensex and 18604 in Nifty.
extent of the reduction in central bank support, however
Both Indices ended with a gain of 1.5% and 1.4%
the opening of economies has seen confirmation in
respectively. BSE Mid-cap and Small-Cap Indices
macroeconomic indicators as well. All in all, the picture
outperformed the broader market
is mixed and International Monetary
and rose by more than 2% each. The
Fund (IMF) in its latest forecast rightly
Monetary Policy Committee (MPC)
slashed world economic growth
in its last meeting kept repo and
citing supply chain challenges and
Only a close below
reverse repo unchanged at 4% and
persistent Covid spread.
the month low i.e.
3.5% respectively and maintained
below 17500 would
Technical Observation
an accommodative stance. The
trigger
a
short
On the technical parlance Nifty has
Projected GDP growth is retained at
been moving stunningly amidst the
9.5% for FY2021-22. The Consumer
term weakness.
rising channel formation. The lower
Price Index-based (CPI) inflation
The support zone
panel of the channel coincides with
for September 2021 came in at 4.35%
of
17400-17500
the 50dma and are exactly placed
as compared to 5.30% in August
around the same level i.e. around
would
be
crucial
2021. Wholesale Price Index (WPI)
17500-17000. For the trend followers
weakened to 10.6% for the fourth
for the market as it
higher high and higher bottoms in
straight month in September 2021
coincides with the
both daily and weekly time frame
from 11.4% in August 2021 ignoring
Oct’21
month
low,
remains unabated which indicates
higher energy prices. Needless to say,
of presence of a strong trend in the
50DMA.
there are enough uncertainties, such
market. Hence until and unless a
as the sustainability of inflationary
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lower top and lower bottom formation is seen in weekly
time frame negative biasness in the market is not justified
against occasional hiccups. Only a close below the month
low i.e. below 17500 would trigger a short term weakness.
The support zone of 17400-17500 would be crucial for the
market as it coincides with the Oct’21 month low, 50DMA
and the rising trendline since Mar’20 onward hence it
has an added significance and a close below it would
mark as the market entering into a clear downtrend. A
further sharper elevated channel is also seen from July’21
adjoining the low of 15513, 17452 which indicates of an
elevated support for the market around the psychological
level of 18000, trade below which would aggravate
the profit booking activity and drag Index towards
17400-17500.

Sept’21 high (17947) and 61.8% retracement of most recent
1-month rally (17452-18604) placed at 17892
The current rally has witnessed participation from
multiple sectors which is another positive factor for
the market and a perfect sector rotation augurs well
for the durability of the trend. The laggard sectors such
as banking, capital goods, PSU and Realty stocks are
expected to lead the rally from here onwards while FMCG
and energy are also in the improving quadrant in the
RRG graphs and any upward move can take these sectors
into a leading quadrant. Historically market has been
mostly bullish in the October-December quarter. The
ongoing October-December is the most optimistic for the
consumer demand as Diwali falls under this quarter.
Intermediate uptrend remains intact. It continues to
make higher tops and higher bottoms over the last several
months. On the Daily chart, Nifty has recently made
higher bottoms at 16376, 16565 and 17254 and continues
to trade above a rising 20 and 50 day SMA, which gives
further evidence of an uptrend. Interesting to note that
more than 70% of the Nifty constituent are trading above
the 50DMA. Thus, any dip from here on towards 17800
should be capitalised on to accumulate quality stocks
amid progression of Q2FY22 result season.

The sequence of higher high and higher low in weekly time As per seasonality charts, the October-December quarter
has been the most bullish in the last 15 years. Historically
frame continues to remain unabated though presently
only in the year 2016 did Nifty make an intermediate
the Index is undergoing healthy consolidation in the
top in September and in 2010 it made a top in October.
broader market in the range of 17900-18500 amid loss of
This historical fact shows a less probability of a major
momentum. A rally of almost 30% since the month of April
correction ahead. The volatility will increase in the near
will call for a cool-off in price action however technically
term and it will become extremely challenging to trade in
the presence of negative divergence in oscillators in both
the shorter periods.
daily and weekly time frame with overbought reading
resulted in with the correction. On the daily time frame
Since May 2020, The Nifty midcap and small cap indices
14-day RSI reading at 65 indicating neutral price territory
have not corrected for more than 9-10%. In current
and withstanding psychological level
scenario both indices have already
of 17900-18000 would call for another
corrected 7% from their life time high,
bout of volatility on the upside.
indicating limited downside. Thus it
Historically market
However 18450-18500 remains crucial
can be expected that the benchmark
has been mostly
and scaling past the said level would
index too maintain the same rhythm by
bullish in the
mark of an intermittent bottom in
arresting ongoing correction in couple
place.
October-December
of percentage and undergo higher base
Another interesting aspect to note
that Since April 2021, the Nifty has
maintained rhythm of not correcting
more than 3-4% from highs while time
wise it has not corrected for more
than 4 trading sessions consecutively.
Maintaining the said rhythm strong
buying demand emerged around
17800-17900 levels i.e. correction of
3-4% magnitude from current high
(18604) which also coincides with the

quarter. The
ongoing OctoberDecember is the
most optimistic
for the consumer
demand as Diwali
falls under this
quarter.
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formation in coming weeks.
Nifty Elliot Wave count since March
2020 unfolds into a 5-wave impulse
pattern and is currently trading in the
last leg of the wave 5 upmove and the
projected target based on the Elliot
principle comes around 18200-18600
levels. Wave 5 has been unshackling
into an equality principle of wave 1
which on the said principle projects
and upside potential till 18200-18600
November 2021

level in the next forthcoming months.
However, the range of 18000-18200
need to be aptly emphasized as post
completion of the 5 impulse wave
might trigger correction towards
16900-17000 in the next 2-3 months
and a move below 16900 would
confirm the start of wave 4 correction
of a larger degree.

Interest of Nifty started the series
at 0.94, however it moved in a range
between 0.81 to 1.49 during the series
due to heavy Call writing at higher
strike price and settled the series near
to 0.86 levels reflecting increasing
volatility. On option front, Nifty
continued to display weakness with
Call writers moving towards 18500
and 18600 strikes. The highest Call
option base for the Nov series is seen
at the 19000 Call strike, with additions
also focusing on 18500 Call strike
suggesting crucial multiple resistance
on upsides. Combine weekly and
monthly expiry holds more than 111
lakhs share OI in 18500 Call strike.
Maximum put open interest is at
17500 followed by 18000 strike. Hence
looking at the data it seems that Index

Deteriorating market
breadth might be
some of the negative
developments,
while Strong
technical setup
of BankNifty and
global markets are
some of the positive
developments
for Indian equity
markets which
would provide
impetus to Nifty to
head higher.

The volatility index (India VIX)
contuinues to remain at an elevated
level of 18 in Oct series. With VIX
closing above the 18 level mark bears
in all probability will dominate the
market for some time. History too has
been the witnessed the same during
the top of 2014 where VIX has broken
out of the range and closed above the
18 level mark on a closing basis. Hence
with a VIX close above the 18 mark

is likely to face strong resistance from
previous high however put OI buildup at lower strike
prices of 17500 indicates downside too might be limited.
So, a buy on decline approach should continue till the
Nifty holds itself above 18000 levels.

would be a red flag. An uptick would
be the first sign of caution for the market and would
depict of an upcoming volatile days.
Nifty Index closed the Oct series with the gain of 1.4%
on expiry to expiry basis. Put Call Ratio based on Open
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To sum up, based on the present technical setup trend
in the benchmark Index Nifty would turn bearish below
17950. Inability to sustain above 17950 would drag the
Index further lower towards the next support of 17500
levels. Recent high or all-time high for Nifty i.e. the Level
of 18600 has become strong resistance for the Nifty and
unless that is surpassed, pullbacks can be temporary
in nature. However, since present outperformance
of BankNifty might provide support to Nifty and
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outperformance is likely to continue. Structurally, the
formation of higher peak and trough on the larger degree
chart signifies inherent strength that reinstates that the
ongoing breather would find its feet around 17500-17550.
Deteriorating market breadth might be some of the
negative developments, while Strong technical setup of
BankNifty and global markets are some of the positive
developments for Indian equity markets which would
provide impetus to Nifty to head higher.
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Services at Ashika Stock Broking Limited
Products

Products

• Dhanush (Mobile App & Web
base)
• Online Equity, Derivative,
Currency and Commodity
Trading Facility
• DhanushMF (Mobile App &
Web base)
• A One Stop Solution to all
your Mutual Funds needs
online.

Contact

• EKYC
• It now takes just 30 mins to open an
Account.

For Business Opportunity please
contact

• ReKYC
• Hassle-free & paperless modification
without stepping out.

Mr. Amit Jain (Executive Director)
Mobile: +91 90070 66000
E-mail: amitjain@ashikagroup.
com

• Research Services
• A galaxy of potential research team
to provide the best equity research
reports, ideas, solving queries and
many more.

• Back Office Reports on
WhatsApp. Ashika BOT on
Whatsapp / Telegram.

• Online Fund Transfer Facility

• Ask ACIRA • Online Customer service for
clients on our website.
• Margin Trading Facility
(MTF)
• With this MTF facility client
can trade inspite of debits
beyond T+7.

• Securities Lending and Borrowing (SLB)
• Provide securities lending and
borrowing at a market competitive rate
• Depository Services (CDSL/NSDL)
• Provide one roof solution wherein
seamless trading could be ensured
through DP maintained with Ashika

Mr. Niraj Sarawgi (CEO - PCG)
Mobile: +91 91676 16989
Email: nirajs@ashikagroup.com

For Services please contact
Mr. Nand Kishore Jajoo
(Head - DP & KYC)
Mobile: +91 90070 66028
Email: nkjajoo@ashikagroup.com

For institution business please contact
Mr. Dilip Minny (Co-founder- Institution); Mobile: +91 90070 66096; Email: dilipminny@ashikagroup.com

Services at Ashika Capital Limited
Capital Markets
• Issue Management

Fund Raising
•

• IPO / FPO

Advisory

Private Equity

•

• Venture / Growth

• Right Issue

• Merger / Acquisition /

Capital

• Qualified

M&A
Disposal

•		Pipe

•		Management buy-outs /

Institutional

Contact
For Debt Fund Raising /
Mergers & Acquisition /
Business Opportunity
please contact

buy-ins

Placement
•
• Open Offer
• Takeover
• Buyback

•		Leveraged buy-outs

Mr. Mihir Mehta

•		Joint Ventures

Contact: +91 22 6611 1770

• Project Finance

•		Strategic Partnership

Email: ib@ashikagroup.com

•		Team Loan

•		Spin-Offs

•		Working Capital

•		Divestment

Debt Syndication

Loan

• Delisting

• Corporate restructuring

•		Acquisition

• Overseaslisting

• Capital Restructuring

Funding

• Finance Restructuring

•		Construction
Finance

•

Mr. Yogesh Shetye
Contact: + 91 22 6611 1770
E-mail: yogeshs@ashikagroup.com

Business Valuation
• ESOP Valuation

• Underwriting

• Fairness Opinion
For start-up investing please contact
Mr. Chirag Jain (CEO); Contact: +91 22 66111700; E-mail: chiragjain@ashikagroup.com
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Ashika Global Securities Pvt. Ltd.
Ashika Global Securities Pvt. Ltd is the holding company of Ashika Group, a RBI-registered non-deposit taking
NBFC engaged in providing long term and short-term loans & advances to individual & body corporate and
Investment in shares and securities. It has 6 subsidiaries and 1 associate company i.e. Ashika Credit Capital Ltd.

Ashika Credit Capital Ltd.
It is the Flagship company of the group and incorporated in the year 1994. RBI registered Non-banking Financial
Company carrying on NBFI Activities i.e. investment in shares & securities and providing Loan to Individuals,
corporates HNI etc. The company floated its shares to public in 2000 and got listed with CSE. Thereafter, in 2011, the
shares were traded on BSE under permitted category and in 2014 got listed with MSEI. It has a registered FII as one
of its investors.

Ashika Investment Managers Pvt. Ltd.
Ashika Investment Managers Private Limited, a private limited company incorporated on July 13, 2017, is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Ashika Global Securities Private Limited. It is acting as the Investment Manager to Ashika
Alternative Investments, a Trust being registered as a Category III Alternative Investment Fund (Registration
Number: IN/AIF3/20-21/0811) with the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) under the SEBI (Alternative
Investments Funds) Regulations, 2012 (“AIF Regulations”).
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AWARDS

NSDL Stock Performer Awards
of the Year 2019

CDSL Excellent Performer in
Depository Services

NSDL STAR PERFORMANCE AWARD 2018

NSE Market Achievers Award 2018
REGEIONAL RETAIL MEMBER OF THE YEAR 2018 EASTERN INDIA
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BTVI Emerging Company
of the Year 2019

BTVI Young Business Leader
of the Year 2019

Helping Clients Reach for Better Via SIP – National
from Franklin Templeton Investments, 2018

NSE Market Achievers Award 2017
REGEIONAL RETAIL MEMBER OF THE YEAR 2017 EASTERN INDIA

Ashika Stock Broking Ltd.
Ashika Stock Broking Limited (“ASBL”)
started its journey in the year 1994 and
is presently offering a wide bouquet of
services to its valued clients including
broking services, depository services
and distributorship of financial products (Mutual funds, IPO & Bonds). It
became a “Research Entity” under
SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations
2014 in the year of 2015 (Reg No.
INH000000206).
ASBL is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Ashika Global Securities (P) Ltd., a RBI
registered non-deposit taking NBFC
Company. ASHIKA GROUP (details
enumerated on our website www.
ashikagroup.com) is an integrated
financial service provider inter alia
engaged in the business of Investment
Banking, Corporate Lending, Commodity Broking, Debt Syndication &
Other Advisory Services.
There were no significant and material disciplinary actions against ASBL
taken by any regulatory authority
during last three years except routine
matters.
DISCLOSURE
Research reports are being prepared
and distributed by ASBL in the sole
capacity of being a Research Analyst
under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations 2014. The following disclosures
and disclaimer are an essential part
of any Research Report so being
distributed.
1) ASBL or its associates, its Research

Analysts (including their relatives)
may have financial interest in the
subject company(ies). And, the said
financial interest is not limited to
having an open stock market position
in /acting as advisor to /having a loan
transaction with the subject company(ies) apart from registration as
clients.
2) ASBL or its Research Analysts
(including their relatives) do not have
any actual / beneficial ownership of
1% or more of securities of the subject
company(ies) at the end of the month
immediately preceding the date of
publication of the source research
report or date of the concerned
public appearance. However, ASBL’s
associates may have actual / beneficial
ownership of 1% or more of securities
of the subject company(ies).
3) ASBL or its Research Analysts
(including their relatives) do not
have any other material conflict of
interest at the time of publication of
the source research report or date
of the concerned public appearance.
However, ASBL’s associates might
have an actual / potential conflict of
interest (other than ownership).

Research analysts (forming part of
Research Desk) have not received any
compensation or other benefits from
the subject companies or third parties
in connection with the research
report/ research recommendation.
Moreover, Research Analysts have not
received any compensation from the
companies mentioned in the research
report/ recommendation in the past
twelve months.
5) The subject companies in the
research report/ recommendation
may be a client of or may have been
a client of ASBL during the twelve
months preceding the date of concerned public appearance for investment banking/ merchant banking /
brokerage services.
6) ASBL or their Research Analysts
have not managed or co–managed
public offering of securities for the
subject company(ies) in the past
twelve months. However, ASBL’s
associates may have managed or co–
managed public offering of securities
for the subject company(ies) in the
past twelve months.

7) Research Analysts have not served
as an officer, director or employee
of the companies mentioned in the
4) ASBL or its associates may have
received compensation for investment report/ recommendation.
banking, merchant banking, broker8) Neither ASBL nor its Research
age services and for other products
Analysts have been engaged in
and services from the subject compamarket making activity for the
nies during the preceding 12 months.
companies mentioned in the report /
However, ASBL or its associates or its
recommendation.

DISCLAIMER

The research recommendations and information are solely for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be an offer document or any investment, legal or taxation advice or solicitation of any action based upon it. This report is not
for public distribution or use by any person or entity, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law,
regulation or subject to any registration or licensing requirement. We will not treat recipients as customer by virtue of their receiving
this report. The report is based upon the information obtained from public sources that we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee
its accuracy or completeness. ASBL shall not be in anyways responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any such person from
any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. The recipients of this report should rely on their own investigations.
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Gyanada e-learning initiative
launching soon!

Ashika Group supports charitable foundation
to fuel the aspirations of young girls in India.
With our vision to develop essential 21st century capacities, computational thinking and working
with computer-based systems, we will be launching our e-learning module by September,2020.
It has been designed as two sub-initiatives: Every Child Can Code (ECCC) and Makers in the
making (MIM).

Updates on the Binary Story in-school program
We are happy to be finishing the first semester of doing an in school program. It has been a great learning journey for
us this far. We are working towards working out of physical labs in the next semester for the older grades. This is an
exciting phase to be after 1.5 years.
Meanwhile let us share some of our learning of doing a computer program online with children who have no access to
computers at home.
• Computer education as a discipline has grown into a vast and holistic subject, the existing school curriculum does
not do justice to the subject.
• Children are eager to create on computer but relevant knowledge content builds curiosity and brings engagement in
the subject if taught using interactive pedagogy
• Crafting an online curriculum is challenging especially across grades but at the same time working across grades
helps us build, test and curate curriculum across grades
• Teachers require consistent on ground support to deliver the subject hands-on
• If computer education can be reimagined at school then we can move towards being technologically conscious and
developed country

Inviting edu-enthusiast be part of our learning experience at our e-classrooms.
We are inviting more tech enthusiasts to come and experience our leaning sessions. covering a wide range of topics
according to the level of understanding, as per the age of the students.
If you are interested to join one of the sessions to experience our way of learning, feel free to reach out to our founder, Rinsa at
+91 8451856662 or write to us at info@gyanada.org
We, at Gyanada Foundation, engage students in practical learning. For this we provide kids with Gyanada Lab Kits. To
help us fund these kits, visit: https://gyanada.org/donate.html. You can also write to us at rinsa@gyanada.org or connect
with us at 9819044922. Our bank details are:
GYANADA FOUNDATION HDFC Bank, Stephen House Branch, Current A/c No. 50200002885400
IFSC CODE: HDFC0000008
MICR CODE: 700240002
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Group Companies
Ashika Stock Broking Ltd.
(Member: NSE, BSE, MSEI, MCX, NCDEX, ICEX Depository participant of CDSL / NSDL, Research Analyst, AMFI- Registered
Mutual Fund Distributor)
CIN No. U65921WB1994PL217071
SEBI Registration No: INZ000169130
SEBI Registration No: INH00000006 (RA)

Ashika Credit Capital Ltd.
(RBI Registered NBFC)
CIN No. L67120WB1994PLC062159

Registered Office
Trinity
226/1, A.J.C. Bose Road
7th Floor, Kolkata-700020
Phone: 033-4010 2500
Fax No: 033-4010 2543

Ashika Capital Ltd.
(SEBI Authorised Merchant Banker)
CIN No. U30009WB2000PLC091674
SEBI Registration No: INM000010536

Ashika Investment Managers Pvt. Ltd.
(Investment Manger to Ashika Alternative Investments, a
Category III AIF registered with SEBI)
CIN number – U65929MH2017PTC297291
SEBI Registration No: IN/AIF3/20-21/0811

Ashika Global Securities Pvt. Ltd.
(RBI Registered NBFC)
CIN No. U65929WB1995PTC069046

Corporate Office
1008, Raheja Centre,
214, Nariman Point, 10th Floor
Mumbai-400021
Phone: 022-6611 1700
Fax No: 022-6611 1710

Product | info@trisyscom.com

Toll Free No.: 1800 212 2525
For any research related query: insight@ashikagroup.com
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